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a b s t r a c t
A micro-sectioning approach for characterizing the quality or degradation state of interconnect interfaces
in electronic components is described. The method is presented as a means of investigating the bonding
quality of the Al wedge bonding process in IGBT modules. But in general it is applicable to any type of
interface and may be used to assess the present quality of the interface. The micro-sectioning is based
on mechanical polishing, chemical polishing, electro-etching, and various types of microscopy.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The lifetime and performance of an electronic device as an IGBT
(Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor) module is depending on its
application area, often limited by the interconnects. Particularly
the interface between the commonly used Al bond wires and the
semiconductor components is a critical point due to the mismatch
in the coefﬁcients of thermal expansion. This mismatch is believed
to be the dominating effect in the bond wire fatigue failure
mechanism, which includes bond wire lift-off and heel cracking.
In recent years the latter has become more and more rare [1–3].
The bond wire lift-off failure mechanism in IGBT modules is pri-
marily due to fatigue crack propagation inside the wire material.
This is due to the bonding quality, where the reﬁnement of the
granular structure results in a stronger interface than the material
itself. Accordingly the crack is initiated in a natural area, near a
void or near the interface edge, and propagates towards the wire
center where the breaking strength is lower. At some point the
grain size of the reﬁnement region comes close to that of the bulk
wire resulting in a change of propagation direction of the crack to a
horizontal one with respect to the interface. Based on this a micro-
scopical investigation of the wire/chip interface may yield a direct
measure of the quality as well as enable a detailed reliability
assessment [4,5].
Reducing the risk of interconnect related failure mechanisms is
of paramount importance as these are presently the limiting fac-
tors. This has motivated a search for an alternative to the Al wire
as well as to soft solders. To mention a few, the ordinary Al wire
has been proposed to be substituted by ribbons, Cu, or other bond-
ing techniques. These hold various pros and cons, where many of
the disadvantages are related to production compared to the
wedge bonding applied to Al wires. Even though these methods
reduce the thermo-mechanical related degradation the intercon-
nects remain to be the weak point with respect to lifetime. Thus,
an accurate knowledge of the interfaces is still of importance [6].
This article presents an micro-sectioning approach for charac-
terizing the microscopical processes occurring at interfaces. By
investigating the microscopical structure the information regard-
ing quality as well as lifetime may be obtained. In this article,
the quality of wire interfaces are investigated for a series of sam-
ples to illustrate the method. The grain distribution is derived from
the results and used to evaluate the quality of the bonding by look-
ing at the reﬁnement area. Finally, the pros and cons of the method
in general are discussed and alternative ideas are presented.
2. Theory
As brieﬂy discussed in the introduction there is a connection
between the interface strength and the microscopical structure of
the Al, more precisely the grain structure of the interface. A concept
which is only understood from a fracture mechanical point of view,
this is presented brieﬂy in Section 2.1.
Obtaining the grain structure of pure Al in a layered system is
problematic, as the contrast in the Al is often caused by impurities.
The contrast across the Al is further lowered by all the subjacent
layers in the geometry. Therefore, methods like electron backscat-
tered diffraction (EBSD) and electro-etching may be employed to
promote the change in crystal structure. This is outlined in Section
2.2.
2.1. Fracture mechanics
The observations that the fractures in the wire/chip interface
propagate into the wire away from the interface to a certain point
are simply related to the concept of grain size reﬁnement. This is a
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technique used to strengthen certain metals with regard to yield
strength and fracture toughness. In general, these properties
depend on the grain diameter d, where the relation follows the
Hall–Petch equation [7]:
ry ¼ r0 þ kyd1=2 ð1Þ
where ry is the yield strength, ky is the dislocation locking term
which describes the yielding properties of a grain to the adjacent
ones, and r0 is the stress required for dislocation along slip planes.
Naturally, the Hall–Petch equation breaks down below certain
diameters, but it has been shown to be valid on the nanometer scale
[7]. From Eq. (1) it becomes clear that if the fracture toughness fol-
lows the same relation, the strength of the bond strongly depend on
the reﬁnement region.
2.2. Grain structure in aluminium
The idea of the approaches presented here is to provide images
illustrating the grain structure inside the Alwire and metallization.
For a large number of Al alloys this is easily done, as the impurity
atoms situate themselves near the grain boundaries. However, in
pure Al the only difference between grains is a change in crystal
orientation. The contrast this provides is not sufﬁcient for optical
microscopy or ordinary scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
If one introduces SEMmethods like EBSD the grain size and type
can be obtained without inﬂuencing the structure apart from a
standard polishing. The resolution of the SEM also renders it possi-
ble to obtain the structure inside the metallization, which is not
the case for the method presented later using optical microscopy.
However, the disadvantages is the requirement of a SEMwith EBSD
as well as the amount of time required to obtain the diffraction
patterns.
Instead or in combination with EBSD, one may use electro-etch-
ing to provide the contrast between the grains in optical images.
Here, one uses a reagent to etch the surface and the changes in
crystalline structure provide different etching rates. A common
approach in pure Al is to use an electrolytic procedure with Bar-
ker’s anodizing reagent on the Al surface followed by an investiga-
tion using optical microscopy with polarized light. This has
previously yielded clear grain structures with a strong color con-
trast between the different grains, see [8, p. 497]. The reason for
the color contrast, however, is a bit unclear. The electrolytic meth-
od combined with Barker’s reagent is referred to as an anodization,
but previous investigations have shown that the increased oxide
layers do not provide the optical effects for a contrast between
grains. Instead the belief is that the contrast is generated by multi-
ple reﬂections from a rough surface [8,9].
3. Experimental procedure
The experimental procedure presented in the following is in
principal applicable on any given component. The changes neces-
sary are minded towards the region of interest, for instance the
electro-etching formulae needs to be changed depending on the
material composition of the wire.
3.1. IGBT module
The component of interest is an ordinary high power IGBT mod-
ule intended as a power converter in e.g. a wind turbine or in the
automotive industry. In Fig. 1 the layout of the component ana-
lyzed is presented:
A single section of a module consists of a baseplate (3000 lm), a
baseplate solder (100 lm), a DCB (1300 lm), 2 diode (300 lm),
2 IGBT (300 lm), and 2  8  10 Al wire interconnects
(400 lm). Here, the thickness of the given layer is presented in
the following brackets. A typical wire layout on the diode in the
IGBT module is presented in Fig. 2.
The layout is similar on the IGBT chip with a larger spacing
between the wires, in the type of module regarded.
3.2. Micro-sectioning
The micro-sectioning process may be divided into a macro-
scopic and a microscopic part. From a macroscopic stand point,
the system or module of interest is cut mechanically into single
components to reduce the dimensions before the microscopic han-
dling. For an IGBT module this involves isolating the semiconduc-
tor components from each other, but also to remove unnecessary
layers like a baseplate. The microscopic sectioning includes the ﬁne
mechanical polishing to the desired interface, the chemical polish-
ing, and the electro-etching for producing grain structures in the Al.
The given chip is cast two times in order to protect the fragile
components. If the geometry is to be electro-etched an electrical
connection should be made to the metal prior to casting. The pro-
cedures are the following:
1. Dividing module into subelements (IGBT, diode, etc.) by
mechanical cutting. This may be carried out prior to or after
the initial casting into epoxy.
2. Removal of baseplate, baseplate solder, DCB, and semiconductor
solder by cutting, diamond polishing, and ﬁne-grade SiC polish-
ing. The solders are removed to prevent the layer from affecting
the electro-etching and the remaining to simplify the polishing.
3. Second cast and polishing to desired wire interface using ﬁne-
grade SiC and 3 lm diamond polishing.
4. Chemical polishing for removal of mechanical polishing lines.
Fig. 1. Cross-sectional geometry of an ordinary IGBT module consisting of a
baseplate, a direct copper bonded substrate (DCB), semiconductor chips, and Alwire
interconnects [2,10].
Fig. 2. SEM image of wire layout on top of the diode.
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5. Electro etching of wire/chip interface. Barker’s reagent designed
for promoting grain structures in pure Al. The sample is electro
etched with 30 V for 2.5 min with magnetic stirring of the
reagent.
An IGBT chip cast into epoxy is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
One should keep in mind that the softness of the Al complicates
the procedure. During the SiC polishing material from the sur-
rounding layers as well as grains from the SiC paper may be
embedded in the wire. This should be removed in the ﬁnal 3 lm
diamond polishing.
4. Results
The method presented in Section 3.2 is carried out for a series of
samples. In general the samples are of the type presented in Sec-
tion 3.1 with different types of wire. Additional parameters are var-
ied in order to establish a proper quality investigation of the
bonding process. These parameters are not subjects of the current
investigation. In this paper results obtained using the micro-sec-
tioning approach are presented together with SEM images to illus-
trate the method and its advantages. Afterwards, a damaged
interface is presented to illustrate the reliability possibilities of
the approach.
In Figs. 5 and 6 SEM images of Al wire bond interfaces are pre-
sented. In Fig. 5 the observed wire is on top of the diode whereas in
Fig. 6 the interface is on the IGBT. Prior to obtaining the images the
wire has been partly pried off to be able to reach the interface.
In Fig. 5 two focused ion beam (FIB) cuts are made into the
surface to see the composition inside. The wire print observed is
left-over material from the removal of the wire. It was possible
to observe the granular structure of both the metallization and
the wire in the cross-sectional image of the well produced by the
cut.
A similar cross-section is shown in Fig. 6 for the cut made on the
IGBT. One can see the leftovers of the wire, the metallization layer,
and a part of the silicon chip. Furthermore, the grain structure is
visible inside the metallization and wire but with a limited con-
trast. The void or partly cracked area on the right side is believed
to have been created by the prying of the wire.
In Figs. 7 and 8 optical microscopy images of cross-sections of
wire bond interfaces obtained through the micro-sectioning ap-
proach are presented. In both cases the bond is on top of the IGBT
chip which is clear from the trench gate structure seen below the
interface.
The image in Fig. 7 is an ordinary bright ﬁeld (BF) microscopy
image, and apart from the gate structure no mentionable objects
are apparent.
In Fig. 8 the same type of image as in Fig. 7 is obtained but with
electro-etching of the surface and use of polarized light. A clear
granular structure is seen where the diameter of the grains ranges
in size up to 20  40lm. The smallest grains resolved by the micro-
scope are about 5 lm. Furthermore, a clear change in grain struc-
ture is observed near the bond interface, which has been partly
illustrated with the black line. This is naturally a result of the grain
reﬁnement during the bonding process.
In Figs. 9 and 10 cross-sectional images of an interface of a
failed module is presented.
In Fig. 9 the interface was observed to be in the initial state of a
wire bond lift-off. This is indicated by the delamination of the wire
from the metallization, and also the initiation of cracks into the
Fig. 3. IGBT chip cast into epoxy and subjected to polishing until a side view of the
wire interface is reached.
Fig. 4. Top view of the cast presented in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5. SEM image of the heel of an Al wire bonding. Two FIB cuts has been carried
out, one inside the wire interface and one near the edge of the interface after the
wire has been pried off.
Fig. 6. Image of a FIB cut inside the Al wire interface. A clear granular structure is
observed inside the metallization as well as the wire. The void observed just above a
transistor channel is believed to be created by the prying of the Al wire.
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wire. The delamination becomes apparent by comparing Figs. 7
and 10.
In Fig. 10 the same interface is presented after being exposed to
electro-etching. This has promoted the granular structure of the
interface, and as discussed in Section 2.1 the fracture is clearly seen
to propagate at the grain boundaries.
5. Discussion
The results obtained using ordinary SEM combined with FIB
yielded a description of the component composition as well as a
high resolution characterization of the grain structure. The size of
the wire, however, limits the possibilities. Either the wire needs
to be removed before or the characterization is limited to the inter-
face edge. The wire removal was observed to damage the interface,
and thereby rendering results unusable. The study of the interface
edge is simply not sufﬁcient for a detailed description of the inter-
face quality or state.
Instead, the micro-sectioning approach combined with optical
microscopy is proposed for characterization of geometries on this
scale. The electro-etched images combined with polarized light
provide high contrast showing the granular structure of the inter-
face. This enables the possibility of identifying the grain reﬁnement
region and thereby the interface quality. Furthermore, the method
was shown to be able to identify failure mechanisms and the pres-
ent state of the given failure. The identiﬁcation of the bond quality
should be directly usable parallel to module fabrication, and the
latter could be employed to establish reliable lifetime estimations.
However, the lack of resolution limits the grain structure analysis
to the wire itself and an identiﬁcation of the grain reﬁnement area.
Meaning that the investigation of the metallization and similar ele-
ments on the same scale must be carried out with more advanced
techniques like EBSD.
A ﬁnal remark on the micro-sectioning approach presented in
this paper is off course that all steps are severely damaging to
the component in question. And, therefore, the method is not suit-
able for making many sample investigations during production.
But the method shows good applicability to examine selected sam-
ples for quality investigation as well as damaged modules for fail-
ure identiﬁcation.
6. Conclusion
A micro-sectioning approach for optical or electron microscopy
characterization of interfaces in electronic components is devel-
oped and described. This technique includes mechanical cutting,
removal of unnecessary parts, mechanical and chemical polishing,
and ﬁnally electro-etching.
Fig. 7. Ordinary BF microscopy image of the interface between Al wire type B and
the IGBT chip after micro-sectioning but prior to etching.
Fig. 8. Microscopy image, of the interface between IGBT and Al wire after etching,
obtained using polarized light. The solid line is drawn to visualize the interface
formed during the bonding.
Fig. 9. Cross-sectional image of the heel of a wire bond in a failed module.
Fig. 10. Cross-sectional image of the sample from Fig. 9 subjected to electro-
etching to see the granular structure.
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The developed approach gives a possibility to obtain resolution
on the lm scale and, in particular, to investigate metal grain
structure and possible imperfections in the Al wires, and the inter-
face. The method is shown to be able to identify interface related
failure mechanisms as well as the present quality of the interface.
However, to go to higher resolution (below 1 lm), e.g. inside the
chip metallization more advanced techniques like EBSD are
needed.
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Abstract In this paper the microscopical structure of
wedge bonded interfaces is investigated, with a focus on
what effect the power in the ultrasonic bonding and the
initial microscopical structure of the Al wire have on the
quality of the bonding. The quality evaluation is based on
mapping the microscopical restructuring of the wire grains
during bonding and thereby assessing the effective bonding
area. Three approaches are utilized in the interface char-
acterization: mechanical shear test, optical microscopy
combined with micro-sectioning, and scanning electron
microscopy assisted by focused ion beam milling. The
shear test is applied to quantify the strength of the bonded
interfaces, while the other methods are used to map the
grain reconstruction caused by the bonding. From the
results it is possible to map a 3D image of the wire
deformation, and the grain refinement region which is the
dominating parameter with respect to fatigue related
cracking of the interfaces. It is found that the bonding
power, as well as the initial wire structure directly affects
the refinement region and thereby the strength of the
interface.
1 Introduction
For several decades bonded wires have constituted a sig-
nificant percentage of the interconnections in Si based
power modules. In the last years the common approach for
wire bonding has been ultrasonically wedge (US) bonding.
And for quite some time, heavy Al wire bonds have been
the dominating interconnection technology in high power
converters [1, 6, 7, 13, 15].
The high quality of the present semiconductor compo-
nents makes interconnects one of the weak elements in
power modules. Furthermore, the ever increase in semi-
conductor component performance and capability place
additional load on the interconnections. Also the introduc-
tion of new types of semiconductor materials like GaN or SiC
which may operate at higher temperatures than conventional
Si-based insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) sets new
requirements for bonding technology [1, 2, 5].
Generally, the US bonding process is believed to be a
solid state process, which is supported by several argu-
ments. The bonding is normally carried out at room tem-
perate and investigations have shown limited temperature
changes during the bonding [11, 13].
The bonding is carried out in a series of overlapping
phases: (1) hardening of the wire by applying a force
through the wedge. (2) Reducing the yield and tensile
strength of the Al wire by ultrasonic vibrations. A process
normally called ultrasonic softening. (3) Deformation of
the wire created by the two previous processes which
enables diffusion and removal of impurities. The diffusion
mentioned here is typically observed if the wire is not pure
Al. (4) Ultrasonic hardening of the wire following the
softening. The combination of the phases result in an
adhesion process ending up in a polycrystalline interface
[6, 9, 11–13].
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The US bonding of an Al wire on top of an Al metalli-
zation yields a so-called refinement area around the inter-
face, where the original grain structure of the wire and
metallization is refined into grains depending on the
applied power and the original structure.
1.1 Wire bond strength
The characteristics constituting a quality wire bonding can
be specified in several ways. Some of the relevant
approaches are briefly discussed below.
In [6] 25 lm AlSi1 wire was US bonded to different
types of pads with varying US power. The interfaces were
studied using focused ion beam (FIB) to produce cross-
sections of the wire/pad connection. It was observed that an
increase in US power resulted in decrease of grain sizes in
the wires near the interface and increase of the area of the
reformation zone around the interface. In other words, a
higher US power reformed additional grains further away
from the interface. This is consistent with the results from
[13] were the footprint structure of US bonded 25 lm Al
wire was investigated. Wires were bonded to selected pads
with varying US power followed by a mechanical lift-off of
the wires. The residual material on the pads was used to
estimate the shape of the bonded interface and the extent of
a proper bonded wire. The residual material was found in
an elliptical shaped footprint, where the volume of material
was proportional to the bonding power. In [1] two types of
375 lm Al wires, 99.999 and 99.99 % purity, were bonded
to Al metallization on an Si die. The quality was investi-
gated through a number of thermal cycles of a sample
followed by a shear test and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) combined with FIB cross-sectioning. The wire with
the highest purity showed a significantly higher durability.
The reason for this interface to be more robust was ascribed
to the fact that it only had a single area of natural crack
propagation. The FIB cross-sections were primarily used to
investigate any changes in the grain structure over time due
to the thermal load. The result was a clear tendency of
grain coarsening due to annealing at high mean
temperatures.
1.2 Bond wire fatigue
Failure mechanisms related to the wire interfaces in power
modules are usually referred to as bond wire fatigue [2, 3,
10]. Bond wire fatigue is primarily separated into bond
wire lift-off and heal cracking. Which one is relevant
depends highly on the power load and the large scale
geometry of the module. In both cases the failure mecha-
nism is induced by temperature changes. The temperature
fluctuations are created by the oscillatory nature of the load
experienced by power converters [7, 10, 15].
Bond wire lift-off or cracking have been studied exten-
sively in different ways. The conventional way has been to
subject a given component to either thermal-, power-, or
mechanical cycling until failure and investigate the outcome.
This has led to knowledge regarding the importance of the
curvature of the wire and the geometrical position of the
interfaces [1, 4, 16]. However, the importance of these
parameters is primarily linked to the stress experienced by
the interface, and not the microscopical fracturing process.
Depending on the application of the component a number of
processes may be significant like diffusion, recrystallization,
material expansion, and so on. In all cases, however, the
thermal cycling experienced by electronic components cre-
ates a stress in the layered structure. The strength of an US
bonded wire is therefore directly limited by its microscopical
structure.
The importance of the microscopical structure becomes
clear when regarding the lift-off process. Due to the
geometry or large temperature cycles, the stress in certain
regions may exceed the elastic limit thereby creating
plastic deformations. Over time, cracks are initiated at
natural sites like voids or at the interface heel. Due to the
strength of the crystalline grains cracks are expected to
propagate at grain boundaries [7, 14]. The result is that
cracks are often observed initiated near the interface and
propagate inwards the wire where the grain diameter
increases. The reason for this can be explained from the
Hall–Petch relation:
ry ¼ r0 þ kyd1=2 ð1Þ
where ry is the yield strength, ky is the dislocation locking
term, d is the grain diameter, and r0 is the yield strength for
dislocation along slip planes [8, 14]. Due to the decreasing
of fracture toughness when the diameter increases a crack
moves from the interface and inwards the wire. However,
the effective stress normally decreases when moving away
from the wire/chip interface. This means that a given dis-
tance from the interface, an equilibrium between fracture
toughness and effective stress is reached limiting further
propagation in the vertical direction. Then the crack should
propagate in the direction parallel to the chip surface or
interface until the wire lifts-off [7].
In the current paper the quality and strength of interfaces
are investigated for heavy Al wires US bonded to an Al
metallization, which is a standard layout in high power
converters. The interface is investigated for wires of two
different microscopical structures for bondings created
with three different power settings within realistic pro-
duction range. The strength and quality evaluation of the
bonds and interfaces are carried out using a standard shear
test, optical microscopy based on an micro-sectioning
approach, and SEM.
2864 J Mater Sci: Mater Electron (2014) 25:2863–2871
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2 Samples
The investigation is focused on two types of 99.99 % pure
400 lm Al wires US bonded to a standard direct copper bonded
(DCB) substrate with semiconductor components, see Fig. 1.
Two types of semiconductor components are present, as
in typical power converters, namely standard IGBT and
diode chips, where the former are the larger chips in Fig. 1.
Ten parallel Al wires are bonded to the chips and the DCB.
The two types of wires are manufactured by different
companies and are denoted as wire A and B from this point
and onward. For a description of the US bonding process or
the standard layout see [17, Ch.2].
The main interest with regard to strength of the bonded
interface is the initial composition of the wire and the
power applied during the US bonding [13, 17].
Wire A and B were US bonded with the same force but
three different power settings. In total this yields six
samples of two wire types bonded with varying power. The
samples are denoted: A1A3 and B1B3. Subscripts
indicate the increase of the bonding power in three steps
from a relative value 1.0–1.5. Total process time per wedge
are 105 ms where the force and power is ramped to the
final value. The bonder used is a 3600 plus from Kulicke &
Soffa with rear cut configuration and a standard bonding
tool. During bonding the wire deformation is measured. For
sample A the mean wire deformation height ranges from 97
to 124 lm and for B from 92 to 118 lm.
3 Experimental procedure
Three different methods are used to investigate the strength
of the US bonded interfaces: a mechanical shear test, the
so-called micro-sectioning approach, and SEM combined
with FIB milling.
3.1 Shear test
The most common method to quantify the quality of a large
wire bond on top of an active surface, like an IGBT, is the
wedge shear test. For the tests a Condor Classic bond tester
of Xyztec was used.
To perform the shear test a tool is positioned behind the
wedge. After an automatic touch down the tool moves
upwards to the predefined shear height (10 % of wire
diameter) and then shears the wedge. The maximum force
measured while shearing the wedge is the shear value. In
addition to the shear value the Al residue of the wedge was
valued. Therefore the percentage of Al remaining in the
shear height layer is visually determined. Both the residue
and the shear value describe the quality of a large wire
bond. There exist other possible values which can be taken
into account like the pull value, the wedge width, or data
collected during the bond process.
3.2 Micro-sectioning
To investigate the microscopic structure of the wire/chip
interfaces a micro-sectioning approach was utilized. The
process is described in detail in [14], where similar inter-
faces were investigated. To summarise, reaching the
interface of interest is done in a series of steps:
1. Embedding sample in epoxy for protection.
2. Mechanical cutting for removal of the material (Cu and
ceramic) surrounding the chip/wire interface of
interest.
3. Rough polishing for removal of layers underneath
chips, followed by a second embedding in epoxy.
4. Fine grade polishing from the side or the end of a wire
interface until reaching the wire.
5. Polishing with 1–3 lm particles for removal of large
polishing stripes.
6. Chemical polishing.
7. Electro-chemical etching in Barker’s reagent (electro-
etching) of the interface to promote grain structure
contrast, in the microscope, of the Al wire material.
All samples are handled identically in the micro-sectioning
process, except for the electro-etching. As the wires are
different in the grain structure from the beginning, type A
require a longer etching time, app. 3 min, to provide
enough contrast between grains, whereas type B only needs
app. 2 min. To visualise the granular structure the samples
are placed in an optical microscope under polarized light.
The microscope is an inverted Leica DMI3000M with and
added polariser and analyser before and after the sample,
respectively. In our case the polariser and analyser are
placed perpendicularly for maximum contrast [14, 18].
3.3 SEM and FIB
The micro-sectioning approach is limited by the resolution
of the optical microscope and the contrast between grains.
Fig. 1 Image of one of the test samples. Ten Al wires are bonded to
an IGBT chip, a diode chip, and the Cu of the DCB
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This resolution is found to be insufficient to map the grains
in the metallization layer. The grains become smaller in the
wires close to interface, thus requiring a method with better
resolution. Therefore, SEM combined with FIB is used to
characterize the refinement area closest to the chip sur-
faces, as well as the metallization layer. Since the available
FIB equipment has a limited milling range, the wire is
partly pulled of prior to the milling. The SEM/FIB utilized
is a Zeiss 1540 XB. For additional information as well as
images regarding the sample preparation for FIB milling
see [14].
4 Results
All six types of samples were investigated using shear test
and micro-sectioning. Apart from this a selected number of
samples were characterized using SEM.
4.1 Shear test
In Table 1 the results from the shear test are presented. The
test itself is carried out on 20 bonded wires on each of the
six samples presented in Sect. 2. After removing the wire,
the residue material in the bond footprint is compared to an
ideal bond and split into groups of 20 %.
It is clearly seen from Table 1 that for both types of
wires the strongest interface is gained by bonding with the
highest power. Wire type A yields higher percentage of
residue compared to wire type B that indicates higher
degree of refinement. In contrast, however, sample B
require a higher shear force.
4.2 Micro-sectioning
From Fig. 1 it is clear that each wire has five interfaces: two
on the IGBT, two on the diode, and one on the DCB. Apart
from the change in layer composition, the types of bondings
are commonly divided into end- and stitch bondings. The
final interface on top of the IGBT and the Cu connection are
end bondings, and the remaining are referred as stitch [1].
Apart from dividing the bondings into stitch and end, the
change in layers constituting the bond separates the inter-
faces into three more types: AlðwÞ=AlðmetÞ=SiðIGBTÞ,
AlðwÞ=AlðmetÞ=SiðDiodeÞ, and AlðwÞ=Cu. As earlier discussed we
are primarily interested in the strength of the interface
regards normal wear-out failures. Therefore, only the
Al=Al=Si interfaces are presented in his paper.
Two micro-sectioning approaches are utilized in the
paper: side- and end view cross-sectional images. The
former is a cross-sectional longitudinal image obtained by
polishing parallel to the wire length. The second is a dia-
metrical one. Both cases yield an image of the wire shape,
grain structure, and deformation lines but with different
views. Both methods are applied to wire samples before
bonding. The wire grain structure of these samples is found
to be the same as the structure of bonded wires outside the
interface region. For the wire/IGBT interfaces the
approaches are carried out for all samples. Whereas for the
wire/diode interfaces the investigation is limited to side
views of all samples and selected end views. Only a limited
number of diode samples are regarded as US bonding on
top of the smooth diode surface is normally easier than the
rough IGBT surface.
In Fig. 2a, b end view images of wires A and B,
respectively, are presented. The cross-sections illustrate the
wire structures in the initiation of the wire/IGBT interface.
In these images the refinement area is clearly observed near
the IGBT surface. However, any refinement and strain lines
are limited to the immediate proximity of the IGBT sur-
face. The granular structure in the center of the wires is the
same as in the wire prior to bonding. Here the structural
difference is observed between wire type A and B, the
former has large grains ranging from 10 to 70 lm, whereas
the grains in type B range from 5 to 20 lm. As would be
expected, only a limited deformation of the circular wire
structure is observed. The difference in wire grain structure
prior to bonding explains the difference in deformation
during bonding as the hardness of wires consisting of
smaller grains is higher [8].
In Fig. 2c, d the same two samples are presented, but
now the position of the cross-section is closer to the center
of the wire/IGBT interface. In contrast to the initiation of
the interface the granular structure presented in Fig. 2c, d is
clearly affected by the bonding process. Refined areas are
observed near the interface. These areas have a lens-like
shape, i.e. deeper refinement in the wire around the middle
and more shallow at the edges. In Fig. 2c the refinement
area is much more well-defined than in Fig. 2d. However,
Table 1 Shear test results
A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3
Residue (%)
0 2
B20 1 5
B40 4 8 2
B60 3 2 4 2 1
B80 3 5 2 1 7 4
B100 9 13 18 9 15
Value
x½N 25.75 26.48 26.49 25.28 27.79 28.15
r½N 1.45 0.70 0.65 1.85 0.69 0.80
x and r are the mean and standard deviation of the shear values
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this is primarily due to the large size difference between
the bulk grains and the refined grains, that creates an
increased contrast in the optical images. Above the
refinement areas transition regions are observed. The effect
is mostly pronounced for wire B, see Fig. 2d, where grain
deformation can be seen close to the center of the wire. The
grain deformation lines are generally observed to flow from
the center of the wire and outwards which is consistent
with the deformation of the wire geometry. The difference
in initial grain structure of wire A and B makes it difficult
to directly compare the quality of the interfaces from the
refinement regions. Estimating a strict height of the
refinement region in the center of the interface could be a
parameter describing the bond quality. However, the
passing from the strongly refined area to the deformed area
is a gradual transition making it difficult to estimate such a
height.
In Fig. 3 three images of the wire/IGBT interfaces for
samples A1A3 are shown. The refinement area is
approximated with half an ellipse based on the grain size. It
is difficult to directly compare the images of A1A3, as it
is evident from the 3D reconstruction in Fig. 4 that the
height and width of the refinement area depends on the
position of the cut. But based on the wire shape and height,
these cuts are estimated to be close to the same position in
the interface. From this simple estimation of the refinement
area there is a clear tendency that a higher power during the
US bonding creates a larger refinement area. The tendency
is the same for wire B, but with a smaller difference
between samples.
By combining a series of cross-sections of the same wire
interface a 3D reconstruction of the wire structure, the
bond footprint, and the refinement area are obtained. In
Fig. 4 an image of half an interface of the B1 sample is
presented. The refinement area has been approximated with
half an ellipse corresponding to the largest grain refinement
occurring in the center and decreasing towards the edge.
Eight cross-sectional images inside the interface were
Fig. 2 End view images of samples A3 and B3 close to the initiation (a, b) and around the middle (c, d) of a wire/IGBT interface
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combined for the 3D reconstruction, but only six are
included to simplify the plot. The most right closed loop
corresponds to the image obtained outside the interface. In
accordance with [13] the bond footprint is seen to be
shaped as an ellipse. The footprint widens towards the
center of the interface, and the height of the refinement area
increases towards the center. By combining these two
tendencies the area of the wire constituting the refinement
region of the bonding is seen to span half an ellipsoid.
In Fig. 5 a side view image of the wire on top of the
diode in sample B3 is presented. The wire grain structure
can be divided into three primary regions: the refinement-,
the deformation-, and the original region. Grains in the
refined area are so small that they are not easily
distinguished on this scale. The deformation area is
somewhat more easily observed. Especially in Fig. 5b, c
where a significant part of wire has been deformed towards
the diode surface during the US bonding but without
obtaining an actual bond.
4.3 Grain structure in chip metallization
In Figs. 6 and 7 cross-sectional SEM images of FIB cuts
into the wire/metallization interface on top of a diode of
sample B1 are presented. The images are obtained by partly
prying of the wire followed by FIB milling. Figure 6 is
obtained by milling the center of the wire/diode interface,
whereas Fig. 7 corresponds to the edge of the bond foot-
print. The vertical lines in both images are artefacts from
the FIB milling.
In the very bottom of Fig. 6 one can see Pt particles
formed at the interface during the diode fabrication. Above
that the grainy structure is found and the size of the grains
are clearly seen to decrease towards the interface with the
wire. By comparing Figs. 6 and 7 it is clear that the grains
observed in the metallization layer are created during the
bonding. At the edge of the bond footprint, see Fig. 7, the
original polycrystalline structure as well as the transition
region are presented. There are no grains observed there.
Thus, one can conclude that the metallization also experi-
ences reconstruction from original (outside the interface) to
granular-like one (at the interface) during the wire bonding.
5 Discussion
The discussion of the results presented in Sect. 4 is sepa-
rated into two parts: a general discussion of the structure of
a wire bonding and the effect of the wire structure com-
bined with the variation of power.
5.1 Wire bonding structure
US bonding of pure heavy Al wires to an Al metallization
yielded, regardless of sample type and fabrication method,
very similar characteristic interfaces. In general, the
interface can be divided into two regions: the refinement
area and deformation region.
The refinement region is the essence of the bonding
process. It is the backbone of the solid connection process,
determining the robustness of the wire connection in real
life operation. From the images presented in Figs. 3 and 5 it
was possible to approximate the shape of the refinement
region with half an ellipse. By combining this with the
elliptically shaped bond footprint it was possible to
reconstruct a 3D structure of the refinement region and the
wire deformation in general, as shown in Fig. 4. The
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 3 End images of the wire near the middle of the wire interfaces.
The refinement region is approximated with half an ellipse
Fig. 4 3D reconstruction of a B1 wire/IGBT interface, the grain
refinement region approximately spans half an ellipsoid
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elliptic shape of the bond footprint and the side views are in
accordance with earlier studies, see [6, 13], respectively.
The volume of the half ellipsoid corresponding to the
refinement region gives a direct estimation of material with
(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Fig. 5 a Side view image of the wire curve on top of the diode from B3. b–e Magnified images of the interface corresponding to the inserts
shown in a. Dashed line in c is given for better visualization of the junction between the wire and metallization. See text for details
Fig. 6 SEM image of the wire/metallization/diode interface of
sample B1. The white spheres at the bottom of the image are Pt
particles on top of the diode
Fig. 7 SEM image of the metallization near the edge of the bond
footprint
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changed structure. Furthermore, by combining the defor-
mation of the wire shape with the ellipsoid volume it is
possible to estimate the effectiveness of the bonding
parameters.
In a bonded wire there was a tendency that the grain size
is significantly decreased at the interface and then gradu-
ally increases towards the center. There is a similar ten-
dency found in the metallization layers. Directly
underneath the wire bonding a granular structure is
observed. This, however, only reach the edge of the bond
footprint where the grains vanish and only strain lines from
the bonding process are present. Outside the footprint the
original polycrystalline Al film is still present. These
changes inside the metallization might affect the lifetime of
the layered structure in real life operation.
The deformation region in a wire is much more vague
than the refined area, as it varies from clearly deformed
grains to areas only containing plastic flow lines. Highly
deformed grains are primarily observed directly above the
refinement area, whereas the flow lines reach far into the
center of the wire. In wire B the plastic flow lines expand
above the center of the wire in the middle of the interface
which is in accordance with the interface structure depicted
in Fig. 4. These lines follow the process of the bonding,
where the plastic slip initially occurs towards the interface
and then outwards when the connection with the metalli-
zation is initiated. From Fig. 5 it is also evident that the
deformed region can propagate in the wire quite far from
the actual interface. By comparing interfaces I1 and I2 in
Fig. 5 it is apparent that different geometries exist for the
same wire and the same type of bonding. As can be seen in
Fig. 5b, c, the wire is highly deformed and almost touching
the metallization (the gap is only a couple of lm)
approximately 100 lm outside the interface. The lack of
bonding is marked with a dashed line in the latter image. In
the second interface the bonding ends abruptly as seen in
Fig. 5d, e. This would not affect the shear test results, but
these two interfaces may perform differently under real
operating conditions.
The reason for the difference between the refinement
and deformation regions is related to the ultrasonic bonding
process which leads to softening of the grains initiates in
the contact area between the wire and chip surface. This
softening effect decreases when moving away from the
chip surface towards bulk wire, at some point this effect is
no longer adequate for grain refinement at the given force.
The result is a grain deformation instead of an actual grain
refinement. As the grain strength is determined by its
diameter, see Eq. (1), the decreasing softening effect also
causes the increasing grain diameter. At, the fixed applied
force and decreasing softening limits the grain refinement
during bonding to a size which is increasing with the dis-
tance from the interface. By increasing the ultrasonic
power the refinement region develops deeper into the wire
bulk.
5.2 Variation of wire structure and applied force
The difference in wire structure creates a significant dif-
ference in quality of the final wire bonding. In Fig. 2 end
view cross-sectional images are presented for both types of
wires. From the Hall–Petch equation (1) it is apparent that
smaller grains are harder to refine. Thereby wires of type B
require higher force or ultrasonic energy to provide a
proper bonding. Applying additional force or energy,
however, is limited by other factors. Additional force
always poses the risk of damaging subjacent layers, like the
metallization, semiconductor chips, or solders. Further-
more, additional ultrasonic energy might not necessarily
yield additional softening, as it is well known that the
application of ultrasonic energy primarily affects the
impurities of the solid [9, 11, 12].
From the shear test results in Table 1 it is clear that an
increased power during production apparently yields a
better result. This can be explained using Fig. 3, where the
refinement area is seen to increase with the power.
Therefore, the increased volume of the refinement area
would indicate a stronger interface. But, as apparent from
Fig. 5, grain deformation regions can extend far beyond the
interface making it necessary to limit the bonding param-
eters. It was difficult to extract a particular relation between
the extent of the deformation beyond the interface and the
applied power. However, the studies indicate that the
deformation region extends outside the interface more in
the samples made under lower power conditions. This
could be explained by the applied bonding parameters not
being sufficient near the edges to create a bond, but enough
to deform the grains. Thus, the settings can be increased to
provide better bonding quality but this should not reach the
point where metallization or semiconductor components
are damaged. Further investigations are needed to estimate
these limits.
The difference in initial grain structure explains why
wire A yields a better result than wire B in the shear test
with regards to residual material and why wire B require a
higher shear force. Samples A and B are bonded with the
same applied parameters, but in Table 1 sample A has a
significantly better result with respect to the amount of
residual material. This is accredited to the grain refinement
process. In both samples the grain size increases gradually
from the metallization interface towards the wire center.
However, in A the grains are significantly refined near the
metallization compared to the original structure, and
therefore the transition from the refinement region to the
deformed region is nearly abrupt. This is not the case for
wire type B, where the transition is nearly continuous until
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reaching something resembling the original grain structure.
However, it needs to be mentioned that wire A is not
necessarily more reliable and robust in field use. As dis-
cussed in the introduction, the common failures of wire
interfaces in power electronics are thermomechanically
created. The fracturing of the interfaces depend on the
propagation of cracks inside the interfaces, and here the
initial small grain structure of wire B could yield an
advantage due to the Hall–Petch relation.
6 Conclusion
Interfaces of heavy Al wires ultrasonically wedge bonded
to metallization layers in high power electronics modules
are studied using shear test, optical microscopy combined
with micro-sectioning and SEM assisted by FIB. Two
different types of wires bonded at a few selected power
settings (typical for the production process) are under
investigation. Main difference in the micro-structure of the
wires is found to be a grain size which varied between 10
and 70 lm for type A and between 5 and 20 lm for type B.
A 3D map of the bonded wire deformation is developed.
One of the dominant parameters of bonding is formation of
refinement regions close to the interface in both types of
wires. The refinement region is characterized by significant
reduction of the grain sizes. Increase of the applied power
during bonding leads to considerable expansion of the
refinement region inwards the wire in the shape of an half
ellipsoid. Behind the refinement region grains start
enlarging through the so-called deformation region gradu-
ally reaching sizes typical for original wires. Much sharper
transitions between the refinement and deformation regions
are found for wire type A compared to B. On the other
hand, the deformation region extends deeper in the wire
bulk for type B than for type A showing also clear plastic
flow lines formed during the bonding. Shear tests show
considerably better robustness for wire type A, with respect
to the refinement region. Comparing the bonding of wires
A and B with identical applied power during the bonding
one can conclude that the strong refinement, which is well-
pronounced for wire type A, is one of the key points for the
bond strength and high robustness of the interface.
It is worth noting that the metallization layer also
undergoes refinement. The formation of grains is found
beneath the bonding interface while outside the edge of the
bond footprint the original polycrystalline structure (with-
out grains) of the metallization is observed. One can sug-
gest that this refinement is also important for the robust
bond formation. However, more detailed study is required
to evaluate this restructuring.
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Degradation Assessment in IGBT Modules using
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Abstract—Four-point probing of electrical parameters on var-
ious components of IGBT modules is suggested as approach for
estimation of degradation in stressed devices. By comparison
of these parameters for stressed and new components one can
evaluate overall degradation of the module and find out the wear
state of individual components. This knowledge can be applied for
preventing early failures and for optimization of device design.
The method is presented by regarding a standard type power
module subjected to power cycling.
I. INTRODUCTION
POWER devices are currently used in a wide range ofapplications including the automotive industry, wind and
solar power energetics etc. In these diverse fields of application
device design and construction do not always match the loads
and as a result power modules can fail earlier than expected.
Therefore, the interest in understanding and modelling the pro-
cesses limiting the performance of a component is strong.[1],
[2]
Obtaining the details regarding a mechanism responsible for
a failure of a power electronic component is often problematic.
Normally, a component is not investigated until it fails, and
at this stage the information regarding the responsible mech-
anisms is lost due to catastrophic final stages of the failure
leading for instance to burning of some parts, explosions
or similar.[3], [4], [5], [6]. Especially the evolution and the
distribution of the degradation processes causing the failure
is difficult to assess afterwards. Therefore, many failure pro-
cesses have been grouped into the same category even though
they are very different with respect to dependence on the load.
One of the possible approaches to solve this problem is to
monitor on-state properties[7] of the device or its particular
component and apply different types of investigation. This
could be characterization through micro-sectioning[8] or fo-
cused ion beam (FIB) technique[4], [9]. However, as many
failures occur after many years of operation at normal load
a typical approach is to use accelerated tests in which high
loads are applied. Under these conditions degradation occurs
faster but one needs to be careful about failure mechanisms
which could be not necessarily the same as for normal loads.
Electrical properties of power modules are governed by the
quality of used materials and made interfaces or interconnec-
tions and, therefore, a subject of their degradation under the
load. For example, the partly delamination of a bond wire will
change the local current distribution as well as the effective
K.B. Pedersen is with the Department of Physics and Nanotechnology,
Aalborg University, 9220 Aalborg Øst, Denmark e-mail: kbp@nano.aau.dk.
resistance of the given interface. However, an eventual failure
might constitute several types of subcomponent failures which
is not necessarily measurable when considering a full module.
One example of this is thermal fatigue. A power module
is composed of several semiconductor chips, interfaces, and
solders. Each of these might be damaged by temperature
cycling and contribute to an eventual device failure. However,
even if some individual components show significant wear the
full module might still work due to the quite a number of
elements constituting it[5], [9], [10], [11]. One of the ways to
evaluate thermal-related degradation is to measure electrical
properties of the components or interconnections individually.
Four-point probing or four-terminal sensing provides a high
resolution technique for measuring local electrical properties
of a given sample[9], [12]. By comparing the parameters
measured for stressed and new components or interfaces
one could assess the present quality state. Furthermore, in
contrast to micro-sectioning or FIB, four-point probing is a
non-damaging technique which renders it possible to use the
sample after the analysis.
In the current paper, a four-point probing technique is
developed for electrical measurements on individual semi-
conductor chips and interconnections: bond wires, solders,
and metallizations in insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)
based power modules. This approach allows to assess the
degradation type, speed, and distribution through different
components as a function of stresses and time. It gives insights
into understanding of failure mechanisms, as well as helps to
optimize the module design. To illustrate the method standard
IGBT modules subjected to power cycling are studied.
II. METHOD
A. Wire Geometry
The considered module consists of 6 identical sections
designed as depicted in Fig. 1. Sections are numbered from
one to six (S1-S6). This is merely a means of keeping an
overview of the various sections.
Every section consists of two IGBTs (I1 and I2) and two
diodes (D1 and D2). The IGBTs are connected to a DCB
through a solder layer and 12 bond wires (w1-w12). In the
same way the diodes are connected to the DCB with 16 wires.
16 wires on top of the diodes are placed uniformly and they
have equal length, while 12 wires on top of the IGBTs are
placed in varying positions and they are of varying lengths.
From this point and forward we are separating the IGBT wires
into four groups based on wire placement and length, which
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are presented in Table I.
TABLE I
GROUPING OF IGBT WIRES.
Wire # Description
w1,6,7,12 Longest wires placed at the edge of
the transistors.
w2,5,8,11 Shortest wires.
w3,9 Medium length mid chip placed
wires.
w4,10 Almost same length as the first
group and mid chip placed wires.
I2
TD
D2
w12
Tout
w1
TI
D1
w1 w8w8 w1
I1
Fig. 1. Image of a single section of the power module under the study.
B. Power Cycling
In real life operation modules can fail earlier compared
to the expected lifetime. The failure is typically catastrophic
and any post failure analysis is complicated due to significant
damage (in some cases even explosion) of the module. To
investigate the reason for the failure the module needs to be
removed from the load prior to it which is hardly possible.
A widely used alternative way is to run so-called accelerated
tests in which the modules are power cycled at some particular
conditions and one can easy investigate the module with given
number of cycles i.e. at the beginning, around the middle
or close to the end of lifetime. Presently three modules are
investigated: a new module for referencing, one close to failure
(end of lifetime), and one in between (with respect to number
of cycles). The samples are denoted module A, C, and B,
respectively. The modules were power cycled with the current
periodically ramped from zero to 300A as can be seen in Fig.
2. In power modules subjected to high pulsed currents or high
frequency switching this is a commonly experienced load. [2],
[7], [13]
In the test setup the module is mounted on a heatsink which
is water cooled at a temperature below 40◦C.
C. Four-point Probing Setup and Procedure
The concept of four-point probing has been widely used
for years. Originally, it was mainly applied semiconductor
materials to measure the resistivity of, for example,
transistors[12]. In the last years four-point probing became
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Fig. 2. Current load applied to transistor part of the module for a selected
time frame.
a widely used method for different materials and various
purposes. For instance, it was recently applied to estimate
fracturing and degradation of materials through the change of
resistance [9].
Sketch of our setup is presented in Fig. 3. We developed
Baseplate
Baseplate solder
DCB
Semiconductor chip
Bond wires
DC powersupply
AV
Chip solder
Fig. 3. Illustration of the four-point probing measurement method on a single
wire of IGBT module.
a system providing positioning of the probes with very high
precision on the micrometer scale. This allows us to repeat
the measurement geometry on different parts of the device,
i.e. to easily compare interfaces or interconnections of the
same type. The idea of the method is to separate the probes
supplying the current from the voltage measuring probes.
This separation limits the current going through the probes
measuring voltage thus minimizing the influence of the probe
and contact resistances. It means that very small changes
of resistance due to degradation of material or interfaces
caused by thermal fatigue, delamination, lift-off etc. can be
measured.
Depending on the position of the probes the expected
signal varies. If measured across a semiconductor device, a
non-linear relation is to be expected whereas everywhere else
a strictly ohmic behaviour should be seen.
Using the above-described setup different configurations
for probing are possible. Three approaches utilized in this
work are described below.
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1) Sections: Potential difference as a function of applied
current from terminal to terminal. As indicated in Fig. 1
three terminals are present: IGBT side (TI), diode side
(TD), and the output terminal (Tout). Accordingly, the
probing is divided into two measurements: TI → Tout
through the IGBTs and Tout → TD through the diodes.
By comparing results with a new module this gives
an overall image of the section state including the
semiconductor components, solder, metallization, and
wires.
2) Chips: Potential difference across the four semiconduc-
tor chips as a function of applied current. The potential is
measured locally on the chip surfaces meaning TI → I1,2
and Tout → D1,2. This includes the state of the solder
and metallization as well. The measurement is carried
out at several selected positions on top of the chips.
3) Wires: Change in resistance of the wire/chip interfaces
compared to a new sample of the same type. Initially
the potential difference is measured on top of the wire
curve, see Fig. 3. This is done with a fixed and known
distance between the probes, thus making it possible to
derive the local wire current. After obtaining the current
distribution between the wires the potential difference
between the probe positioned on the chip surface and
one on the wire is measured. The local wire current
together with the potential across the wire/chip interfaces
yields an effective resistance. This resistance includes
the wire itself, the bonded interfaces, and a small frac-
tion of metallization/Cu beside the interfaces.
All measurements are performed using steady-state DC be-
tween 0-5 A. These are low currents for power modules. The
reason for keeping the current low is to limit electro-thermal
heating. However, even at these currents a local temperature
change is found. Therefore, the temperature is controlled using
Peltier elements and a PID concept i.e. applying a pause in
between measurements and requiring a temperature variation
below 0.1K. The pause is also required to take into account
the responsivity of the thermocouple, which is attached to the
ceramic near the edge of the section.
Standard digital controlled power supplies are used for
applying the current to the sample, the Peltier elements and for
controlling the IGBT gates. For measuring the sample temper-
ature and potential difference during probing high resolution
multimeters are utilized.
For investigating the standard deviation of the method,
measurements are repeated and compared to a reference. It is
found that the voltage drop for ohmic measurements is repro-
ducible within the µV interval. Furthermore, to continuously
ensure the validity of the results a few selected approaches
are utilized. The probing of the semiconductor components is
carried out in several selected locations on top of the chip to
ensure that the measured values are not local deviations. For
wire measurements the calculated local currents are summed
and compared to the total applied current.
D. SEM and Optical Microscopy
To relate the change of electrical properties of the power
cycled modules with particular failures or degradation of the
components scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped by
FIB technique and micro-sectioning approach based on optical
microscopy were used. SEM/FIB is primarily used to inves-
tigate the state of the metallization. The SEM/FIB analysis
was carried out utilizing a Zeiss 1540 XB instrument. Due to
limitations on the FIB milling range the wire interfaces were
analysed using micro-sectioning. By combining mechanical
cutting and micro particle polishing cross-sections of wire/chip
interfaces are obtained and studied by optical microscope. The
method and equipment are described in detail in [8].
III. RESULTS
A. Four-Point Probing
Measurements across all interfaces of interest (method num-
bered 1 in II-C) were carried out on selected sections of the
new module (A) and the most stressed module (C). This study
showed that the voltage drop was much more significant on
the IGBT chips compared to diodes. Accordingly, the full
investigation was limited to the IGBT. Some measurements
on diodes were carried out to provide comparison to IGBTs.
1) Sections: In Fig. 4 the electrical potential difference
between terminals TI and Tout (across IGBTs) as a function
of the applied current is presented. The data are averaged on
5 sections for every module. In all three curves deviations
obtained on different sections are included as errorbars.
From Fig. 4 the voltage drop is clearly seen to increase
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Fig. 4. Mean value of the potential difference between terminals plotted
against the applied current with errorbars indicating the spread between the
sections. The insert illustrates the voltage spread for three modules at 5A.
with the number of cycles, indicating that the effective
resistances of the sections are increased. This shows that the
sections degrade over time when power cycled, as would be
expected. One can also see that standard deviations are larger
for C compared to A and B indicating that degradation is
not evenly distributed among the sections. This is illustrated
in the insert of Figure 4 where the voltage spread is plotted
for the three modules. The potential differences from Tout
to TD (across diodes) were all found to be within the errors
measured for module A.
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2) Terminal to Chip Surface: The measurement presented
in Fig. 4 were repeated with the second probe placed on the
surface of the chip metallization leaving out the bond wires.
To rule out singular effects the probe was placed on several
distinguishable positions on the metallization (corners, wire
toes, center). All measurements showed change in voltage
within the spread typical for module A. Therefore, it becomes
obvious that the voltage change presented in Fig. 4 is related
to degradation of the bond wire interfaces.
3) Wires - Current Distribution: In Figs. 5 and 6 the local
current in the individual wires is presented as a function of
the applied total current for two different IGBTs and diodes.
I
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Fig. 5. Local current in each of the wires of a section from module A plotted
against the total current.
In Fig. 5 a clear difference between the wires can be found.
A good correlation between the wires geometry presented in
Table I and dependences of Fig. 5 is observed. The shortest
wires (namely, 2, 5, 8, 11) from the second group of Table I
carry the highest current. The current in other wires follows
well the geometrical placement and length. The deviation of
the sum of the local currents in Fig. 5 is less than 5% compared
to the applied total current. The results presented in Fig. 5 are
for a single section, but qualitatively similar dependences are
obtained for other sections of the same module as well as
for the sections of modules B and C, i.e. those under given
number of power cycles.
Compared to the current distribution between the wires on
the IGBTs the current distribution between the wires of the
diodes shown in Fig. 6 is much lower. Since all the wires
on the diode chips are of the same length and geometry, the
small differences between wires are credited to the random
production deviations and chip edge effects.
4) Wires - Resistance: By using the calculated local cur-
rents and measured potential difference of each wire, an
effective wire resistance is obtained. For samples C-S3 and B-
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Fig. 6. Local current in each of the wires of a section from module A plotted
against the total current.
S3 (where B and C are the modules and S3 is section number
3) these data are presented in Fig. 7 along with the mean
values of resistance calculated for five sections of module A.
From Fig. 7 it is clear that the resistances of the wires in
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Fig. 7. Resistance of the IGBT bond wires for the selected section of modules
B and C and averaged for module A. The lines between the values for different
wires are presented only for visual guidance.
samples B-S3 and C-S3 are higher than in the new module.
The same tendency is found for the majority of the inspected
sections.
To better visualize the change in wire resistance between the
cycled and new modules, the differences between the values
measured on module C and A are presented for every wire and
3 different sections in Fig. 8. It is clear tendency that the wires
at the edges of the sections (w1 and w12) are less degraded
compared to those located in the middle of the section.
To obtain an overall picture of the wire degradation, mean
values of resistance measured for each wire on 5 sections for
every module are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. These figures
show how the resistance varies for every wire from section to
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Fig. 8. Difference of resistance of the IGBT bond wires for 3 sections of
module C compared to same wires of module A. The lines between the values
for different wires are presented only for visual guidance.
section, i.e. gives the spread of resistance. From the figures
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Fig. 9. Mean values of resistance obtained for each wire on 5 sections for
every module A, B and C. The lines between the values for different wires
are presented only for visual guidance.
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Fig. 10. Values for spread of resistance for every wire on 5 different sections
for modules A, B and C. Dashed line corresponds to level of standard deviation
for new module. The lines between the values for different wires are presented
only for visual guidance.
it is obvious that both the resistance and its spread increase
with number of cycles. Moreover, certain wires degrade higher
than others. In the majority of samples large resistance changes
are observed for the wires having shorter length and located
either close to the middle of the chip or at the edge which
neighbouring to the next IGBT chip. The very high spread
seen for w7,8,11,12 is generated by wires partly lifted off in
one of the sections (as found by visual observation).
B. Microscopy Based Failure Mapping
It is found by four-point probing that resistance of wire
interfaces increases that probably correspond to degradation
under power cycling. However, different types of interfaces
(wire bonds, metallization and solder) contribute to this
degradation not in equal manner. To clarify the role of a
particular interface it is important to carry out micro-analysis.
1) SEM and FIB: In Figs. 11a-d SEM surface images of
the metallization of IGBTs and diodes for modules A and
C are presented. In Fig. 11a the ordinary IGBT trench gate
structure is clearly seen in the metallization. This is not the
case for module C in Fig. 11b, here the surface is degraded
and reconstructed. In contrast, no notable changes are observed
for the diode metallizations as one can see in panels (c) and
(d). These findings are in good agreement with the four-point
probing measurements showing large spreads of local currents
on IGBTs compared to the diodes.
(c)
(b)20μm (a)
(d)
Fig. 11. SEM images of the chip metallization of the IGBT chips in module
A (a), C (b), and the equivalent diode chips (c and d).
The reconstruction observed in the metallization is a well-
known degradation process originated by thermal cycling, see
[9], [10]. Reconstruction affects the forward voltage of the
section if the metallization is: loosing contact to transistor
channels, becoming thinner or causing wire delamination or
lift-off. To validate the state of the entire metallization layer
(not only surface) FIB milling was applied to obtain cross-
sectional views. An example is presented in Fig. 12. It is found
that only the surface layer of the metallization is reconstructed
but the rest is in appropriate conditions. Minor diffusion of Si
was found using elemental analysis.
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4μm
Fig. 12. SEM image of cross-section of the IGBT metallization from module
C.
2) Micro-Sectioning: In Figs. 13 and 14 cross-sectional
views of a bond wire interface are presented. They are obtained
using micro-sectioning combined with optical microscopy. The
interface corresponds to the end bond of C-S1-w3.
In Figs. 13 and 14 fractures propagating from both edges
400μm
a
Fig. 13. Optical microscopy image of a wire/IGBT interface on section 3 of
module C.
50μm (a)
Fig. 14. Magnified part of the image presented in Fig. 13 as dashed rectangle.
of the bond more than 150µm inwards can be observed. At
the heel of the end bond the fracture reaches ca. 50µm above
the chip/metallization interface. From earlier studies it is know
that this fracture development goes through the area in the wire
which correspond to gradual interface between the refinement
and deformation regions, see [4], [14].
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Section State
By measuring the electrical potential difference across
individual sections of stressed modules it was possible to
establish the type of failure present. As seen in Fig. 4 the
I-V dependences for IGBTs are non-linear. However, the
increase of voltage from module A to B and further to C
has linear dependence, i.e. corresponds to ohmic behaviour.
The observed ohmic change indicates material fatigue, like
mechanical creep of the solder or fracturing of the wire
interface. Furthermore, by comparing the change in forward
voltage for different sections of the same module, i.e. the
spread presented in the insert, one can conclude that the power
load is distributed unevenly through the sections because
the spread increases. Fatigue is a fundamental occurrence in
power cycled modules, however, unevenly distributed fatigue
is undesired as the regions stressed additionally can cause
early failures. For the diode chips the change of voltage
for B and C modules was found to be within the standard
deviations characteristic for the new module. Thus, one can
conclude that there is no considerable degradation of diodes
and related interfaces that is also confirmed by the microscopy
investigations.
B. Diode Bond Wires
Four-point probing study of the diode bond wires showed
very small difference in local currents from wire to wire as
can be seen in Fig. 6. Assuming that the diode wires are (i)
homogeneously placed on the chip surface, (ii) same length
and (iii) are of the same quality of material it is very logical
to suggest that they degrade in the same manner. From the
SEM images of the metallization surface presented in Fig. 11
the state of the diodes reveal almost no restructuring that leads
us to the conclusion of a low thermal load which is the main
reason for degradation of metallization. The combination of
the homogeneous current distribution and low load is assumed
to be the primary reason for the diode interfaces to remain
intact.
C. IGBT Bond Wires
In contrast to the bond wires on the diode chips, the IGBT
wires are of unequal length and positioned differently on the
chip. The current distributions presented in Fig. 7 show sig-
nificant deviations from wire to wire. These deviations follow
pretty well the geometrical layout of the wires. However, this
type of design becomes problematic because local increase of
current leads to additional thermal heating and thereby causes
higher mechanical stress. From the data presented in Fig. 8
one can see that wires located at edges, namely, w1 and w12
show the smallest change in resistance while those close to
the central part of the chip demonstrate higher change. Near
the outer edges of IGBTs a smaller change in temperature as
well as a lower medium temperature are normally experienced
during power cycling[5], [15]. The reason that w6,7 do not
show the same low damage as w1,12 is the close proximity
of the two chips which create a local heat-up in between the
chips as well. The local stress might in the end create the basis
for an early failure because lift-off of one of the wires place
additional load on the surrounding wires.
The change observed in the effective wire resistance is
primarily attributed to a change of the bond interfaces. The
medium temperature and the current density is not deemed
high enough to create significant material changes of the wire
itself, e.g. through diffusion or electro-migration. However, the
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power cycling is expected to cause fatigue and fracturing due
to mismatch in the expansion coefficients near the interfaces.
This is supported by the micro-sectioning images of a wire
interface in Figs. 13 and 14. Here the dominating degradation
is clearly seen to be located around the refinement area of the
wire. One can also suggest that the metallization reconstruction
on the IGBT chips seen in Fig. 11 can assist the wire lift-off.
D. Degradation Evolution and Distribution
By considering the average change in resistance of a given
wire interface together with the spread of resistance between
various sections it is possible to map both the evolution and
distribution of the damage. In Fig. 9 the mean value of the
resistance is clearly seen to increase with number of cycles.
The spread between sections plotted in Fig. 10 can give an
estimate of the design quality as well as production quality.
If the module was ideally designed creating a homogeneously
distributed load under operation, then the spread would remain
close to that of a new module as the same type of wires would
degrade identically. However, the large variation observed
for different wires of module C allows to suggest that the
degradation is centered around wires as well as selected
sections.
V. CONCLUSION
Four-point probing method is used for measurements of
electrical parameters of power modules. The µV resolution
of the developed setup enables investigating the condition of
the majority of elements, including various interfaces which
are known to be primary origins for most of failures. The orig-
inality of the approach is in estimation of correlations between
degradation of electrical parameters (for instance, resistance)
and development of damages on the microscopic level which
are monitored using optical or electron microscopy.
The method was employed on an IGBT module with a
tendency of early failure at certain field loads. Modules at
three different stages of lifetime were investigated, namely new
module, module close to failure, and one in between. The load
applied to the modules causes thermal cycling similar to that
experienced by standard power converters in real operation.
The measurements on entire sections demonstrated the
non-linear behaviour expected for semiconductor components.
Modules B and C show considerable increase in forward
voltage compared to the new module indicating material
degradation. The difference between new and worn modules
is observed to be of ohmic nature. This is an indication that
the ageing and fatigue happens predominantly in interfaces
and not in the semiconductor components. It is found that
various sections of the same module degrade in different
ways most probably due to the fact that the power load is
not evenly distributed. Comparing data from different chips
it was observed that IGBT’s metallization and bond wires
degrade significantly compared to those on diode chips. This
degradation was assigned to difference in load and wire
geometry on IGBTs. Difference in length and configuration
of wires leads to increase of local currents on some of them.
Higher local currents cause additional heating and mechanical
stresses at the interfaces due to the difference in expansion
coefficient for the metallization layer and chip. Moreover,
restructuring of metallization is found which could serve as
additional factor for fracturing and wire lift-off.
Good agreement between degradation of electrical param-
eters and formation of structural defects is established. Thus,
the four-point probe measurements can be suggested as inde-
pendent and relatively easy method for estimation of device
quality, its ageing and fatigue under operation as well as for
the control of production quality.
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Abstract 
This paper presents a real time measurement of on-state forward voltage and estimating the junction temperature for a 
high power IGBT module during a power converter operation. The power converter is realized as it can be used for a 
wind turbine system. The peak of the junction temperature is decreased at higher fundamental frequency due to change 
in on-state time from the change in output frequency. The junction temperature is estimated using the on-state collector-
emitter voltage of the IGBT module.  Lower output frequency is thermally a higher stressing zone for wind power con-
verters, hence the low frequency range is considered from 6Hz to 20Hz; the corresponding on-state collector-emitter 
voltage and junction temperature are presented. The estimation of junction temperature is compared with finite element 
based thermal simulations. The peak temperatures at different frequencies are compared between measurement and si-
mulation results. The measurement technique desinged to be implementable for field application. 
 
1 Introduction  
Wind turbine technology is growing rapidly since its in-
stalment in 1980s [1]. Due to the intermittent nature of 
wind, grid code requirements and the high power density, 
the power electronic converters suffer mostly to fulfill re-
liability issues [2, 3].  
Power transistors are expensive and most vulnerable part 
in wind power converters for higher oscillating junction 
temperature. Silicon based multichip Insulated Gate Bipo-
lar Transistor (IGBT) power modules are mostly in use, 
which have weak capability against high amplitude ther-
mal cycle. In fact, the hardness of the silicon causes the 
failures due to higher thermo-mechanical stress [4]. Gen-
erally, solder degradation and bond wire lift-off are the 
major failures in multi-layer modules [5]. A number of 
IGBTs are mounted in one converter depending upon the 
converter topology [2]. A survey conducted on offshore 
wind turbine technology shows that power modules are 
the most vulnerable part in their electrical system [6, 7].  
In comparison to traction application, a real time monitor-
ing is more rare in wind power converters [8]. In order to 
avoid the catastrophic failure of the device and to improve 
the total reliability of power converters, an online moni-
toring method may play a vital role in power converters. 
In regards to IGBTs, the major electrical-thermal parame-
ter such as thermal impedance, gate threshold voltage, 
gate capacitance, collector emitter voltage etc. are consid-
ered as ageing parameters [5, 9-10]. A deviation in those 
parameters such as 10-20% increment on Vce, may be 
used as failure criteria for the transistor [11].  Out of those 
parameters, a temperature sensitive parameter (TSEP) 
which in this case is the on-state collector- emitter voltage 
(Vce): is used to estimate the junction temperature of the 
IGBT while the converter is in operation [12].  
This paper presents a method to measure the on-state Vce 
while the converter is in operation. In order to realize a 
real life application, a wind power converter is used and 
the measurement is conducted at lower frequency range 
from 6Hz to 20Hz. Operating at lower frequency range 
increases thermal stress to the power module due to pow-
er losses over longer time period. Especially, in case of a 
doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG), the inverter has to 
deliver excitation energy at a frequency from 0Hz to 
16Hz [8]. The converter is thermally stressed and has 
proven the weakest part in terms of reliability for wind 
power converters. Therefore, a focus is given in the ther-
mal stressing zone. 
 
2 IGBT power module 
The power module consists of multi-layers of different 
packaging materials with unmatched coefficient of ther-
mal expansion (CTE). The junction temperature monitor-
ing is important because the major failures such as bond 
wire fatigue, solder joint fatigue etc. are dependent on 
thermal loading such as temperature swing, mean temper-
ature and electrical parameters. [11]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 CAD figure showing one section of a 
module. The section consists of one IGBT chip, 
one diode chip and 10 bond wires. 
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A 1700V/1000A IGBT power module is used as a device 
under test module. The module consists of identical sec-
tions each with two IGBT chips, two diodes, and 20 bond 
wires. Apart from this it is an ordinary direct copper 
bonded (DCB) substrate with an AlN ceramic, large Al 
wires, and a Cu baseplate. The geometry is depicted in 
Figure 1 and the thickness of the various layers is seen in 
Table 1. 
 
Material Thickness [μm] 
Bond wire – Al 400 
Metallization – Al 3 
Chip – Diode/IGBT 300 
Die attach – solder paste 50 
Copper 300 
Ceramic -AlN 700 
Copper 300 
DCB attach - Solder paste 100 
Baseplate – Cu 3000 
Table 1 Vertical layers of the IGBT module with layer, 
thickness and composition 
3 Power converter  
An H-bridge topology is used as a converter where half 
bridge IGBT modules are used on each leg as depicted in 
Figure 2 [13]. One leg is used as a device under test 
(DUT) and the other is used as a control side in order to 
control the power flow. In the control side, two legs are 
used to share the current from the DUT. This ensures the 
IGBT modules of the control side to not wear-out prior to 
the DUT. 
 
 
Where, 
DUTH: High side of device under test IGBT module 
DUTL: Low side of device under test IGBT module 
L1, L2, L3: Load inductors 
 
The power converter operating parameters are shown in 
Table 2. 
 
Parameter Value
DC link voltage (VDC) 1000V 
Outpput voltage (Vout) 315Vrms 
Load current (IL) 630Arms 
Parameter Value
Fundamental frequency(fout) 6Hz 
Switching ferquency (fsw) 2.5kHz 
Water temperature for cooling 80oC 
Table 2 The converter operating electrical parameters 
4 Measurement technique 
As discussed before, an on-state Vce is chosen as an age-
ing and temperature monitoring parameter. As the DC-
link voltage is 1000V, so during switching period the col-
lector-emitter voltage swings between less than 1V to 
1.14KV due to transient loading as illustrated in Figure 3. 
Hence, the circuit should have featured with high block-
ing voltage with a very good accuracy. 
-10V
+15V 1KV
1.14KV
<2.5V
VGE
Vce
 
Figure 3 A Vce turn on/off  waveform and transient during 
switching 
In addition to this, the on-state voltage has transient be-
haviour during turn-on time due to dynamics of the 
switching. Hence, the voltage measurement circuit should 
measure the voltage after completing the transient region 
as shown in Figure 4 to increase the accuracy of the 
measurement.  Approximately, the on-state voltage has 
dynamics for the first 12μS  in the tested IGBT module as 
illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Gate emittter voltage waveform and Vce voltage 
waveform measured at Vb1 
4.1 Voltage measurement 
The circuit is built to measure the on-state Vce and VFD 
during the converter operation. A single circuit is able to 
measure both high and low side IGBTs and diodes of the 
DUT. Details of the circuit are described by Szymon et al. 
[14]. The circuit is built to be operational in real life ap-
V 1
D U T  I G B T  m o d u l e C o n t r o l  I G B T  m o
D U TH
D U TL
C
L1 L2
L3
i1V 2
V 3
Figure 2 A power converter topology 
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plications. Figure 5 shows the measurement circuit used 
to measure the Vce. 
 
 
Two diodes are connected in series and a weak current 
source is forward-biased them during IGBT turn-on time 
as given in Figure 5. When the IGBT is off, the diode D1 
is blocked the Vce voltage. 
 
௖ܸ௘ଵ ൌ ௕ܸଵ െ ஽ܸଶ ൌ ௕ܸଵ െ ሺ ௔ܸ െ ௕ܸଵሻ ൌ ʹ ௕ܸଵ െ ௔ܸሺͳሻ 
 
Assuming that the two diodes are identical VD1=VD2, the 
Vce is measured by subtracting the voltage drop on D2 
from Vb1 potential as given in Equation 1. VD1 and VD2 are 
voltage across D1 and D2 respectively. The measurement 
part of the circuit is isolated using an optical fibre connec-
tion with the rest of a data logging system.  
5 Junction temperature estimation 
Junction temperature monitoring is of a paramount inter-
est to improve the total reliability of power converters.  A 
calibration of Vce-Tj is conducted to obtain a calibration 
factor at higher current levels in the converter itself. A 
time is taken in account to rise up the current and to fall at 
zero level during the calibration process. The coolant 
temperature is maintained at a constant value during the 
measurement process. Finally, the junction temperature is 
calculated based on the real time measurement of the on-
state voltage and the calibration factor. 
5.1 Vce-Tj Calibration 
Initially, the on-state Vce and Tj are calibrated at tempera-
tures ranging from 22oC to 80oC for up-to 960Apeak. The 
baseplate temperature is kept homogenously distributed 
by using Danfoss shower power [15] and by controlling 
the coolant temperature. A self-heating of the power con-
verter is used to increase the coolant temperature.  
During the calibration process a normal PWM switching 
of the converter is turned off. The current i1 is ramped up 
through the inductors and the respective current and on-
state voltage for IGBTs and free-wheeling diodes are 
measured as shown in Figure 6.  
Each calibration process takes 680μs at one temperature 
level. Figure 7 (a) shows the Vce-Tj calibration and Figure 
7 (b) shows a calibration factor for IGBT module at dif-
ferent current levels.  
 
6 Thermal Simulation 
The thermal modeling contains two interconnected prob-
lems, namely the power loss inside the module and the 
distribution of heat. The power loss and temperature prob-
lems are interconnected e.g. through the temperature de-
pendence of physical parameters like the electric and 
thermal conductivity. But even more so through the com-
plex non-homogeneous fields created inside power mod-
ules by transient loads [16-17].  
In the following section a finite element method (FEM) is 
presented for the evaluation of the temperature field as a 
function of time. The derived results are compared to the 
temperature measured online. The model presented is 
based on the work carried out in [17], where everything is 
presented in detail. In the present only relevant data is in-
cluded. 
-
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6.1 Physical parameters 
In modern FEM based simulations one of the governing 
factors are the physical parameters [18].  With regards to 
pure materials like the Al wires and the Cu pads this is a 
simple matter, however, the IGBTs and the diodes are in 
principal non-linear and non-isotropic structures which 
are not ideal for continuum assumptions. This is solved 
by using so-called effective medium parameters for the 
elements representing the semiconductor chips in the cal-
culations. This is presented and discussed in detail in [19] 
and [17]. For all materials, temperature dependent param-
eters are introduced for vital coefficients like the thermal 
and electrical conductivity. 
6.2 Power loss 
The power loss inside the module may roughly be divided 
into conduction-, switching-, and gate loss: where the last 
one is normally neglected: [19] 
௧ܲ௢௧ ൌ ௖ܲ௢௡ௗ ൅ ௌܲௐ ൅ ௚ܲ௔௧௘ ൎ ௖ܲ௢௡ௗ ൅ ௌܲௐሺʹሻ 
The conduction loss is an ordinary ohmic contribution 
which affects all current carrying components of the ge-
ometry in Figure 1, namely the DCB, wires, chips, and 
solders. 
6.2.1 Conduction Loss 
All contributions from the conducting metals of the geo-
metry are considered evenly distributed and are calculated 
from the electrical conductivity of pure materials. The 
semiconductors on the other hand are more complicated 
as discussed in the previous section as these are non-
isotropic, non-linear materials. The IGBTs consists of a 
large amount of parallel transistor channels, which ideally 
are identical. In a similar way the diode acts as a channel 
as well. All conducting channels of the semiconductors 
are assumed to perform evenly, and the only changes in 
the current distribution allowed are created by the tempe-
rature fields. Apart from that the power loss is calculated 
based on datasheet specifications. 
6.2.2 Switching Loss 
The switching loss is a phenomenon only observed in the 
semiconductor chips. In the IGBT, the switching loss in-
cludes the energy required to switch on and off the com-
ponent, whereas in the diode only the so-called recovery 
loss is included [21].  
 
In Figure 8, the duty cycle load applied to the module is 
illustrated. The current attains a sinusoidal waveform 
which accordingly yields the sinusoidal on-state voltage 
as shown in Figure 12. Each of the color bars in Figure 8 
symbolize a switching period of time: ݐ௦௪ ൌ ݐ௢௡ ൅ ݐ௢௙௙. 
In Figure 9, the power loss in a single period for one 
IGBT chip is illustrated. As illustrated the switching loss 
is in principle placed initially and in the end of the period, 
when switched on and off respectively. In the present, the 
switching loss is assumed evenly distributed during the 
on-state time ݐ௢௡ and considered constant ௦ܲ௪௠ in the giv-
en on-state. 
 
 
Figure 9 Power loss in a single IGBT chip during one 
switching cycle [20]. 
6.3 Thermal model and boundary condi-
tions 
The FEM simulation in principle only concerns solving 
the convection-diffusion-reaction problem as described in 
[16-17]. Solvers, meshing, and geometrical specifications 
are carried out and specified in COMSOL multiphysics. 
Therefore one of the primary assignments, as discussed in 
[16], is to specify the proper boundary conditions. 
Baseplate cooling is one of the governing factors apart 
from the power loss. As mentioned in Section 5.1, the 
baseplate is water-cooled directly using Danfoss shower-
power. Based on the pumping capacity as well as the mix-
ture of water and glycol the convection coefficient ݄ௌ௉ 
can be obtained from [21], so that the normal heat flux out 
of the baseplate may be calculated as given in Equation 
(3): 
ݍ௡ ൌ ݄ௌ௉ሾ ௪ܶ௔௧௘௥ െ ܶሺݔǡ ݕሻሿሺ͵ሻ 
Here the water temperature is assumed constant across the 
baseplate and over time. This assumption is supported by 
measuring the cooling water temperature over time which 
is kept close to ͺͲԨ. From Figure 1, it is clear that only a 
reduced geometry is considered. Out of the six sections 
only half a section is regarded. This means that interac-
tions between individual sections and the two halves of a 
section need to be included in the boundary conditions. 
The former is assumed to only affect the medium tempe-
rature of the section as the primary power is dispersed to-
wards the backside of the baseplate. This is accounted for 
through fitting to the experimental data. The latter interac-
tion, however, is more complicated. As the missing part 
of the section is an inverted mirror of the part illustrated 
the total power passing through the plane separating them 
will be the same. The flux field, however, will be inverted 
in the same way as the geometry. This is included simply 
by adding the outgoing flux from the IGBT and the diode 
Figure 8 Current load experienced by the power modu-
le 
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respectively as an ingoing flux half a period later with a 
correction with respect to the inversion. The remaining 
boundary conditions are kept simple to speed up calcula-
tions. This means that the silicone gel covering the com-
ponents is treated as a passive convection surface. And all 
inside connections are assumed ideal. 
 
Figure 10 Temperature field at the peak IGBT tempera-
ture at an output frequency of 6Hz 
 
Figure 11 Temperature field at the diode peak tempera-
ture at an output frequency of 6Hz 
6.4 Temperature curves 
The used conditions for the simulations are the same as 
listed in Table 1. With the mentioned conditions for the 
simulations 30 cycles had to be computed before reaching 
the equilibrium period. With respect to resolution of mes-
hes and time stepping it was refined until conversion of 
the final result. In Figure 10 and 11, the surface tempera-
ture field of the diode and IGBT chips are presented at 
their peak values. The simulation is carried out at a 6Hz 
output frequency. As would be expected the temperature 
is significantly higher in the center of the chips and de-
creases towards the edges. This illustrate one of the diffi-
culties of working with online measuring of the tempera-
ture as the peak value differs significantly from the mean 
junction temperature, as illustrated in Figure 14. 
 
7 Measurement and simulation re-
sults 
The online measurement is conducted from 6Hz to 20Hz 
on every 2Hz increment.  The on-state Vce and VFD are 
measured for the high side and low side IGBTs and di-
odes respectively as shown in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12 A measured on-state Vce from 6Hz to 20Hz for 
IGBTs and diodes 
The on-state voltage when the current at 920A  is com-
pared and found that the Vce is  closely 10mV less in low 
side IGBT at 20Hz than the 6Hz frequency. The junction 
temperature is calculated for different frequencies as 
shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 A measured peak temperature variation at dif-
ferent frequency 
The peak temperature variation for IGBTs at 6Hz to 20Hz 
frequencies are shown in Figure 14 for measured and 
thermal simulated results. As seen in the figure, it is clear 
that both results fairly match the peak and temperature 
variation on each half cycle. 
  
 
Figure 14 A Tj variation in measured and simulation 
compared together for 6Hz to 20Hz 
To illustrate more in comparison between two studies, 
only peak temperature variations on each frequency are 
plotted in Figure 15. The peak temperatures Tj are very 
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close. In conclusion, the peak junction temperature drops 
131.6 to 125.8 which is 5.8oC from 6Hz to 20Hz in the 
measurement.  
 
Figure 15 A comparison of peak Tj between measured 
and simulation 
 
8 Conclusion 
The junction temperature is monitored in real time while a 
power converter is in operation and the peak temperature 
is increased by approximately 5.8oC from 20Hz to 6Hz 
application for a 1700V and 1000A module. The thermal 
analysis using FEM simulation is conducted and peak 
temperature variation fairly matches between measure-
ment and simulated results. This measurement technique 
is less complex and easy to implement in field applicati-
on.  
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Real time wear out monitoring test setup for high power
IGBT modules
Pramod Ghimire, Kristian Bonderup Pedersen, Bjørn Rannestad, Stig Munk-
Nielsen, Paul Bach Thøgersen, and Peter de Place Rimmen
Abstract—This paper presents a real time wear out monitoring test
setup and experimental study of ageing in high power IGBT modules
under sinusoidal loading conditions. Online monitoring of on-state
forward voltage on each individual device of half bridge modules are
presented in converter operation. Data evaluation theory separating wire
degradation and solder degradation is presented. Four power modules are
tested at 6Hz output frequency, under sinusoidal loading with 922A peak
at 80◦C cooling liquid for different number of cycles. Through mapping
of the degradation as a function of number of cycles the identification
of the failure source is enabled. The proposed test setup is robust,
reliable and safe to conduct both destructive and non destructive tests
for reliability studies. Preliminary post test investigations are included to
identify degradation mechanisms that could be a source for a change in
electrical parameters.
Index Terms—IGBT power module, on-state forward voltage, thermal
responsivity, power module degradation, active thermal cycling, power
electronics reliability, real time monitoring, wear out monitoring
I. INTRODUCTION
In modern high power applications health monitoring of power
modules are capturing interests to improve reliability. During real
life operation power converters suffer from internal and external
overloads during a lifetime. Internal overloads originate from: elec-
trical and mechanical connections, under-voltage/over-voltage, etc.
Similarly, external overloads originate from: lightning, temperature
gradients, humidity, air pollution, vibration, etc. [1]. In spite of these
stressors, power converters still need to satisfy grid code requirements
[2].
Two types of accelerated tests are normally used: active thermal
Normal/accelerated life time 
test
Passive thermal cycling 
(P-TC)
Psw + Pcond
heating
Pcond
heating
A-TC minute
A-TC second
AC current
Proposed
Conventional
Active thermal cycling/power 
cycling  (A-TC)
Pulsating DC 
current
Offline 
characterisation
Real time monitoring
Fig. 1. Proposed test in context with conventional test methods.
cycling/power cycling (A-TC) and passive thermal cycling (P-TC).
A-TC is a common approach for evaluating design and performance
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under a given loading, as well as end of life tests at accelerated
conditions [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. In A-TC setups the device under
test (DUT) is normally heated through sheer conduction losses.
However, to get closer to real world stresses the DUT is in this
setup handled as an active component and switched under normal
conditions. Accordingly, switching losses constitute a significant part
of the total power loss. The proposed test method is categorised as
an advanced A-TC method as demonstrated in Fig. 1. Conventional
A-TC is carried out to study mainly degradation of bond wires and
solder joints under a pulsating current.
Test procedure and working conditions for different failure mech-
anisms in conventional components are well defined in standards and
literature [8], [9], [10]. Mainly three electrical and thermal parameters
are found sensitive to the wear of power modules: on-state υce, gate
threshold voltage (Vge,th), and thermal resistance (Rth) [11], [12].
These parameters are also identified as possible sources of a well
defined failure criteria. Here real-time monitoring of υce as an ageing
indicator of the interconnections is proposed through a real time
monitoring of those parameters in real application [13], [11], [14].
This paper proposes a method to measure change in the thermal
resistance during steady state sinusoidal loading of a converter. By
monitoring the parameters a clear image of component degradation is
obtained continuous in real time. This method not only helps identify
possible failure mechanisms but also improving lifetime modelling
approaches of power modules afterwards. Four power modules are
tested with similar loading parameters for all components of each de-
vice; such as high side IGBT (IDUT,H ), corresponding free-wheeling
diode (DDUT,H ), low side IGBT (IDUT,L), and corresponding free-
wheeling diode (DDUT,L). Finally, the tested modules are inspected
after being removed from the test setup using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and micro-sectioning [15].
II. TEST SETUP
One leg of a 3-phase wind power converter is simulated by
applying a pulse width modulation (PWM) controlled continuous
sinusoidal current as primary stress of the DUT. The setup consists
of the DUT and a control side (CTRL) where the latter is split into
two separate legs of two devices to ensure the DUT fails first. A
block diagram of the setup is demonstrated in Fig. 2a together with
a picture of the physical setup in Fig. 2b. One benefit of this setup
is that while large magnitudes of power is circulated by the switches
only losses of the system are to be supplied.
A. Power Converter
A circuit diagram of the power converter is shown in Fig. 3.
Phase and magnitude of the two voltage sources VDUT and VCT RL
are controlled by duty cycling each leg. In this test, DUT works as
connected to generator side while CTRL works as connected to load
side. Here the current peak of 922A at 6Hz frequency is controlled
by adjusting VCT RL and the voltage across the 380µH inductor from
the CTRL leg. The equivalent inductance, as given in Eq. (1), is able
to filter the current ripple because the effective pulse difference is
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Fig. 2. Block diagram layout and picture of the proposed test setup.
limited during switching of the legs. The parallel legs of the control
side shares similar current at identical switching action, hence the
voltages VCT RL1 and VCT RL2 are equal in phase and magnitude.
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Fig. 3. Power converter topology.
Leqv = L1 +
1
2
(L2 +L3), (1)
where Leqv is an equivalent inductor including series inductor L1 and
two similar magnitude current sharing inductors L2 and L3. When
iL is positive, the six elements conducting are IDUT,H , ICT RL1,L,
ICT RL2,L, DDUT,L, DCT RL1,H and DCT RL2,H , where I and D denote
the IGBT’s and diodes, respectively. As the current iL is out of
phase with VDUT , in this analysis the switching duty cycle will be
less than 50% for the IDUT,H as well as for the control HS during
positive half current cycle. Consequently, the DDUT,L, ICT RL1,L and
ICT RL1,L conducts a longer time. Similarly, for the negative half cycle
additional stress appears on DDUT,H , ICT RL1,H and ICT RL1,H . In both
cases the CTRL shares the total current, therefore the diodes on
DUT are the mostly stressed components, with respect to the applied
current.
The converter requires a power supply able to provide fluctuating
power as well as maintaining the DC link voltage steadily at 1000V .
As demonstrated in Fig. 4, this is achieved through a frequency
converter in order to ensure the steady DC voltage. A 100Hz step up
transformer with a gain of 2.2 is used prior to rectify the grid voltage
to allow maximum of 1188V on DC side. This is also sufficient to
compensate the voltage drop in series inductances and resistances.
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Fig. 4. DC power supply.
B. Controller
The DUT leg has an open loop space vector modulated (SVM)
voltage (VDUT ), while the control side of converter has close loop
control in order to force a sinusoidal current through the devices. In
this measurement, the phase displacement (φ) of VDUT to iL is at
2.7Rad, however this can be chosen according to need. By changing
φ, the generating or drive mode of each leg can be controlled. The
DUT is operated at generating mode where diodes are more stressed
whereas in control side IGBT’s are more stressed. For optimal
cooling conditions a Danfoss ShowerPower circulating a mixture of
water and glycol is used [16]. The cooling temperature (Tcooling) is
controlled by regulating heat dissipation through a heat exchanger
using proportional-integral (PI) control.
C. Stressors and Converter Operating Parameter
In the present setup the primary operating parameters modulated
to control test conditions are the current amplitude (iL), fundamental
frequency (Fout ), and cooling temperature (Tcooling). The remaining
TABLE I. CONVERTER OPERATING PARAMETERS
Symbol Meaning Offline A-TC parameters
VDC DC link voltage 1000V 1000V
VDUT Forward voltage reference 253Vrms 253Vrms
iL Load current 890Apeak 922Apeak
θ Phase (VDUT to iL) 2.7Rad
Fout Fundamental frequency 6Hz
FSW Switching frequency 2.5kHz
C DC link capacitance 4mF 4mF
L Inductor 380µH 380µH
Tcooling Cooling temperature 80◦C 80±0.5◦C
converter working points are similar to real working parameters from
a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) rotor side wind power
converter configuration, as given in Table I. The primary effect
controlled through iL and Fout is the change in junction temperature
∆T . However, when increasing ∆T one also affect the temperature
gradient observed across the power module. Tcooling is primarily
controlled to increase the electrical and thermal resistance of the
power module thereby increasing the effect of the current amplitude
on switch loss.
IGBT and diode chips are the primary contributors to the total
power loss in the module. The total electrical power loss (Ptot ) is
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comprised of conduction (Pcond), switching (Psw), and gate losses
(Pgate), where the latter is normally neglected, see in Eq. (2).
Ptot = Pcond +Psw +Pgate,
≈ Pcond +Psw, (2)
In this example conduction losses include all forward losses during
steady state which affects all current carrying components of the
module (Cu, wires, chips, and solders). As illustrated in Eqs. (3)
and (4), the power dissipation in the semiconductor chips during
conduction depends on on-state period (ton), on-state (υce), and the
load current (ic) [17].
Pcond,I =
1
tout
∫ ton
0
υce(t)ic(t)dt, (3)
Pcond,D =
1
tout
∫ ton
0
υFD(t)ic(t)dt, (4)
Switching losses include the energy required to turn-on and off the
semiconductor components. For the diode this is limited to recovery
loss, see (5). In Eq. (6) the IGBT switch-loss is presented [17].
Prec,D = FswErec
(
VDC
Vre f
)Kv,D
, (5)
Psw,I = FswEsw
ic
Ire f
(
VDC
Vre f
)Kv,I
, (6)
where Ire f and Vre f are the current and voltage at the manufacturer
specified switching loss Esw and recovery loss Erec.
As illustrated in the power loss relation in Eqs. (2)-(6), the stress
can be controlled through the load current, DC-link voltage, switching
frequency, fundamental frequency and modulation index. The latter
controls the stress between IGBT and diode. Fig. 5a shows a vertical
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(b) Layout of one section of open DUT.
Fig. 5. Vertical cross section of the IGBT module geometry and a
layout of a section.
cross section of the geometry showing the layers constituting the
IGBT module [1]. Similarly, a layout of a single section of open
DUT is depicted in Fig. 5b.
III. POWER MODULE
The tested power modules consist of six sections each rated at
1700V and total current of 1000A. Each section is comprised of two
IGBT chips, two diodes, and 20 heavy Al bond wires placed on
an ordinary direct copper bonded (DCB) substrate with an Al2O3
ceramic, as depicted in Fig. 5. All six sections are placed evenly on
a Cu baseplate and the thickness of each layer is given in Table II.
TABLE II. THE THICKNESS AND COMPOSITION OF EACH
LAYER.
Layer Material Thickness (µm)
Bond wire Al 400
Metallization Al 6
Chip IGBT/Diode 200
Die attach Solder paste 100
Copper Cu 300
Ceramic Al2O3 380
Copper Cu 300
DCB attach Solder paste 100
Baseplate Cu 3000
IV. WEAR OUT AND REAL TIME MONITORING
The main parameter monitored during operation is the on-state
υce. Changes in the forward voltage originates from either electrical
or thermal effects. The former could be due to degradation of
interconnects (wire bonds, solder, metallization) or semiconductor
chips, where the latter is primarily due to increase of thermal
resistance. These are outlined in Fig. 6. Normally, both thermal
and electrical effects affect the forward voltage at all times, but not
necessarily at the same level. With continuous real time monitoring,
the proposed method could indicate the origin which is responsible
for the degradation.
Change in ce 
Electro-thermal effect
Change in on-state resistance Change in thermal resistance
Bond wire degradation
Metallization
Copper layer
Chip related degradation
Solder layer degradation
Cooling system issues such as 
reduction or block in liquid 
flow etc.
Fig. 6. υce influencing degradations.
A. Measurement of On-state Voltage
An additional measurement circuit is added on top of the gate
driver as shown in Fig. 7, which is able to measure on-state υce
in kelvin terminals of the module [18], [19]. As the υce swings
between kV and mV during transistor switching, the accuracy of
the measurement circuit is essential. Two fast switching diode pairs
(D1/D2 and D3/D4), as shown in Fig. 7, are used to block the
off-state high voltage and measure the forward voltage drops on
high/low side (HS/LS) of DUT. These BY203 diodes have a high
breakdown voltage of 2kV , 300nS reverse recovery time, and zero
forward voltage thermal coefficients at certain current level.
With HS IGBT on, D1 and D2 are forward biased with 10mA
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Fig. 7. An on-state υce measurement circuit.
current source, they are thermally coupled externally and display
similar forward voltage temperature coefficients [18]. The on-state
υce is measured using a bipolar 14-bit ADC with resolution of
0.61mV . Eq. (7) is used to derive the absolute on-state υce.
Vce = 2Vb−Va, (7)
When the transistors are off, diodes (D1/D2 and D3/D4) blocks the
high voltage to protect the resting part of the circuit. The on-state
voltages are measured using two strategies, offline characterization
and real time monitoring as given in Table III.
TABLE III. THE υce MONITORING STRATEGIES.
υce Monitoring Strategies
Offline Characterization Real Time Monitoring
The converter is in off state. The converter is in operation.
The current ramp up from
zero, through the device in mi-
cro seconds.
A PWM modulated sinusoidal
current is used.
The υce is measured at differ-
ent current levels.
The chips have self heating
due to power loss and in-
creases υce.
Limit the influence of temper-
ature rise due to loading cur-
rent.
Represent real on-state υce
drop.
The characterization is con-
ducted at υce load current.
Useful for wear out, temper-
ature monitoring and lifetime
investigation.
On-state forward resistance Power module degradation
B. Offline Characterization
Offline characterization produces forward characteristics of all
IGBT’s and diodes in the power module. During characterization,
the converter is stopped periodically every 5 minutes to measure the
on-state υce at load current from zero to 890A. Throughout the test,
the Tcooling is maintained at 80◦C. Before starting the process, the
water temperature is maintained at 80◦C by circulating the liquid for
a minute without electrically loading the device. The ramping process
takes 340µS to characterize the DUT at one temperature level. The
current-voltage (IV) characteristics for LS IGBT and diode for PM1
(Table V) are depicted in Fig. 8.
In offline characterization, power dissipation occurs mainly due
to conduction losses which are limited by shortening the on-state
period. The IDUT,H / DDUT,L and IDUT,L/ DDUT,H pairs are conducting
in DUT when current is positive and negative, respectively. The
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Fig. 8. IV characteristics at different water temperatures for LS IGBT
and diode.
measured υce is a function of current, gate voltage (VGE ), and chip
temperature. To study the change in υce due to ageing, VGE is kept
constant at 15V and the Tcooling is maintained steady at 80◦C. The
conduction time is in microseconds, hence υce is a mainly function
of applied current. At high current, the voltage drop is dominated by
the on-state slope resistance which can be obtained from IV forward
characteristics.
C. Real Time Monitoring
On-state υce, υFD and corresponding iC are measured at the middle
of a PWM pulse. Hence, the sampling of online measurement is at
2.5kHz. This method allows the settling time required by the circuit
and packaging of the module to avoid transients in the measurement.
In addition, this technique also makes implementation into the
converter control simple. The measurement routine is illustrated in
[19], where the online measurement is routined at every 5 min of
operation to reduce the amount of data. During one measurement, the
on-state υce, iC and corresponding Tcooling are sampled and recorded
for 2.5 cycles. The measurements for one cycle are demonstrated in
Fig. 9.
1) Data Analysis: The measured voltages are analysed at 900A for
both rising and falling sides of sinusoidal current. Any measurement
point could in principle be chosen except at the crossover current
where the behaviour of IGBT and diode changes from negative
temperature coefficient (NTC) to positive temperature coefficient
(PTC). Data interpolation is used in order to obtain the on-state υce
exactly at 900A on both sides. A window of 900± 25A is used to
improve the accuracy of the interpolation.
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TABLE IV. THE ACTIVE COMPONENTS.
Positive
cycle
Negative
cycle
P1+
(Rising)
P2+
(Falling)
P1−
(Rising)
P2−
(Falling)
IGBT IDUT,H
(Vce,P1+)
IDUT,H
(Vce,P2+)
IDUT,L
(Vce,P1−)
IDUT,L
(Vce,P2−)
Diode DDUT,L
(VFD,P1+)
DDUT,L
(VFD,P2+)
DDUT,H
(VFD,P1−)
DDUT,H
(VFD,P2−)
Table IV presents the analysing points and corresponding active
components as shown in Fig. 10. By comparing the forward voltage
1+ 2+
ce,P1+
1- 2-
ce,P2+
FD,P1+ FD,P2+
FD,P1-
FD,P2-
ce,P1- ce,P2-
C
Fig. 10. Measurement study points.
υce/υFD at point P1+ and P2+ one obtaines an indication of themal
responsivity of the active components, and similarly at P1− and P2−.
The wear of tested module is demonstrated using on-state υce/υFD
evolution at P1+/ P1−. For this analysis, a reference voltage VPre f is
obtained from the average of initial 100 healthy current cycles, as
given in Eq. (8). The average voltage of first 100 cycles is 2.3531V
with a standard deviation below 0.13mV for sample PM1. Eq.
(9) measures wear of the DUT by displaying ∆V1. The change in
thermal responsivity is similarly measured by regarding the increase
in forward voltage from P1+/ P1− to P2+/ P2−, namely ∆V2 as given
in Eq. (10). It is expected that the module will display slow steady
wear in the beginning of the testing followed by accelerated wear
closer to the end of life.
VPre f =
1
N
100
∑
i=1
VP1(ni), (8)
∆V 1(n) = VP1(n)−VPre f , (9)
∆V 2(n) = VP2(n)−VP1(n), (10)
where n index the number of cycles.
Considering half a fundamental cycle, the temperature cycle is
expected to follow the current cycle because of the electrical power
dissipation [20]. The temperature rise has a delayed response due to
the thermal time constant. As a result, the on-state υce is higher at
P2+/ P2− at same current, regardless of material degradation.
D. Thermal Design
Regarding the geometry depicted in Fig. 5a-b, it is apparent that
the direct line of thermal transport away from the Si chips is in the
vertical direction through the DCB and baseplate. Accordingly, all
four semiconductor elements from a module section have an identical
primary thermal path. In Fig. 11 a simulated steady state thermal
resistance from chip topside to backplate backside is presented. The
resistance is derived by applying a fixed junction temperature and
cooling flux to the given semiconductor component and baseplate,
respectively. By varying the fixed values in a given range and solving
the heat equation the resistance is obtained.
The linear shape of the thermal resistance is created by the
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Fig. 11. Simulated steady state thermal resistance from chip to
baseplate backside.
difference in volume between the chips and the remaining layers.
A local heating of a chip, in the steady state, only provides limited
module heating under the given cooling conditions, accordingly
only the top layers affect the thermal resistance. However, thermal
simulation provides a different result as discussed in [21]. In this
paper a vast difference between the diode LS and HS due to the
bond wire connections to the Cu pads is presented. This results in
additional heating of the LS compared to the HS diodes and thereby
additional stress.
V. COMPARISON OF TEST SPECIMENS
Comparisons are carried out based on the on-state voltage variation
of all four elements of the modules followed by a preliminary
observation after removing the housing. PM1 is tested continuously
until it fails, which is after 5.1× 106 cycles of operation. This
destructive test is regarded as a threshold to designate the number
of test cycles for other modules under similar stress and loading.
Test status is summarized for all modules in Table V.
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TABLE V. Power module samples.
Power
Module
Number
of
cycles
Status Bond wire lift-off
0 (PM0) 0 cycle Operational No
1 (PM1) 5103000
cycle
Critical
failure
All sections dam-
aged
2 (PM2) 4500000
cycle
Operational No
3 (PM3) 3526200
cycle
Operational Section 1 diode HS wire 1 and 8
section 3 diode LS wire 6 to 10
Section 4 diode LS wires 8 to 10
4 (PM4) 2512800
cycle
Operational No
A. Cooling Temperature Variation
Fig. 12 shows the mean water temperature Tcooling,m on each
fundamental cycle and the trend of variation during wear out test.
The test is conducted in a closed room which ambient temperature
varies periodically by up to 15◦C during day and night. Table VI
shows Tcooling,m and their standard deviation (SD) during the test for
four modules.
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Fig. 12. Liquid cooling temperature variation for four tested modules.
TABLE VI. STATISTICS OF COOLING TEMPERATURE VARIA-
TION.
Statistics PM1 PM2 PM3 PM4
Tcooling,m (◦C) 80.12 80.25 80.23 80.26
SD (◦C) 0.19 0.07 0.06 0.07
B. Results
Real time on-state υce and υFD for both side IGBT’s and free-
wheeling diode’s are presented in Figs. 13-19. On-stage voltage evo-
lution and ∆V 1 for IDUT,H are demonstrated in Figs. 13a-b, measured
at Vce,P1+. Similarly, on-stage voltage evolution and ∆V 1 for IDUT,L
are demonstrated in Figs. 14a-b, measured at Vce,P1−. The on-stage
voltage evolution and ∆V 1 for DDUT,H are demonstrated in Figs.
15a-b, measured at VFD,P1−. Similarly, the on-stage voltage evolution
and ∆V 1 for DDUT,L are demonstrated in Figs. 16a-b, measured at
VFD,P1+. Figs. 17 demonstrates on-state voltage evolution at P1+ and
P2+ on IDUT,H .
Figs. 18a-b demonstrates the ∆V2 for IDUT,H and DDUT,H respec-
tively as described in Eq. (10). Similarly, Figs. 19a-b demonstrates
the ∆V2 for IDUT,L and DDUT,L.
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Fig. 13. (a) On-state υce on IDUT,H , (b) ∆V1 at IDUT,H at 900A.
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Fig. 14. (a) On-state υce on IDUT,L, (b) ∆V1 at IDUT,L at 900A.
C. Post-Test Analysis
Preliminary investigations of the tested power modules after re-
moving the housing are presented in Table V. The LS diode is
damaged severely in normal wear out in comparison to other elements
of the module. Although PM3 is functional, the LS diode in one
section is severely damaged. Fig. 20 shows image of PM1, where
the majority of the semiconductor chips are failed.
1) Chip Metallization: In Fig. 21 four SEM images of the met-
allization surface is presented for the IGBT and diode from a new
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Fig. 15. (a) On-state υFD on DDUT,H , (b) ∆V1 at DDUT,H at 900A.
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Fig. 16. (a) On-state υFD on DDUT,L, (b) ∆V1 at DDUT,L at 900A.
module (PM0) and from the PM3 LS IGBT and diode. In PM0 and
PM3 LS IGBT, no visible changes are observed in the metallization.
In contrast the diode LS in PM3 shows considerable reconstruction.
This mechanism was only observed in the diode metallizations.
2) Micro-Sectioning: In Fig. 22 cross-sectional images of a wire
bond from sample PM1 is presented. The cross-sectional image is
obtained using micro-sectioning followed by electro-etching and op-
tical microscopy with polarized light, see [15] for details concerning
the approach.
In Fig. 22 the Al grain structure is clearly observed. The grains
range from 30 to 100µm in diameter from the bonded region and
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Fig. 17. On-state υce comparing at IDUT,H(Vce,P1+) and (Vce,P2+) at
900A.
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Fig. 18. (a) ∆V2 at IDUT,H and, (b) ∆V2 at DDUT,H at 900A.
inwards the Al wire. A partial wire delamination is observed between
the wire and the metallization with only limited cracking inside the
wire itself. In the examined samples there was a general tendency
that fractures occured closer to the chip surface than normally.
Furthermore, cracks were on several occasions observed to move
inside grains instead of along boundaries. This indicates poorly
bonded wires and that the bond itself were the weakest element.
VI. DISCUSSION
The drop in forward voltage depends upon parameters such as on-
state resistance which includes Cu terminals, Al bond wires, Cu layer,
chip resistance, load current and device cooling temperature. Figs.
13-17 shows variation in conduction voltage drop for four different
modules at the same working conditions as presented in Table I.
The difference in off-set of the forward voltage observed between
PM1-4 is due to differences in module production. Starting on-state
υce varies with nearly 20mV to 30mV in both HS and LS IGBTs,
however, this is clear from ∆V1 in Figs. 13b and 14b the voltage drop
rise follows the same trend with number of cycles. Similarly, HS and
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Fig. 19. (a) ∆V2 at IDUT,L and, (b) ∆V2 at DDUT,L at 900A.
Fig. 20. PM1 module after removal of housing, busbar, and silicone
gel. The majority of semiconductor chips are failed.
10μm
(a) (b)
10μm
(c) (d)
Fig. 21. SEM images of the metallization surface of: (a) PM0 IGBT,
(b) PM3 LS IGBT, (c) PM0 diode, and (d) PM3 LS diode.
LS diodes have 20mV variation between the four modules. Fig. 16b
showing the change in ∆V1 for DDUT,L also shows that the increased
off-set does not indicate potential early failures.
In Fig.16 υFD increases significantly between 4×106 and 5×106
giving an indication of large change in resistance of PM1. The voltage
drop was increased by 135mV just before explosion, which is nearly
7% rise in initial voltage drop. The on-state υce on LS also increased
by nearly 20mV , this is close to 1% rise indicating the IGBT did not
fail initially. Step increments in υFD are observed after crossing the
200μm
200μm
Fig. 22. Cross-sectional images of wire bond in sample PM1 obtained
using micro-sectioning combined with electro-etching.
4.5× 106 cycles of operation, indicating possible bond wire lift-off
during the operation. Nearly 7-10mV step increment are witnessed
for LS diode of PM1. This is consistent with the micro-sectioning
results presented in Sec. V-C2. Here the bonded interfaces were
identified as clear weak spots in the module geometry, and several
lifted/delaminated wires were observed.
Figs.18 and 19 shows thermal responsivity of the HS and LS
diodes of the DUT. The sample with a mean value above the rest
appear to be the same sample displaying higher variation in baseplate
temperature in the cooling (12). This could indicate a difference in
cooling conditions. The oscillation amplitude appear on the scale
of 5-8mV , this is expected to be due to standard noise during the
measurement. Lack of changes in the thermal responsivity shows
that the solder is not degrading on a scale which changes the signal
above the SD. The reason for this is also proven in [22] where four
point probing is applied to single out degrading elements.
In Figs. 21a-d topographic images of the surface metallization are
presented. A clear difference between the IGBT and diode metalliza-
tion is observed. While the IGBT metallization seems unaffected after
3.5× 106 cycles the diode metallization is severely reconstructed.
This is in accordance with the expected power loss explained in Sec.
II.
VII. CONCLUSION
The two primary outcomes of this paper are; (1) an online
monitoring system able to handle realistic field stress conditions of
power modules and (2) data evaluation theory separating wire and
solder degradation. From online monitoring, nearly 20mV variation
in on-state voltage drop is measured between the modules for all
IGBT’s and diodes because of unmatched geometrical structure in
production. A method re-calibrating automatically on each individual
device is presented removing effects from difference in geometry
from the results. Solder degradation is realized by measuring thermal
responsivity which also varies in accordance with the cooling between
the modules. No major failure in solder or thermal system is found,
which is also supported by [22]. Primary degradation is observed by
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changes in relative forward voltage ∆V1 indicating wear of bond wire
interconnects and chip metallization. This is consistent with post test
analysis based on micro-sectioning, SEM, and four-point probing of
electrical parameters. The latter is presented in [22]. To summarize,
the presented online monitoring technique is possible to implement in
real life application and display possibilities of separating degradation
patterns of different interconnects.
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Dynamic Modelling Method of
Electro-Thermo-Mechanical Degradation in IGBT
Modules
Kristian Bonderup Pedersen and Kjeld Pedersen
Abstract—A degradation model investigating the electro-
thermo-mechanical fatigue, experienced by insulated gate bipolar
transistors modules, is presented. To illustrate the concept a
specific case of power modules subjected to active power cycling
which induce failure through bond wire lift-off is considered.
Bond wire lift-off is believed to be due to thermally induced stress
arising from a mismatch in the coefficients of thermal expansion
between the wires and the given substrate. Overall, the theoretical
evaluation is based on determining the thermo-mechanical stress
around the bond wire/substrate interface through multiphysics
based models. The simulation detail and included equations are
specified according to region of interest and their complexity. In
common, however, is the use of the finite element method com-
bined with empirical equations. The final result is a numerical
approach to evaluate the damage accumulated by a given load
which may be used for prediction of lifetime or optimization of
work points and module geometry.
I. INTRODUCTION
DEMANDS of increased use of renewable energy sourcesas well as changes in the structure of the power grid
towards a more distributed system makes the global electrical
energy consumption increase steadily. Accordingly, reliable
and efficient power electronics is essential[1]. In wind power
systems failures in the power converters account for as
much as 15% of all failures. Degradation assessment of
individual elements as well as accurate lifetime estimation of
power modules is thus vital. Presently, insulated gate bipolar
transistor (IGBT) modules are used widely, with applications
ranging from a few 100W to several MW . Accordingly, a
modelling method needs to be developed which is usable in
a wide application range. This requires a detailed model of
the physics-of-failure of the device of interest.[2], [3]
In the present paper the problem of power modules
employed in high power conversion is regarded. Thermo-
mechanical fatigue accounts for several severe failure modes
of IGBT modules, e.g. solder creep, bond wire lift-off/heel
cracking, metallization reconstruction, etc. [2], [4]. This is
normally induced by time varying loads (alternating currents,
pulsed conditions, etc) which causes local heating in active
components followed by cooldown during passive periods.
In the present paper a model for degradation analysis of
high power IGBT modules is presented. In this case a power
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K. Pedersen is with the Department of Physics and Nanotechnology,
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module subjected to active power cycling is regarded, were
the dominant failure mechanism observed is bond wire
lift-off[5], [6].
Given the highly varying loads experienced by this type
of component it is not surprising that thermo-mechanics play
an important role on its lifetime. If the primary load of the
overall module is the applied current and the switching of it,
then the dominating heating occurs in the active components
- transistors and diodes. Due to the vast difference in the
volume of the chips and the remaining part of the module
one distinguishes between two types of loads, namely long
and short load times. In both cases the diodes and transistors
are heated up followed by the surrounding layers. But in the
latter case the short time between heat-up and cool-down
of regions ensures that only active elements and immediate
contacts are significantly heated[3], [7].
So far the common approach in degradation and lifetime
assessment of IGBT modules failing due to bond wire lift-off
has been based on the Coffin-Manson (CM) or CM-Arrhenius
(CM-A) model with a parameter corresponding to the load
inserted [8], [9], see Eqs. (1)-(2). Often the change in
temperature ∆T is used as the load and the model parameters
are fitted to accelerated test data to take shape, environment,
degree of damage, etc. into account, see [3], [5], [6], [10], [11].
Nf = β (∆T )
α
, (1)
Nf = β (∆T )
α
exp
{
EA
kBT
}
, (2)
where Nf is number of cycles to failure, α and β are fitting
parameters, and EA is an activation energy.
The simplicity of the models is both the advantage
and disadvantage. In principle they can be applied to any
element failing from thermo-mechanical induced degradation,
however, one needs to obtain component specific parameters
from fitting to test data. In high power electronics the expected
component lifetime often exceeds 10 years, accordingly, one
needs accelerated conditions to obtain lifetime information
within a reasonable time frame. This is also the normal
approach, were the component of interest is subjected to
highly accelerated test conditions, e.g. a high ∆T , that
normally cause a failure in a shorter time frame (days-weeks).
α and β are afterwards obtained by fitting the model to
accelerated test data, and the lifetime at non-accelerated
conditions are obtained through extrapolation. While this
approach has been useful for more than a decade, it has
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begun to be problematic in recent years. There are several
reasons for this:
1) The simplicity of the model does not take the effect of
geometry and material composition into account. It has
been reported that changes of e.g. wire curvature alone
as well as bond footprint affect the lifetime directly[12],
[13]. Accordingly, accurate fitting of empirical models
is paramount.
2) With ∆T as only input parameter and only one set of
fitting parameters attached to the stressor, the model
assumes the eventual failure is either a single mechanism
or a series of mechanisms connected to ∆T with a
constant grouping.
3) Failure mechanisms observed under accelerated condi-
tions are not necessarily occurring at normal operation.
4) Variation in production quality requires a very large
quantity of wear-out tests.[10]
5) ∆T is often based on thermal networks or the VCE
which corresponds to the average chip temperature. Due
to the geometrical shape and the change of the load over
time and space it is fair to assume that the temperature
field is not constant everywhere. On the contrary it
has been noted that depending on the load, a very
inhomogeneous field might be the case[12], [14].
The first problem has in later years been sought solved
by increasing the number of fitting and input parameters in
the same way the Arrhenius factor was added in Eq. (2), see
[9], [15], [10]. However, this still only delivers a functioning
lifetime model at accelerated conditions as well as for the
particular module tested.
In the following a dynamic 3D degradation model which
can be used for design optimization, specification of load
limitations, and lifetime estimation is presented.
II. MODEL STRUCTURE
In principle all degradation models in cyclic systems are
based on the same steps: load, damage, recovery. These
process steps run simultaneously and do so until reaching
a given failure condition. To construct a degradation model
for electro-thermo-mechanical degradation of interconnects in
high power IGBT modules, one need to understand the load
conditions, relevant sub-components, and degrading elements.
The power modules of interest are primarily used for power
conversion in high power application fields, e.g. wind mills
or automotive. Based on this the model presented in Fig. 1 is
proposed.
Due to the complexity of the regarded system, the model
is as far as possible sought divided into steps. In Figure 1
four primary sections constitute the model: (1) power loss,
(2) temperature field, (3) solid mechanics, and (4) material
degradation. These are all directly connected as illustrated by
the lines in the flow chart.
III. GEOMETRY AND TEST CONDITIONS
The proposed model can be utilized on any geometry,
however, in order to validate the simulation results an actual
Degradation
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of electro-thermo-mechanical degradation model of power
module interconnects.
IGBT module is regarded which in [16] and [17] is subjected
to accelerated testing.
A. Power Module Geometry
The considered module consists of six identical sections
with two IGBT chips and two diodes. Each section is rated at
1700V and a total current of 1000A of all six. The geometry is
depicted in Figs. 2a and 2b with the layer thickness specified
in Table I.
B. Sinusoidal Test Conditions
The specific test conditions are presented in Table II and
a detailed description of the setup is outlined in [17]. A
sinusoidal current load is applied at 6Hz and switched at
2.5kHz. Water cooling is applied directly to the backside of
the baseplate using Danfoss ShowerPower, see [18]. The high
load current combined with a high cooling temperature and
low fundamental frequency is a common approach for causing
accelerated wear in this type of power module.
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Fig. 2. CAD illustration of a full power module (a) and a single section (b).
The power module consist of six identical sections running in parallel.
TABLE I
LAYER COMPOSITION AND THICKNESS OF THE DCB BASED IGBT
MODULE.
Layer Material di [µm]
Bond wire Al 400
Metallization Al 6
Chip IGBT/Diode 200
Solder SnAg(3.5) 100
Copper Cu 300
Ceramic Al2O3 380
Copper Cu 300
Solder SnAg(3.5) 100
Baseplate Cu 3000
IV. THEORY
This chapter contains the fundamental theory behind the
degradation model. As discussed in Section II the model is
separated into a number of blocks, the theory is outlined
similarly.
A. Power Loss
In Section III-A a typical power module design is presented.
This consist of several active and passive components. While
power losses in passive components (Cu pads, Al bond-wires,
solders, metallizations) can be limited to standard conduction
losses the active semiconductor components have several other
contributing effects. The power loss in the semiconductor
components far exceed the conduction losses of the remaining
elements, accordingly the power loss calculation is centered
TABLE II
ACCELERATED TEST CONDITIONS.
Parameter Symbol Value
DC-link voltage VDC 1000V
Peak load current Itot 922A
Fundamental frequency fout 6Hz
Switching frequency fs 2.5kHz
ShowerPower temperature TSP 80◦C
around the semiconductor chips.
The total power loss in a power module is normally
separated into static (Pstatic), switching (Ps), and driving
losses (Pdriving):
Ptot = Pstatic + Ps + Pdriving (3)
≈ Pc + Ps (4)
In Eq. (4) Pstatic includes conduction losses (Pc) and
blocking losses. As the forward blocking and driving losses
are often small compared to the remaining these are normally
left out. [19], [20], [21]
In the test system regarded, a well-defined current load
is applied, see [16], [17]. Accordingly, conduction losses
in all passive components are calculated by deriving the
current distribution (ic(~r, t)) and using the local electrical
conductivity. However, for the active components switching
losses has to be included as well. As explained in [16], the
load is switched between IGBTs and diodes and similarly it
changes between interconnects. This is handled through the
system modulation function (m):
P IGBTc = ic(~r, t)vCE(~r, t, T )
(
1−m
2
)
, (5)
P IGBTs = fs [Eon(T ) + Eoff (T )]
(
VDC
Vref
)KIv
, (6)
PDiodec = iF (~r, t)vD(~r, t, T )
(
1 +m
2
)
, (7)
PDioderec = fs [Erec(T )]
(
VDC
Vref
)KDv
, (8)
where i and v denote the forward current and voltage of the
semiconductor components and Kv is the shape difference[21]
of the switch-loss curve (E) at VDC compared to Vref in the
data-sheet.
As introduced through the arguments of the power losses
in Eqs. (5)-(8) the switching and recovery loss is assumed
homogeneously distributed according to temperature.
B. Electro-Thermal Model
The electro-thermal modelling may be divided into the
actual power loss presented in Sec. IV-A which heats up the
component and the following transfer of heat. Accordingly, the
physical parameters of the geometry as well as the geometrical
structure is important for the temperature field.[14]
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1) Transient Temperature Fields: As earlier discussed the
initial problem is to calculate the temperature field for a given
load. This problem is fundamentally governed by the diffusion-
convection-reaction partial differential equation (PDE), which
is, when neglecting mass transport, given as [22], [23]
~∇ · (k~∇T (~r, t)) + ∂q(~r, t)
∂t
= ρcp
∂T (~r, t)
∂t
. (9)
Here ρ is the density, cp is the specific heat capacity, k is the
thermal conductivity, and q is the heat flux. In the stationary
case this problem is ideal for an finite element (FE) approach.
However, as the load fluctuates with the applied current the
problem is far from stationary. It may still be solved using
an FE analysis, but with significantly higher demands on
computational power and solution time. As mentioned in the
previous section the power loss fluctuates in time and space
when the load switches to either one of the diodes or the other
transistor.
2) Physical Parameters: In order to accurately calculate
T (~r, t) for the power module presented in Sec. III-A tem-
perature dependent parameters are needed[14], [24]. For pure
materials like Al and Cu this is catalogued data if one assumes
the materials as continua, see [24] or [25]. However, for
the semiconductor devices the situation is different which is
clearly seen in Fig. 3:
Fig. 3 presents a topographic view and a FIB cut of a new
20μm
x
y
z
Al
Oxide Gate metal
Fig. 3. SEM image of the topological layout of an IGBT chip with a FIB
obtained cross-sectional view of the trench gate structure.
IGBT chip. In the topographic image a channel like structure
of the IGBT is observed with a spacing of app. 18µm. In the
FIB cut the vertical layout near the chip surface is observed.
From the top down the first 6µm is Al metallization. Beneath
the metallization two regions are observed: the current channel
and the gate area. The current channel consists of doped Si
(see the dark grey region of the bottom of the FIB cut in Fig.
3) and the gate area includes the gate metal region surrounded
by a thin white oxide layer.
The gate structure seen in the IGBT chip in Fig. 3 is
far from a continuous medium and accordingly a different
approach needs to be applied with regard to physical pa-
rameters. Presently, an effective medium approach (EMA) is
applied for the calculation of the thermal conductivity tensor
and the specific heat capacity. A similar approach is applied
in [14] for a trench based structure. Here a channel type
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(a) Thermal conductivity of region 2.
The components in the direction parallel
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symmetry.
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Fig. 4. Thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of regions 2 and 3
as a function of direction and temperature. The parameters are derived using
an EMA.
transistor is considered as seen in Fig. 3. Most of the materials
in the composition are well known with regard to thermal
conductivity and specific heat capacity. For the doped silicon
the temperature dependent parameters are obtained from [26].
The IGBT geometry is separated into three regions, the first
region includes all layers from the solder to the beginning of
the trench in Fig. 3. This is the major part of the chip, and due
to its simple structure its physical parameters may be derived
directly from the doping. Region 2 extends from the bottom
of the trench to the beginning of the horizontal oxide layer,
resulting in identical coefficients in two directions. This leaves
the remaining layers in region 3 including the horizontal oxide
and gate layer. The simulated thermal conductivity and specific
heat capacity of regions 2 and 3 are presented in Figs. 4a-4c:
Due to symmetry considerations the thermal conductivity in
the plane of the chip surface are identical. The clear difference
between region 2 and 3 is generated by the volume fraction of
the oxide layer which has a much lower thermal conductivity.
With the amount of silicon present, the heat capacity naturally
comes close to that of bulk silicon.
3) Boundary Conditions: The bottom of the baseplate is in
this example directly water cooled and the topside is cooled
through the gel. Both of these imply a convection surface,
the water cooling externally forced and the gel passively. The
convection surface on the gel side is not to be confused with
the assumption that mass transport are occurring inside the
silicone gel. It is merely an approach to model the flux through
the gel without including its vast volume into the model. The
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convection surfaces are approached using a BC with Newton’s
law of cooling:
qn = −hs(T − T∞), (10)
where qn is the flux normal to the surface, hs is the mean
coefficient of convection of the surface, and T∞ is the
stationary temperature of the ambient beyond the thermal
layer. The convection parameter for the Danfoss ShowerPower
system is obtained from [18] and the gel is modelled as
passive cooling in air.
C. Thermo-Mechanical Modelling
In the same way the calculation of the temperature field
depends heavily on the electro-thermal parameters, the
derivation of the plastic strain field depends highly on the
CTE, elastic parameters, and yield strength. However, the
primary damage assessment is carried out in the degradation
calculation based on sample specific experimental data.
Accordingly, textbook parameters are used in the stress
derivation and corrected afterwards.
With the simulated temperature field T (~r, t) the thermal
expansion may be derived directly. The created strain is
uniform leaving out shear contributions:
~th = ∆~α ·∆T, (11)
where ~α is the CTE vector which reduces to α for linear
isotropic materials [22, Ch.7]. For two continuous slabs
connected to each other the three strain components x, y, z
are easily calculated through the difference in CTE and the
fundamental constraints between the three directions. From
these components the generated plastic strain for a single
cycle may be derived analytically from a 1D approximation
presented in [27]. This approach, however, neither take
the geometry or an inhomogeneous temperature field into
account. The difference will be clear in the results section
where results from the detailed 3D dynamical simulation is
presented together with the simplified.
By combining Eq. (11) with the before mentioned
temperature field the resulting displacement field u(~r, t) may
be calculated everywhere. To identify when the strain moves
from the elastic to the plastic regime the stress needs to
be derived. In the elastic region this is solved through the
elasticity tensor. In the inelastic regime the solution is more
problematic. In the present case the plastic potential function
(F ( ~σ)) is used to calculate changes in the plastic deformation:
dp
dt
=
dλ
dt
∂F (~σ)
∂σ
, (12)
where λ is the plastic multiplier and F (~σ) for a Von Mises
type isotropic strain-hardening material is
F (~σ) = σVM (~r)− σy(~r), (13)
where σVM is the Von Mises stress, and σy is the yield
strength of the material. To account for material hardening
over time σy(~r) needs to be modified continuously. How-
ever, in the present model the material hardening is included
in the degradation step, meaning that material hardening
is in the structural mechanics calculation assumed perfectly
plastic.[28]
D. Degradation Modelling
The thermal and mechanical analysis presented in Sec. IV-B
and IV-C in principal yields all the primary stressors relevant
for modelling degradation in power module interconnects.
However, the derivation of the actual material degradation
as a function of position and time (D(~r, t)) induced by
the stressors is non-trivial. The primary failure mechanism
experienced in the presently regarded module placed under
the conditions shown in Table II has been identified as bond
wire lift-off and metallization reconstruction, see [29]. In
[8], [30] a 1D approach for modelling the bond wire lift-off
failure mechanisms is presented. The model is a time-domain
based degradation approach where T and p are inputs and
the fracture propagation criteria is obtained from shear tests:
δD = f(D, , T )δT − ρ(D,T )δt
= ffDfT δT − ρDρT δt (14)
In Eq. (14) the first term on the right hand side includes
the created damage during loading and the second term the
damage removal. In the following two sections the terms
applied in Eq. (14) in this paper is presented for damaging
and repairing effects, respectively. The main function D(~r, t)
of the differential equation in Eq. (14) is a unitless degradation
parameter. Any physical interpretation of the absolute value of
D(~r, t) has to be obtained by comparing to specified criteria,
e.g. fracture propagation by comparison to experimental data
or design quality by comparison to damage generated at other
positions.
1) Damage functions: The first term on the right hand side
of Eq. (14) is the damage generated at time t. As indicated
in the equation this is separated into four contributions: Strain
concentration function f(~r, t), hardening function fD(~r, t),
thermal load fT (~r, t), and a local displacement strain dd:
f(~r, t) = G0p
e(~r, t), (15)
fD(~r, t) = 1 + aHD(~r, t)
BH , (16)
fT (~r, t) =
(
Teq
T (~r, t)
)BT
, (17)
dd = ∆αδT, (18)
where G0, aH , BH , and BT are computational coefficients
and pe is the effective plastic strain.
2) Restoration functions: The second term on the right
hand side of Eq. (14) is the recovery part. ρD is the
already existing damage and ρT δt is a temperature activated
annealing term depending on the amount of time at the given
temperature and the strain hardening experienced prior,
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ρT (~r, t) = κ2 exp
(
− EA
kBT (~r, t)
)
, (19)
where EA is the activation energy and κ2 is a computational
coefficient.
V. RESULTS
As is clear from Secs. III and IV the regarded geometry
and theory combined compose a complicated problem which
was the motivation for separating the modelling into multiple
blocks as illustrated in Fig. 1. Apart from separating the
simulation into multiple steps, the detail level of the applied
theory also depends the on regarded geometry. An example
of this is that thermal simulations are initially carried out on
a full module as presented in Fig. 2a to obtain information
on thermal interactions between sections. In this simulation
the wire bonds are not included as the local effect, they
are observed to have on the chip surface temperature, only
has limited influence on the thermal overlap of the sections.
Accordingly, in the initial step of the temperature field
calculation a function of the baseplate surface temperature
(TBP (~r, t)) is obtained and used as input in the detailed
simulation of the chip temperature. Similarly, the detail level
of the strain field and degradation function calculation is also
increased when regarding a more specific region.
The results section is separated into individual model steps
and module/section/bond wire analysis.
A. Temperature Field
With the sinusoidal applied load the temperature field of
the geometry presented in Figs. 2 varies highly in time and
space. If the simulation is initiated at the same temperature
as the cooling water (TSP ) the applied power loss initially
increases the mean temperature of the four active components
until reaching a steady level. With a sinusoidal load more than
30 power cycles are needed to reach a steady level.
1) Module Temperature Field: In Fig. 5 the mean temper-
ature of the topside and backside of the baseplate is plotted
along a line placed at the center running parallel to the module
long side. The curve is plotted at four time steps during a
power cycle, where t = 0 notes the beginning of a steady
cycle.
The flow rate in the Danfoss ShowerPower is specified so
the temperature of the cooling water varies less than 0.5◦C.
Accordingly, the baseplate backside temperature is seen to be
close to TSP even near the middle of the plate where the
majority of heat dissipates. Similarly, the baseplate topside is
close to the backside temperature with limited effect of the
chosen time during a power cycle. Finally, with a homoge-
neous convection approximation on the baseplate backside, as
introduced in Sec. IV-B, the section position is seen to have
limited effect on the baseplate surface temperature. An effect is
observed when regarding the situation in 3D. Here, due to the
homogeneous boundary condition, the distribution is mirrored
around the center of the module and small edge effects are
observed on sections 1 and 6.
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t = 0.05
t = 0.09
t = 0.13
Fig. 5. Baseplate mean temperature of topside and backside plotted along
a line placed at the module center. The position and width of the different
sections are marked with red lines.
2) Junction Mean Temperature: With the parameters
presented in Tab. II the mean junction temperature of
the four chips are as presented in Fig. 6. In Figs. 7 the
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Fig. 6. Junction temperature of the four semiconductor components subjected
to sinusoidal load conditions after reaching a steady cycle.
temperature distribution around the active components
is presented at time t0 and three time steps one fourth
of the output time after: t0 + 14 ttout, t0 +
2
4 ttout, and
t0 +
3
4 ttout. The time t0 notes the beginning of a power cycle
after the mean junction temperatures Tm of the different
chips have reached a steady cycle. The sinusoidal load is
naturally at it’s peak for I1 and D2 at 14 ttout and I2 and
D1 at 34 ttout. However, as presented in Fig. 6 the junction
temperatures are still increasing after the peak power loss
has been reached. This is due to the power loss still being
higher than the outward flux due to water and passive cooling.
3) Section Temperature: Fig. 7 shows a clear tendency
of uneven temperature fields across the surface of the chips
as reported on numerous occasions, see [12], [14], [16].
However, the majority of these results were obtained without
including bond wires in the actual thermal simulations. The
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(a) T (~r, t0) (b) T (~r, t0 + 14 tout)
(c) T (~r, t0 + 24 tout) (d) T (~r, t0 +
3
4
tout)
Fig. 7. Temperature surface plots of the active elements at selected points
during one power cycle after reaching a stable mean junction temperature.
difference observed by including the bond wires on this
particular geometry is significant. Power loss on both LS and
HS chips are initially identical, however, due to the bond
wires the LS and HS diode are not experiencing the same
thermal reservoir. This is also visible in Fig. 2b were the
Cu pad beneath the Al wire connection to the DCB is of
noticeable less volume.
B. Simplified Degradation Model
From Tm(t) in Fig. 6 a quick simplified simulation of the
degradation function D(~r, t) in a given region can be carried
out. As presented in Fig. 1 the simulation of D(~r, t) requires
the plastic strain as input. Accordingly, an analytical equation
is needed which, as discussed in Sec. IV-C, can be done from
a 1D assumption. Furthermore, a specific geometry needs to
be specified for the degradation evaluation. From [16] it was
clear that bond wire related issues was the primary concern,
accordingly, a typical wire end bond is regarded. In Fig. 8 the
peak degradation value (near the heel) is plotted against time
for identical bond wire interfaces placed on the four chips.
In the accelerated test the diodes are supposed to be stressed
most severely, which is clearly seen in Fig. 8. Furthermore, as
discussed in Sec. V-A, the LS components are experiencing
a higher ∆T than the HS. This increased load is even more
clear in this simplified degradation evaluation.
C. Detailed 3D Degradation Simulation
1) Plastic Strain Field: Based on the temperature field
the thermo-mechanical analysis is carried out as described in
Sec. IV-C. As mentioned in the section, material hardening
is presently included in the degradation assessment, but not
the strain calculation. In Figs. 9 surface plots of the increase
in effective plastic strain deep in two interfaces are plotted
for a line across the interface for a full power cycle. The
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Fig. 8. Degradation evaluation near heel of end wire bond experiencing mean
temperature as plotted in Fig. 6.
interfaces regarded are w11 and w12 which are illustrated
in Fig. 2b. To limit the data presented only the effective
plastic strain along a line from the beginning to the end of
the bond is presented. The line is parallel to the wire curve
placed in the center of the bond in the wire/metallization
interface. To summarize, when following the plot along the
first axes the spatial variation along the line is observed at a
fixed time. Similarly, when moving along the second axes the
time-resolved variation at a fixed position is observed. The
motivation for plotting the change in effective plastic strain
is to highlight the critical regions versus time.
As were expected deep is highest near the heel and toe of
(a) w11 (b) w12
Fig. 9. Effective plastic strain plotted along a line x, placed in the center of
the wire bond, for a complete power cycle tout.
the interfaces and at the peak value of the local temperature.
Heel and toe provide natural areas for crack propagation and
are the main regions limiting expansion of the wire curvature.
From the derived temperature field and effective plastic strain
Eqs. (14)-(19) can be utilized for derivation of the degradation
parameter D(~r, t). In Figs. 10-14 surface plots of D(~r, t) is
presented in the same way as the effective plastic strain was
in Figs. 9. The numbering in the figure captions is identical
to the concept presented earlier, the initial number denote
the wire and the second the interface. Keep in mind that the
degradation parameter is a unitless quantity and as such the
absolute value of it is only relevant when compared to other
positions, times, or failure criteria.
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A clear tendency of the fastest degradation of the first
(a) w11 (b) w12
Fig. 10. Degradation function of stitch bond (a) and end bond (b) of w1.
(a) w21 (b) w22
Fig. 11. Degradation function of stitch bond (a) and end bond (b) of w2.
(a) w31 (b) w32
Fig. 12. Degradation function of stitch bond (a) and end bond (b) of w3.
interface is observed in a majority of the images. Similarly,
the degree of degradation is the largest near the beginning of
the bond footprint. Finally, performing the same simulation
for the remaining wire interfaces in the section indicates that
specific interfaces and interface are degrading faster than the
remaining. These can be divided into specific groups with
some interfaces being in multiple groups. The enumeration is
ordered after degree of damage in a rising manner:
1) Wire interfaces facing another chip, in this example
w11, w21, ..., w91, w101.
2) Clustered interfaces, in this example w31/w32 and
w41/w42
3) Interfaces facing a wire curvature - end bonds are in
general less damaged than stitch bonds.
(a) w41 (b) w42
Fig. 13. Degradation function of stitch bond (a) and end bond (b) of w4.
(a) w51 (b) w52
Fig. 14. Degradation function of stitch bond (a) and end bond (b) of w5.
VI. DISCUSSION
From the simulated temperature fields, strain, and
degradation function it is clear that the sample chosen to
illustrate the modelling approach shows non-homogeneous
wear in numerous ways: on module level with difference
between sections, on section level with changing load
between chips, and on chip level with differently affected
wire bondings.
A. Parallel Sections in Power Modules
Calculation of the temperature field is the initial step to
indicate problems in component design. In Fig. 2a a full
module with six identical sections is illustrated. Even with a
constant convection parameter and water-cooling temperature
as a boundary condition the mean temperature of the DCB
ceramic depends on the section position. This is a commonly
reported problem, even with water-cooling systems, and in
this case the temperature difference is not critical.
B. High and Low Side Configuration
In numerous applications the HS and LS problem with
regard to active components is common. However, the present
situation should not display such tendencies. The accelerated
test setup was designed to apply a sinusoidal load similar
to real life conditions with equally distributed power loss
between similar components - which initially was the case.
Over time, however, the LS diode displayed clear tendencies
of increased stress - increase in forward voltage, and material
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changes from visual inspection after testing, see [17] and
[31], respectively. This problem was through the temperature
simulation alone, see Fig. 6, identified to be directly related
to local temperature. The thermal reservoir experienced by
the LS diode chip is simply not identical to the HS. As is
clear from the degradation calculations this also accelerates
the degradation of the interconnects, as indicated in the mean
degradation parameter in Fig. 8. Temperature differences in
between chips are, however, more critical. The accelerated
test is designed to stress and damage the freewheeling diodes
and this is also clear from the junction temperature plotted
in 6. Initially, the powerloss is identical in the HS and LS
components which is also supported by measurements of
the forward voltage in [16]. However, over time the forward
voltage is observed to increase steadily on the LS diode
(D2) which is consistent with thermal simulations - forward
voltage is temperature dependent.
C. Bond Wire Degradation
Non-homogeneous temperature distributions on the chip
level is in the same way as on the module level a common
problem. The center of the chip experience a higher thermal
impedance than the edge of the chips resulting in additional
heating. This creates a tendency of faster material degradation
near the center wire bonds compared to edge bonds.
The observed degradation behaviour is to some degree
consistent with experimental data. In general the LS diode in
this geometry under these load conditions have been reported
on several occasions to be the failing part, see [17], [31], [32].
However, separating the individual wire bonds from each
other is only carried out in [32]. On the diodes a tendency
of center wire bonds to be degrading faster is clear, however,
the variation in production seems to overpower the difference
in wire bond position with regard to comparing individual
bonds. This could be handled by inspecting additional
samples. Regarding the first group presented in Sec. V-C a
clear tendency with lifted wires is that bonds facing another
chip are more inclined to fail, see [31].
D. Fracture Analysis and Change in Electrical Parameters
The next step in this degradation evaluation would be to
derive the fracture speed from the degradation function. In
Fig. 8 one would specify a parameter DFC as a fracture
criteria and as a plane in Figs. 10-14. When D(~r, t) > DFC
the region would be marked as fractured. The main approach
for specifying the fracture criteria DFC would be through
experimental investigation of interface degradation using four-
point probing. However, as mentioned above additional data
is needed.
From the mapping of the fracture parameter, however, it
would be possible to plot the change in effective resistance
of the individual bond wires through the method in V-C and
a mean wire bond from Sec. V-B. This would enable either
a very clear image of the module wear-out process or an
approach for end-of-life assessment.
VII. CONCLUSION
A detailed 3D modelling approach for simulation of thermo-
mechanical degradation of interconnects in high power IGBT
modules is presented. The model allows for simplifications
speeding up the simulation process for end-of-life estimation
as well as detailed mapping of the degradation distribution on
individual wire level.
The model is built in a structured manner allowing for
simulation of individual elements like power loss, temperature
fields, mechanical analysis, and material degradation, see Fig.
1. By separating these steps on an acceptable level it is possible
to initiate the model at any level by simply supplying the
previous one as an external load. This allows for a stepwise
increase in model detail to ensure the right information in the
end. Presently, this has been utilized in many ways. The effect
of the position of the individual sections on the baseplate is
handled only in the thermal analysis. Similarly, the plastic
strain field calculation, which is very time consuming, is
limited in 3D to specific wire bonds and on the large scale
derived from a simplified 1D slab model.
By applying the model to a specific case, a high power
IGBT module subjected to a sinusoidal load under accelerated
conditions, an image of the possibilities is outlined. From
the thermal analysis design problems were found at both the
module, section, and chip level - see Section V-A. While the
module level distribution issues are common, and limited in
the present situation, the section problem between LS and
HS components is substantial. In Fig. 6 the average junction
temperature is plotted for the four semiconductor components
and while the difference on this scale seems marginal the
difference in degradation speed is more pronounced, see Fig.
8. This problem is also consistent with experimental results as
presented in [16], [31].
Similar to the module level distribution issue, the tempera-
ture distribution on a power transistor or diode is commonly
known. Wires placed near the center of a chip often de-
laminate or lift-off sooner than edge wires. This is also
illustrated in Figs. 10-14 with the presented degradation fields,
however, additional groupings of higher stressed bonds are
possible. Wires closer to other active components are more
stressed due to additional heating, and edge bonds are stronger
than stitch bondings due to lack of wire curvature. All in
all this illustrates the inadequacy of the commonly used
lifetime estimation methods based on a standard CM or CM-
A approach, and highlight the necessity of new more detailed
multiphysics based approaches.
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Abstract
An electrical four-point probing approach is used to estimate local degradation in high power insulated gate bipolar
transistor modules subjected to active thermal cycling. By measuring electrical parameters of selected units and com-
ponents the possibility of mapping the degradation is demonstrated. The development of failures is put in accordance
with physical phenomena and materials fatigue. These results are directly usable for reliability purposes with a focus
on geometry optimization and enhanced lifetime prediction methods.
Keywords: Degradation distribution and evolution, four-point probing, bond wire lift-off, metallization
reconstruction
1. Introduction
Power devices are essential parts in a large variety
of application fields including energy generation,
consumer-, and automotive electronics. In all men-
tioned fields reliable devices are a key feature in
order to prevent early device failures. Especially, in
high power application fields reliability is a key issue
since failure of devices operating at high currents and
voltages may seriously damage surrounding systems.
As the loads on power devices is growing the need for
proper reliability design based on detailed knowledge
of the physics behind failures increases. [1, 2, 3]
In modern power modules pulsed load conditions
with high currents and fast switching is a common
situation. Temperature fields generated by electrical
pulses have large fluctuations and gradients across
the different layers constituting the electronic unit.
Oscillations in temperature are a well-known source
of thermo-mechanical stress caused by material
expansion[4], and a difference in the coefficients of
thermal expansion (CTE) for various materials [5, 6].
Similarly, large temperature gradients cause local
stresses due to differences in CTE of materials[7].
Finally, oscillations at high average temperatures are a
known source of metallization reconstruction[2, 3].
Modelling the lifetime of a power module subjected
to thermal cycling has been of interest for many years.
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Approaches have varied from more or less advanced
statistical models [5, 6, 8, 9] to physics-of-failure based
approaches [10, 11, 12]. Mapping the degradation
distribution and evolution inside the insulated gate
bipolar transistor (IGBT) modules not only yields the
possibility of enhancing the presently used lifetime
estimation methods, but also to assess the quality of the
component layout.[13]
Typically, failure and degradation investigations are
catastrophically damaging processes, destroying the
component of interest[14, 15]. However, four-point
probing presents a low current measurement method
with negligibly small mechanical impact from the
probes and with no additional thermal stress. Based on
this, it is possible to carry out the characterization and
then place the module back into operation. In the future
this could be an approach for understanding on-line
monitoring results, e.g. like changes in the forward
voltage[16].
In the current paper the change in device perfor-
mance is investigated as a function of time for a
high power IGBT module subjected to power cycling
(commonly referred to as active thermal cycling as
well). By applying four-point probing a change in
electrical parameters of different components and
units is monitored that allows a mapping of the degra-
dation distribution which is used directly to assess
the source of a potential early failure. The results
of electrical characterization are compared with the
microscopy-based investigations to ensure validity of
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the results obtained by the four-point probing and to
provide physical picture and origins of the degradations.
2. Samples
The investigated sample is a high power
1700V/1000A IGBT module consisting of six identical
sections. Each section is composed of two IGBT
chips, two free-wheeling diodes, and 20 heavy Al bond
wires, see Fig. 1. Sections are numbered from 1-6
(S 1−6) starting at the section closest to the module gate
terminal. The wires are numbered from 1-10 (w1−10)
starting at the position closest to the section edge
and moving inwards. The vertical layer geometry is
presented in Table 1.
IGBT Diode
THS
TLS
Tout
Figure 1: Image of a single section of the IGBT module. HS and LS
denotes which side would be the high and low side in the section if
placed in the power cycling setup. T denotes the section terminals.
Table 1: IGBT module vertical layer layout.
Layer - Material Thickness [µm]
Bond wire - Al 400
Metallization - Al 6
Chips - IGBT/diode 200
Solder - S nAg 96.5%/3.5% 100
DCB - Cu/Al2O3/Cu 300/380/300
Solder - S nAg 96.5%/3.5% 100
Baseplate - Cu 3000
3. Methods
The samples are stressed using a power cycling
(accelerated test) setup and then investigated using
four-point probing. Both methods are described in
detail in [17] and [13], respectively. To verify the
relation between the change of electrical parameters
and degradation as well as failure mechanisms a few
selected studies of the metallization and the wire/chip
interfaces were carried out using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and micro-sectioning approach
combined with optical microscopy [15].
3.1. Power Cycling
A standard H-bridge topology with the device under
test (DUT) placed on one leg and the control units on
the other is used as a power cycling setup. The control
side delivers a sinusoidal current load to the DUT
with a fundamental frequency ( fout) of 6Hz and a peak
current (Itot) of 922A. Meanwhile the IGBT switching
frequency ( fsw) is maintained at 2.5kHz under a DC link
voltage of 1000V . The test setup is designed to simulate
field conditions of a wind power converter. All load
parameters are kept close to realistic operating regime
at an accelerated level to obtain device degradation.
The setup is described in detail in [16, 17, 18].
Six modules are subjected to a different number
of cycles, see Table 2. The modules were removed
from the power cycling setup at selected number of
power cycles corresponding to the estimated lifetime.
As described in [18] this is done by monitoring the
changes in the forward voltage. The observed increase
in the voltage due to module wear-out is also one of the
motivations for the four-point measurements as it could
single out the primary degrading elements.
The subscripts in the sample numbering in Table
Table 2: IGBT module samples regarded.
Name # cycles [×106]
ANew 0
B25% 1.3*
C50% 2.5
D70% 3.5
E90% 4.5
F100% 5.1
2 denote the approximate state in the lifetime curve.
F100% represents sample run until catastrophic failure.
Sample B25% is tagged because it was stressed under
different conditions than the remaining samples. All
power cycling parameters were the same, however, the
temperature of the cooling water was not monitored
during operation and early changes in the on-state
voltage were observed. Therefore, this sample is
2
not directly comparable to other samples. The main
reason for investigating the sample is to identify a
potential cause of early degradation under the given test
conditions.
3.2. Four-Point Probing
Four-point probing is commonly used for measuring
electrical properties of semiconductor chips, as well
as fracturing or degradation in various conducting
structures [13, 19, 20]. The concept is based on having
two current carrying terminals attached to the sample
while placing two probes in between for measuring the
potential difference across the region of interest. This
method eliminates any resistance contributions from
the probe and enables high resolution measurements of
the local resistance.
All measurements are performed by applying a
current from 0 to 5A in steps of 0.4A to the section
terminals. The relatively low current is chosen to limit
electro-thermal heating of the samples. The sample
temperature is controlled by Peltier elements combined
with a data acquisition card and software based on the
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) approach. PID is
a commonly applied algorithm for controlling e.g. the
temperature in a system from a signal control loop. The
measurements are carried out using tungsten probes
designed for electrical investigations and attached to
µm resolution XYZ stages allowing high precision in
the positioning. The details of the entire setup and
concept are presented in [13].
The different measurement schemes are illustrated
in Figs. 2a-c. Fig. 2a illustrates the first scheme utilized
where the potential difference is measured between
the terminals. According to the section illustrated in
Fig. 1 one can carry out the measurements on the HS
and LS IGBT and the equivalent free-wheeling diodes.
Terminal measurements yield a very quick image of
the general state of either IGBT or diode. Furthermore,
it allows identification of changes as being either
interconnect- or semiconductor-related. The former
would appear as a change of an ohmic type while the
latter would affect the IV curve of the semiconductor.
Besides the general state of the section the dif-
ferent interconnects and components can be studied.
This is illustrated in Figs. 2b and 2c. The solder
is always reached through the semiconductor chips,
thus, reducing the resolution of the measurements.
Furthermore, the connection to the chip goes through
the metallization, making it necessary to perform
several measurements to exclude contributions from
metallization changes. Measurements on bond wires
DCB
Semiconductor chip
Bond wires
DC powersupply
A
V
Chip solder
(a) Placement of current carrying wires and
probes positioning on the section terminals.
V
ChipsChip solder
(b) Measurements across
metallization, semiconduc-
tor chips, and solder.
Bond wires
l1
l2
V1V2
(c) Bond wire measure-
ments.
Figure 2: Illustration of the different probing configurations.
are easier realized compared to the solder. By measur-
ing the potential difference on top of the wire curve (V2)
over a fixed and known distance (l2), as shown in Fig.
2c, the local current can be deduced in each wire, for
details see [13]. Using the local current together with
the potential difference across the wire connections
(V1) with the fixed distance (l1), the effective interface
resistance is obtained.
3.3. Microscopy Based Investigations
The electro-thermal degradation of the interconnects
is investigated using different microscopy based meth-
ods. Metallization reconstruction is characterized using
a Zeiss 1540 XB SEM/FIB. The wire/chip interfaces are
studied using a micro-sectioning approach combined
with optical microscopy. This yields cross-sectional
views of the wire bonds. Both techniques are described
in detail in [21].
4. Results
4.1. Initial Observations
Prior to the four-point probing measurements stan-
dard visual inspections of the modules are performed.
The observations revealed wire lift-off which is found to
be the dominating failure for LS diodes (see Table III).
This tendency is consistent with the change in forward
3
voltage measured during the power cycling presented in
[16].
Table 3: Wire lift-off in IGBT modules.
Module Section Observations
ANew - -
B25% S 1 LS w5 is lifted off
C50% - -
D70% S 1 HS One bond of w1,8
and both of w2−7 are
lifted off.
S 3 LS One bond of w1,6,7
and both of w8−10 are
lifted off.
S 4 LS One bond of w8−10 is
lifted off.
E90% - -
F100% - Blown up
4.2. Four-Point Probing
The four-point probing approach was applied to
selected sections of all modules. From these mea-
surements, it was clearly observed that the HS and
LS of the modules are damaged differently. This is in
accordance with the simulated medium value (Tm) and
amplitude (∆T ) of the temperature field experienced
by the HS and LS which are presented in [22]. There
it is shown that the bond wires’ connections to the Cu
pads create a difference in thermal impedance of LS
and HS components. This causes a small increase in
∆T for the LS components thereby leading to increased
stress. These simulated results are consistent with the
increased damage observed on LS diodes. Based on
this, additional measurements are carried out for the
selected samples.
4.2.1. Terminal Measurements
In Fig. 3 the mean forward voltage as a function of
applied current for the LS and HS diodes, respectively,
is presented.
A small increment in the mean forward voltage with
number of power cycles can be seen in the inserts to
both panels. For the HS diodes this increment appears
to be proportional to the number of cycles, whereas for
the LS diodes the increments depends randomly on the
number of power cycles with module D70% showing
the highest forward voltage. In order to understand
these dependences one needs to remember that the
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Figure 3: Dependence of mean forward voltage on current between
the terminals for (a) LS and (b) HS diodes of new and cycled modules.
Mean voltages for LS diodes are obtained through the averaging on all
sections for every module. Mean voltages for HS diodes are obtained
through the averaging on a few selected sections for every module.
Inserts to both panels show the voltage measurements for currents of
4.6 and 5.0 A.
measurements involve metal components, semicon-
ductor chip and several interfaces. The change due
to bond wire fracturing, solder creep or metallization
reconstruction can be expected on the scale of mV
whereas the diode forward voltage at 50◦C and 5A is
around 0.8V . Temperature variations should also be
considered, and while the mean section temperature is
controlled with the precision of 0.1◦C the temperature
field across the chip might vary on a higher level, thus,
affecting the forward voltage. Therefore, one cannot
expect distinguishable degradation picture of individual
4
interconnections when measuring on entire section.
4.2.2. Measurements through metallization, semicon-
ductor chip and solder
To reduce the number of involved components, the
measurement between terminals was divided into two:
firstly, from a terminal to the chip surface through the
semiconductor chip, and secondly through the wires.
This approach helps to isolate the chips and wires from
each other and, thus, find the location of the main
contributor to the degradation.
In Fig. 4 differential voltage as a function of current
is presented for all modules. The differential voltage is
calculated by subtraction of the voltage measured on
the new module from that obtained for the cycled one.
Measurements are performed from chip surface through
the diode to THS /Tout for the HS and LS diodes, respec-
tively, as illustrated in Fig. 2b. To ensure reliability
of the measurements they were repeated for different
probe positions on the metallization. The maximum
observed variation in this measurement approach on the
diodes for a new component was 2.68mV . Therefore
∆VF = ±1.34mV is considered to be within production
variation. The obtained dependences show clear
difference between the new and cycled modules, with
parameters of many samples outside the production
variation. If one excludes curves for module B25% from
the analysis (due to the reason mentioned in section
4.1) it can be concluded that ∆V gradually increases
with the number of cycles for HS diodes. There is also
increase of ∆V for LS diodes but the maximal value is
observed for module C50%. The fact that C50% displays
the highest degree of degradation is not accredited to be
of significant importance because the value is small and
as will be shown later the metallization degradation is a
minor problem compared to the wire lift-off.
The observed rise of ∆V with increased power load
can be related to either solder degradation, metallization
reconstruction, or variation in the semiconductor chips.
More studies are required to distinguish between contri-
butions of these three possible degradation mechanisms.
4.2.3. Measurements on Bonded Wires
To investigate the wire degradation the current distri-
bution between the ten wires on each chip was measured
for every section of each module using the configuration
described in section 3.2 and shown in Fig. 2c. It was
found that the current varies from wire to wire on both
types of semiconductor chips, namely on the diodes and
IGBTs. The obtained dependences of mean fractional
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Figure 4: Differential voltage as function of current measured from
terminal to metallization for the (a) LS and (b) HS diodes.
currents are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, the variation
in measurement technique is discussed in detail in [13].
For the diodes the current is nearly equally distributed
except for the outermost (edge) wires, see Figs. 5a and
5b. Nearly equal currents running through w2−9 can be
explained by the exactly equal distances between the
bonded wires while w1,10 located at the edges can posses
slightly larger surface areas thus providing conditions
for higher local currents. It is observed that for the HS
diodes the current distributions for the stressed modules
are very similar to that of the new module except for the
D70%. However, if one removes the current values of
S 1 from the D70% distribution, then the curve coincides
very well with the new module curve. The large effect
on the mean current distribution in D70% from S 1 is due
to the lifted wires that is specified in Table 3. For the
LS the current distributions for the wires of the stressed
modules differ significantly from those of the new mod-
ule. This indicates that there is a significant degradation
of the wires or wire bonds of the LS diodes.
For the IGBTs it is observed that the current dis-
tribution follows the spacing of the wires on the metal-
lization surface as shown in Fig. 1. One can split the
wires into two groups: edge located (1-3 and 8-10) and
center (4-7). It is seen in Fig. 6 that the central wires ex-
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Figure 5: The current distribution for the LS and HS diode bond
wires. First axis shows wire numbering as explained in section 2.
Second axis presents fractional current, i.e. the ratio of the current
going through the wire to the total current applied to the device. The
lines connecting the experimental dots are presented only for visual
guidance.
hibit slightly higher fractional current for both LS and
HS IGBT. Contrary to the LS diodes, the current dis-
tribution through the IGBT wires does not change with
increasing number of power cycles.
4.2.4. Resistance of Wire Bonds
Resistance through the wire bonds is measured for
both the diodes and IGBTs. The obtained dependences
of effective resistance (difference in resistance between
the cycled and new module for the given wire) are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the diodes and IGBTs, re-
spectively. It is observed that the wire resistance of the
stressed modules for both the diodes and IGBT’s has a
small increase (on the scale of mΩ) compared to the new
module except for the LS diodes (see Fig. 7a). S 1 of
module D70% was excluded from the analysis of the HS
diodes due to the visually observed numerous wire lift-
off. For the LS diodes the increase in resistance for the
stressed modules is significant, especially for the cen-
tral wires. It is necessary to mention that the increase
of ∆R for LS diodes of module D70% is mostly related
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Figure 6: The current distribution for the LS and HS IGBT bond
wires. First axis shows wire numbering as explained in section 2.
Second axis presents fractional current, i.e. the ratio of the current
going through the wire to the total current applied to the device. The
lines connecting the experimental dots are presented only for visual
guidance.
to S 3 which gives a few times higher values compared
to other sections. Therefore, the dependence for mod-
ule D70% is presented without S 3 and the data for this
section are shown separately. For the HS diodes, C50%
shows higher wear of wire bonds with number of cy-
cles compared to other samples. However, as follows
from the dependences presented in Figs. 5b and 7b, the
degradation is very similar to all wires, i.e. almost inde-
pendent of the bond location on the chip.
4.2.5. SEM Investigation of Metallization
In Fig. 9 SEM images of the chip metallizations are
presented. Figs. 9a and 9b are surface images of the
diode and IGBT chip metallization from ANew. Figs. 9c
and 9d are similar but for E90%.
By comparing Figs. 9a and 9c, it is clear that the
metallization layer on the diode surface undergoes
strong reconstruction. Reconstruction effects were
observed on both HS and LS diodes with no visual
difference. Focused ion beam milling was carried
out on a couple of selected samples to investigate the
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Figure 7: Change in effective resistance for the LS and HS diode bond
wires of power modules subjected to different number of power cy-
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excluded from the D70% HS diodes. ∆R of LS diode of S 3 is pre-
sented separately.
change in the layer structure with depth. It appears that
the structure mostly changes in the topmost 1 − 3µm
Al layer of the metallization, however, sometimes the
reconstruction propagates down to the surface of the
semiconductor chip through the entire metallization
layer. Furthermore, in all samples there is an increased
degree of degradation found at the chip center com-
pared to the edges. The IGBT metallization appears to
be unchanged with increase of number of cycles as can
be seen from comparison of Fig. 9b and 9d.
4.2.6. Microscopy of Bond Wire Cross-Sections
In Figs. 10 and 11 cross-sectional images of bond
wire/IGBT interfaces are presented for selected wires
of samples C50% and E90%.
In both figures the bond wire lift-off process is
clearly observed at different stages. In both cases the
fracturing occurs close to the wire/chip interface which
is attributed to the large granular structure, see [21].
In Fig. 10 the majority of the wire is still connected
and the fracture is observed to move either below or
inside the grains in the bottom of the interface. A
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Figure 8: Change in effective resistance for the LS and HS IGBT
bond wires of power modules subjected to different number of power
cycles.
similar picture is found in Fig. 11 for the module
with much higher number of power cycles. In this
particular cross-sectional view the wire is almost lifted
off the chip, and the fracture is observed to either move
between the grains or through them. As SEM and
micro-sectioning studies are not the focus of this work,
only a few selected images are presented to verify
the concept of the four-point probing as degradation
mapping approach.
5. Discussion
From the presented figures it is clear that the modules
subjected to power cycling are, as expected, showing
considerable wear. The observed wear can be divided
into soft and hard degradation mechanisms.
5.1. LS Diode Failure
The current distribution between the LS diode bond
wires in Fig. 5a displays a large change from ANew to
the modules subjected to power cycling. This change
indicates a non-homogeneous degradation process, i.e.
7
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(a) ANew diode.
20μm
(b) ANew IGBT.
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(c) E90% diode.
20μm
(d) E90% IGBT.
Figure 9: SEM images of the diode and IGBT metallizations for sam-
ples ANew and E90%.
500μm 100μm
Crack tip
Delaminated area
Figure 10: Bond wire/IGBT interface of C50% sample. Lines are
added to highlight the fracture area.
degradation of specific bonded wires on the LS diodes.
If the bond wires degraded equally, the current distribu-
tion would remain close to constant with increase of the
number of cycles. The hard wear-out is primarily expe-
rienced by the LS diode interconnections and results in
the wire lift-off. This can be observed visually without
electronic or microscopy based methods as explained
briefly in Sec. 4.1. Taking into account the numerous
wire lift-offs the higher degradation of LS diodes com-
pared to other units becomes clear.
200μm
Crack tip
Delaminated area
Figure 11: Bond wire/IGBT interface of E90% sample.
Similarly, when regarding the change in effective re-
sistance of the individual bond wires, wire lift-off effects
are clear. While Figs. 7b, 8a, and 8b display changes on
the scale of mΩ the resistance increase for LS diode in
Fig. 7a is on the scale of Ω. In particular S 3 of D70%,
which has been singled out, shows high wear on se-
lected wires. Metallization reconstruction was found to
be very similar for LS and HS diodes hence the hard
wear is suspected to be primarily linked to the bond
wires. The highly increased wear of specific wires is
suspected to be related to the module production qual-
ity as single sections stand out, e.g. w8−10 of D70% S 3
and w5 of B25% S 1.
5.2. Fundamental Wear-Out
If one excludes from the analysis the cases of sig-
nificant change of the measured electrical parameters
which are related to hard degradation mechanisms like
the wire lift-off discussed above for the LS diodes, the
fundamental wear-out or so-called soft degradation
mechanisms can be studied. In Fig. 4b the change
in forward voltage for the HS diodes is presented.
Differential voltage increases with number of power
cycles for a given current, hence, indicating the rise of
resistance. This increase of resistance can be used as a
measure of degradation which can be either related to
a damaged solder or metallization reconstruction. The
latter is clearly occurring as seen in Fig. 9c. However,
similar change of ∆V was also found for IGBTs (not
shown) but according to the SEM images (see Fig.
9b and 9d) the IGBT metallization does not undergo
any considerable reconstruction. Therefore, the most
probable mechanism of degradation would be the solder
damage. On the other hand, more detailed study of
the metallization reconstruction is required in order to
support this conclusion.
From the current distributions presented in Figs. 5
8
and 6 it is observed that the local (fractional) currents
through the wires are different due to the wire geometry
and positioning on the chips. It is logical to suggest that
the wires carrying higher currents will induce higher
temperature variations at the corresponding interfaces
with the metallization. This suggestion is supported
by the simulations of the electro-thermal stresses. In
[22] it is shown that under the power cycling the diode
temperature field is higher in the chip center compared
to the edges. This is a commonly observed problem in
active chips being subjected to active thermal cycling,
see [4]. Hence, bonds of w4−7 should experience higher
thermal stresses and wear-out in the first place. The
situation with IGBTs is different due to the presence
of the gate terminal in the chip center. This leads to
the formation of two high temperature areas off the
central area. As a consequence w5 and w6 on the IGBTs
experience lower ∆T compared to w3 and w7.
The dependences presented in Figs. 7 and 8 showing
the increase in effective resistance for both diodes
and IGBTs are in good agreement with the above-
mentioned assumptions about fundamental wear-out
or soft degradation of the bond interfaces. For the
diodes, the bonds located close to the chip center
degrade first which is indicated by the increase of the
effective resistance with the number of power cycles.
The increase can be explained by fracturing of the
wire/metallization interfaces. This fractioning leads to
the decrease of contact area, thus, causing an increase
of the resistance. The increased wear observed in the
C50% wire bonds of the HS diode, displayed in Fig. 7b,
is assumed to be within fundamental wear. However,
this does not explain the increased degradation rate. No
conclusive evidence is found in the micro-sectioning
investigations of the samples. Thus, it can be suggested
that the reason for the faster degradation of C50%
compared to D70% and E90% is the production quality.
The current distributions for all samples, presented
in Figs. 6, show negligible small increase in fractional
current with number of cycles. Dependences of effec-
tive resistance shown in 8 give better visualization of
the differences. However, it is difficult to specify bonds
degrading faster than others. The wire fractioning,
which leads to the increase in effective resistance, is
supported by the images presented in Figs. 10 and
11. To show precise relation between the change of
electrical parameters and degradation mechanisms of
particular units and components more investigations
using SEM and micro-sectioning are required.
6. Conclusion
Five IGBT modules at different stages on a lifetime
curve, from a new one to that close to failure, were stud-
ied using four-point probing electrical measurements in
a few configurations. It is found that the measurements
through the entire unit (terminal to terminal of the diode
or IGBT) do not yield much of relevant information due
to the fact that too many components are involved in the
testing. Limiting the measurement to the metallization-
chip-solder or bond wire configuration gives a possibil-
ity to localize the degradation to one or very few partic-
ular components or interfaces.
Typically, interconnection related failures are the
most common in active power cycled devices and in
the current study the four-point probing helped to in-
dicate that the bond wire interfaces are the weakest
points. The method allowed distinguishing between the
highly accelerated (hard) and fundamental (soft) wear-
outs related to the wire lift-off and fractioning of the
wire/metallization interfaces, respectively. In particu-
lar, the study of LS diode bond wires showed good
agreement between the electrical measurement, thermo-
electrical simulations, visual and microscopy inspec-
tions, thus, allowing to give details on the degrada-
tion mechanisms. Finally, one can conclude that the
four-point electrical probing method can be efficiently
used for degradation assessment and mapping in high
power IGBT modules. If this method is accompanied
by microscopy techniques strong insights into particular
degradation mechanisms and failures can be obtained
which will be the subject of future study.
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Abstract
In this paper the degradation evolution and distribution in high power IGBT module interconnects are investigated.
Modules are subjected to advanced active thermal cycling by applying a sinusoidal current load switched actively
by the device. A series of samples, subjected to an increasing number of power cycles under conditions resembling
real life operation, are regarded. Primarily, bond wire lift-off and metallization reconstruction are observed in the
module under the given loading. These mechanisms are investigated on a microscopic scale using micro-sectioning
and scanning electron microscopy. The evolution and distribution is compared to the actual load conditions.
Keywords: Degradation distribution and evolution, micro-sectioning, bond wire lift-off, metallization reconstruction
1. Introduction
Power devices are today found in a large range of ap-
plications, from consumer electronics (battery chargers,
mobile phones, etc.) to high power electronics (traction,
automotive, electrical power transmission/distribution,
etc.)[1]. Accordingly, the load experienced by a com-
ponent varies significantly.
In high power modules, failures induced by power
cycles are normally package related - meaning bond
wire fatigue, metallization reconstruction, or solder
fatigue[2, 3]. All three types of failures falls within
low cycle fatigue - a low cyclic stress with progres-
sive degradation over time leaving the device functional
until catastrophic failure[4]. In common is the stress
is induced by temperature variation and peak tempera-
ture. The difference in coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) creates a stress between the interconnects and
substrate and at a given level this stress is high enough
to cause damage at an unacceptable rate.[5, 6]
Wire fatigue is normally divided into heel cracks
and wire lift-off with the latter being dominant in later
years[7]. Wire lift-off is created by fractures induced by
thermal stress through CTE mismatch and wire flexure.
Cracks are normally induced near the wire termination
∗Corresponding author. Tel: +45 9940 9237; Fax: +45 9940 9235
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where the stress is highest due to limited expansion free-
dom. Especially, at the heel and toe of the wire bond
where flexure is confined[3]. Lifting of a wire creates a
domino effect, where initially a non-homogeneous cur-
rent distribution is induced by the first lift. This in-
creases the stress on surrounding wires causing addi-
tional lifts at an accelerated rate[4]. One often observes
wire lifts in the forward voltage as small jumps[8].
Metallization reconstruction is a more gradual degra-
dation process than wire lifting. As before mentioned it
is primarily thermal related meaning reconstruction ef-
fects increases with temperature peak and variation[4].
Through recrystallization and extrusion of grains the
Al metallization sheet resistance is increased over time.
Additionally, in the end this may cause loss of contact
to transistor cells or parts of a diode. Just before this
a high current density causing melting or migration is-
sues can occur thereby inducing other mechanisms[2].
Due to the gradual process of reconstruction, the sheet
resistance increases slowly over time thereby affecting
the forward voltage. However, metallization reconstruc-
tion are often observed as a part of general wear which
means its affect on forward voltage is often shielded by
increased chip temperature[9].
Solder fatigue is in contrast to wire lift-off and met-
allization reconstruction normally not affecting the for-
ward voltage directly, due to size. Solder degrada-
tion generally affect the thermal impedance of the chip
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thereby causing an increased temperature load. The
damage created is still a progressive phenomena in-
duced by temperature variation, but the strain is more
viscoplastic with creep and stress relaxation.[6]
In the present paper the degradation evolution of in-
terconnects in high power IGBT modules subjected to
a sinusoidal current load resembling real world condi-
tions are analysed microscopically. The investigation
is centred on a specific component with a load close to
real application conditions but with varying load time.
This creates an opportunity to investigate the degrada-
tion evolution under these particular conditions.
2. Samples and Testing
Investigated samples are primarily high power
(1700V/1000A) IGBT modules with six sections run-
ning in parallel. On each section are two IGBTs/diodes
and twenty 400µm heavy Al bond wires, see Fig. 1.
Chips are soldered onto a standard Al2O3 DCB with a
100µm lead free solder paste. To separate individual
module components sections are numbered from 1-6,
LS and HS chips are separated, and wires are numbered
from 1-10 inwards. In all cases numbering is from the
section closest to the gate terminals and inward, see Fig.
1.
Regarded samples are stressed using an advanced
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Figure 1: Image of single IGBT module section.
power/thermal cycling (A-TC) approach at accelerated
conditions. The load profile is designed to stress the sec-
tion diodes additionally, accordingly these are expected
to fail initially. In order to avoid catastrophic events,
like burnout, the majority of samples are removed from
operation before failing through online monitoring. For
details concerning the power cycling setup see [10, 8].
Five different samples are regarded, each subjected to
a different number of samples, see Table 1. ANew is in-
cluded to evaluate initial conditions and provide basis
for comparison to stressed components. F100% is intro-
duced to create an estimate of present status in compo-
nent lifetime.
Table 1: IGBT module samples. Abbreviations are identical to nota-
tion used in [11] for comparing data.
Name # cycles [e6]
ANew 0
C50% 2.5
D70% 3.5
E90% 4.5
F100% 5.1
3. Methods
The characterization of device interconnect robust-
ness and degradation evolution is centred on primarily
two approaches: micro-sectioning and scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) combined with focused ion
beam milling (FIB). In the following a brief introduc-
tion is provided, for detailed information see [12, 13].
Presented thermal simulations are carried according
to the procedure described in [14].
3.1. Micro-Sectioning
In Fig. 1 a layout of one of the module sections is
presented. This is complex geometry with numerous of
layers and sub-components. Characterization of a given
region/interface is therefore complicated on many lev-
els. With respect to investigation of failure mechanisms,
samples of interest are in a damaged state. This renders
it necessary to place considerable effort in maintaining
a steady state after beginning a given investigation. The
micro-sectioning approach is centred on: (1) embedding
the sample in epoxy for protection, (2) mechanical re-
moval of unnecessary parts, (3) mechanical grinding
until reaching desired interface, (4) fine grade polish-
ing, and (5) electro-etching and optical microscopy.
The electro-etching is included to promote grain
structures in the Al wires. This is because the grain
structure in the Al-wire/chip interface and its robustness
is directly coupled[15, 16]. To promote the color con-
trast between grains after the etching the microscopy
has to be conducted using polarized light[17, 18, 19,
20].
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3.2. SEM/FIB Investigation
SEM is applied to obtain high resolution images of
the metallization surface as well as the cross-sectional
cuts obtained by micro-sectioning. Furthermore, by
introducing FIB milling of the metallization cross-
sectional views are obtained in very high resolution at
any position on the surface. The equipment applied is a
Zeiss 1540 XB SEM/FIB.
4. Results
4.1. Initial Observations
Using the approach described in Sec. 3 cross-
sectional views of the wire bond interface may be ob-
tained. In Figs. 2 three cross-sectional images of
wire/chip interfaces are presented. Fig. 2a shows a
stitch bond on top of a diode from ANew. On the right
hand side the bond termination is close to ideal, whereas
the left hand side displays a possible source of fracture
initiation. Similar images are presented for a stitched
bond on top of a diode (Fig. 2b) and an IGBT (Fig. 2c)
but after electro-etching. The difference in wire curve
after the stitch bonds are a clear source of unnecessary
stress. After diode bonds the wire is observed to rise
significantly steeper than at IGBT bonds. This has been
shown to directly affect wire bond lifetime[21, 22].
4.2. Bond Wire Lift-Off
In Figs. 3, 4, and 5 cross-sectional views of an end
bond interface on the LS IGBT is presented for sam-
ples C50%, D70%, and E90%, respectively. The motivation
for choosing these particular bonds are the possibility to
follow the fracture evolution. Degree of damage on LS
diodes were to significant, see [11]. On the IGBTs the
degree of bond degradation is observed to be propor-
tional to number of cycles as would be expected. Fur-
thermore, the wire propagation process seems to change
with number of cycles as well. Initially, fractures tend
to propagate between wire and metallization which is
referred to as delamination. At later stages the crack
moves intergranularly inside the wire itself combined
with transgranular fracture across certain grains. Trans-
ganular propagation is not observed to depend directly
on possible propagation paths, but more on grain type.
In the insert in Fig. 4 a transgranular fracture is ob-
served in spite of more ideal intergranular path. At a
later stage a vertical intergranular path has been pre-
ferred instead of transgranular.
(a) Wire/chip interface on diode of ANew.
(b) Wire/chip interface on diode of ANew electro-
etched.
(c) Wire/chip interface on IGBT of ANew electro-
etched.
Figure 2: Wire/chip interfaces on top of diode (a)-(b) and IGBT (c)
from a new power module (ANew).
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Figure 3: Wire/chip interface of end bond on IGBT from C50%. The
insert illustrates the fractured area and the position of the crack tip.
Figure 4: Wire/chip interface of end bond on IGBT from D70%. The
insert illustrates the fractured area, position of the crack tip, and an
transgranular fracture.
Figure 5: Wire/chip interface of end bond on IGBT from E90%. A
large number of transgranular fractures are observed.
4.3. Metallization Reconstruction
As presented in Sec. 2 the A-TC load profile is de-
signed to stress the module diodes. Therefore, no re-
construction effects are observed on the IGBT chips, see
[11]. The diodes on the other hand are experiencing sig-
nificantly reconstruction effects.
In Fig. 6 a topographic SEM image of the diode met-
allization from ANew is presented. A flat smooth poly-
crystalline surface is generally observed on all diodes
from ANew, as would be expected.
In Figs. 7 topographic SEM images of diode met-
Figure 6: Diode metallization surface SEM images of ANew diode.
allizations from stressed devices are presented. (a), (c),
and (e) are near the LS chip edge of C50%, D70%, and
E90%, respectively. Similarly, (b), (d), and (f) are near
the chip centres. A clear difference between different
samples, and position on chip surface is observed with
an increased degree of reconstruction. No apparent dif-
ference is observed between LS and HS devices.
Figs. 8 presents cross-sectional views of the met-
allization of LS diodes of C50% and E90%. Cross-cuts
are obtained by FIB milling. The reconstruction depth
as well as extrusion effects are generally observed to
increase with number of power cycles. Clear tenden-
cies of cavity creation are observed in modules D70%
and E90% near the diode centres.
4.4. Thermal Simulations
In Fig. 9 the mean temperature (Tm) in 11 spots
across the diode diagonal is plotted with the tempera-
ture variation (∆T ). The chip centre is clearly observed
at the highest medium and peak value as would be ex-
pected. Furthermore, the ∆T is also observed to drop
nearing the chip edge. On the LS IGBT the mean bond
temperature of wires 1-5 range from 109.8 − 118.8◦C
and ∆T 24.5 − 31.7◦C with no observed reconstruction.
The plot is misleading with respect to mean junction
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(a) C50% LS diode edge. (b) C50% LS diode centre.
(c) D70% LS diode edge. (d) D70% LS diode centre.
(e) E90% LS diode edge. (f) E90% LS diode centre.
Figure 7: Diode metallization surface SEM images of A-TC samples.
(a) C50% LS diode centre.
(b) E90% LS diode centre.
Figure 8: Diode metallization SEM/FIB cross-sectional images of A-
TC samples.
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temperature because the IGBT chip volume is signifi-
cantly larger. The gate region around P6 displays a sig-
nificantly lower temperature thereby lowering the mean
junction temperature.
5. Discussion
5.1. Bond Wire Lift-Off
In Sec. 4.1 cross-sectional images of the power
module wire bonds from a new sample are presented.
From initial observations it is seen that stitch bonds
tend to be more poorly terminated than end bonds,
especially diode bonds due to the steep wire rise after
the bond, see Fig. 2a. Compared to optimized samples,
as discussed in [13], the Al grains are extremely
large. This has a direct impact on the bond fatigue
robustness through the Hall-Petch equation[15]. From
micro-sectioning investigations it is apparent that
the LS diodes are severely more damaged than the
remaining components at an highly accelerated level,
see [8]. Therefore investigation of the fracture process
is primarily centred around the IGBT wire bonds.
The wire lift-off process is illustrated in Figs. 3, 4,
and 5 of wire/chip interfaces of IGBT end bonds from
samples C50%, D70%, and E90%, respectively. In all fig-
ures the wire lift-off process is observed as a hybrid of
wire delamination and actual intergranular fracturing.
In Fig. 3 a significant part of the wire bond is already
fractured and the crack is seen to move close to the
chip surface. But the fracture is primarily seen to move
between grains or intergranular as would be expected.
However, when regarding samples subjected to a higher
number of cycles, see Fig. 4 and 5, the fracture path
is seen to move within grains, or transgranular, as
well. In both interfaces the bond degradation process is
close to wire lift-off and especially E90% displays many
transgranular fractures.
All-in-all the wire fatigue observed in the samples
are consistent with the wire bond quality in the new
samples. The large grains makes the fracture propagate
close to the chip surface, and not inside the wire itself
as would be preferred. Furthermore, the grains are of
so large a diameter that the fracturing tends to occur
transgranular at later stages in lifetime. It is worth
noting that no consistency between fracture direction
options and transgranular propagation is observed.
It is speculated that this could be connected with
grain direction compared to fracture path, however,
additional information from alternative methods is
needed to verify this.
5.2. Metallization Reconstruction
In Figs. 7 the LS diode metallization surface is pre-
sented near the centre and edge of the chip for the three
stressed devices. The difference between edge and cen-
tre images, as well as the degree of degradation being
proportional to number of cycles, is consistent with met-
allization reconstruction being a thermal induced low-
cycle fatigue process, see Fig. 9. The significant differ-
ence in temperature between edge and centre explains
the difference in reconstruction. However, the limited
difference in Tm and ∆T between IGBT and diode at the
edge indicates a threshold induced phenomena highly
dependent on ∆T . There is the possibility of coupling
with current density, which are significantly lower near
the edge of the IGBT.
In Fig. 8 FIB milling has been employed to create
cross-sectional images of the metallization to investi-
gate the vertical reconstruction effects. A clear increase
of cavity depths are observed when increasing num-
ber of cycles or when comparing chip edges to centre.
The reconstruction process appears solely thermally in-
duced. No sign of electro-migration or severe diffusion
processes are observed. However, this is not conclusive,
additional tests without current loading are needed.
Near the end of the module lifetime the metallization
is observed to be in a sheet like structure instead of a
solid film. This could be a critical situation with either
highly reduced film thickness or loss of contact to parts
of the semiconductor.
6. Conclusion
This paper presents an investigation of degradation
evolution and distribution of power module intercon-
nects. The power module were subjected to active
thermal cycling under sinusoidal loading with acceler-
ated conditions (high medium temperature, low output
frequency). Under these circumstances primarily wire
bonds and chip metallizations were damaged. The for-
mer was identified in all connections of the regarded de-
vice, whereas the latter was only found on the compo-
nent diodes.
Fracture propagation inside the wire interfaces of the
IGBT Al bonds were observed to change from delami-
nation between wire and substrate to intergranular frac-
ture inside the wire to transgranular with an increasing
number of power cycles. While increased damage is
consistent with wire lift-off being a gradual degrada-
tion process the change of fracture phase without spe-
cific pattern is unexpected. One explanation of this
could be connected with grain orientation with respect
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to ideal fracture path. Additional information is, how-
ever, needed to verify this.
Metallization reconstruction was only observed on
sample diodes indicating increased junction tempera-
ture. Furthermore, reconstruction was significantly in-
creased near chip centre indicating hot spot effects as
would be expected. While the mean chip tempera-
ture is significantly higher in the diodes compared to
IGBTs[14], the surface temperature in specific spots are
not necessarily higher in certain regions, see Fig. 9.
Especially near the diode and IGBT corners identical
mean temperatures are observed. This indicates that
reconstruction effects are induced at a specific thresh-
old between Tm and ∆T or the process couples with
other mechanisms like current density. Accelerated tests
under similar conditions but without applied currents
would be a possible way to investigate this.
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Part I
Introduction
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Reliability of Power Electronics
Power devices are today found in a large range of applications, from consumer electron-
ics (battery chargers, mobile phones, etc.) to high power electronics (traction, automotive,
electrical power transmission/distribution, etc.)[1, 2]. Accordingly, the load experienced by
a component varies significantly. The voltage may vary from a few volts to several kilo
volts and similarly with respect to currents. Furthermore, surrounding environment may
vary from the inside of a mobile phone to an off-shore wind turbine. Under these stringent
circumstances the device is expected to perform within product specifications in a reliable
way. Reliability of a system is defined as the ability to perform its function under given con-
ditions for a required amount of time[3, 4]. In power electronic systems and especially for
high power modules the expected useful lifetime is rarely below 10 years and often around
30 years.[2, 5]
In the present work focus is placed on power electronics applied in energy conversion
- specifically power modules. This is an extremely significant area as electrical energy to-
day constitutes more than 40% of the total global energy consumption. This percentage is
increasing every year due to interests in alternatives to fossil fuels[6]. By 2020 members of
the EU have agreed to increase the percentage of renewable energy and reduce CO2 emis-
sions by 20%[7]. Based on this the interest in reliable and efficient components is significant
due to economical as well as safety reasons. An example of the former could be the spon-
taneous failure of an off-shore wind turbine, whereas the latter could be failing of safety
equipment during the accident[1].
A direct approach ensuring reliable device performance would be to apply component
testing under the required conditions until failure for numerous samples. This, however, is
not convenient as the expected lifetime could be in the range of 30 years. A solution to
this has been to conduct tests under accelerated conditions and combining data with model
fitting and extrapolation to normal operation conditions[8, 9]. By establishing a method of
predicting the lifetime of the component in question, one could take preventative actions
prior to failure. The problem with such predictions is the extrapolation of data from lim-
ited periods of accelerated testing to a 10-30 year lifetime, as well as inaccuracy of the
applied model[10, 11]. Several attempts of constructing applicable models for such lifetime
estimation methods has been done, varying from more or less advanced statistical models
[8, 12–14] to more physics-of-failure related approaches [15–17]. While the former requires
a large number of sample tests at various conditions to ensure a high degree of statistical
certainty, the latter needs detailed knowledge regarding the component’s physical properties
as well as degradation evolution.
In the present work the situation of high power insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)
modules subjected to power cycling or active thermal cycling (A-TC) is regarded. Typical
A-TC tests are performed by applying a constant direct current (DC) pulse for a given time
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followed by a cool down[1, 5, 12]*1. The power loss from the applied current heats up the
system thereby inducing thermal stress in the component. Depending on the on-time versus
off-time the number of elements inside the power module affected by the heating is changed.
At the same time the effect from applied load depends highly on the surroundings, if A-TC
tests are performed at 100◦C compared to 20◦C the module power loss, module thermal
properties, and individual material properties are highly affected. Therefore, by changing the
load amplitude, load time, and surrounding environment the test in principle changes[18].
With short pulses (< 5s) and stress close to real world application ∆T < 110K the dominat-
ing failure mechanisms observed in IGBT modules are thermo-mechanical degradation of
interconnects[2, 8, 11, 19].
Thus, the overall scope of the presented work is investigation of degradation in high
power IGBT modules subjected to conditions resembling real life. A combination of accel-
erated tests of present-day used power modules, microscopical characterization of material
state and failure mechanisms, and 3D dynamical modelling of stressors and degradation
gives an insight creating possibilities for component optimization, quality investigation, and
lifetime estimation not requiring hundreds of end-of-life tests.
*1DC pulsed accelerated testing is not the used method in the present work, but for now we regard the concept to
single out the relevant degradation mechanisms.
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Thesis Summary
Overall the goal of the work behind the thesis is to increase the level of understanding of
thermo-mechanical related failure mechanisms in high power IGBT modules by utilizing
physics-of-failure based concepts in module design, fabrication, and application. Based on
this the thesis is separated into three parts: (I) Introduction, (II) Test Setup and Characteri-
zation Techniques, and (III) Degradation Modelling.
In part I the basic concepts behind power module design/fabrication, failure mechanisms,
and lifetime estimation are introduced. Standard fabrication approaches used on regarded
devices are presented together with a brief overview of alternatives. Afterwards, the com-
monly experienced degradation and failure mechanisms are presented with a special focus
on thermo-mechanical load. Finally, the normally applied test and lifetime assessment meth-
ods are discussed.
Part II introduces the majority of experimental work carried out. Initially, the acceler-
ated test setups used to stress devices as well as their relevance are presented. An alternative
method of doing active power cycling is introduced with closer resemblance to real life
application compared to standard DC pulse tests. Together with the accelerated test setup
a new methodology for utilizing online monitoring of electrical parameters are introduced
which is able to separate degradation of individual module interconnects. In order to vali-
date the online monitoring results, as well as map the degradation distribution, a four-point
probing approach is developed for measuring the local degradation across specific interfaces.
The method is applied on several different power modules subjected to a varying number of
power cycles and compared to online monitoring results as well as micro-investigation. Fi-
nally, a micro-sectioning approach is presented for microscopy based investigation of failure
mechanisms. The approach is centred on multiple techniques: mechanical steps for mod-
ule separation, electro-chemical etching for grain structure analyses, and scanning electron
microscopy/focused ion beam milling for micro analysis. The concept is utilized to: con-
duct detailed investigation of the ultrasonic wedge bonding process and possible ways of
optimization, robustness evaluation, and characterization of failure mechanisms. Discussed
results are presented in papers A, B, C, D, E, G, H.
In part III a dynamic 3D degradation model of thermo-mechanical related failures is
presented. The model is based on a series of steps: power loss, temperature field, strain
field, material degradation which are interconnected dynamically. Fundamental theory as
well as motivation for model structure is introduced and discussed together with alternative
approaches. The degradation model is used on the same system regarded in part II making
it possible to directly compare results and evaluate model consistency. Model theory as well
as results are presented in paper F.
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Dansk Resume
Generelt er forma˚let med afhandlingen at hæve forsta˚elsesniveauet omkring termomekanisk
relaterede fejlmekanismer i højeffekt IGBT baserede moduler. Dette er for at kunne udnytte
fysiske koncepter i modul design, fabrikation og anvendelse. Baseret herpa˚ er afhandlingen
inddelt i tre dele: (I) Introduktion, (II) Test Setup og Karakteriserings Teknikker, og (III)
Nedbrydnings Modellering.
I del I omtales de grundliggende koncepter bag effektmodul design/fabrikation, fejlmekanis-
mer og levetids estimering. Standard fabrikations metoder anvendt pa˚ de betragtede kompo-
nenter bliver præsenteret sammen med en kort oversigt over mulige alternativer. Efterfølgende
præsenteres de normalt observerede nedbrydnings- og fejlmekanismer, med et specielt fokus
pa˚ termomekanisk belastning. Endelig diskuteres de almindeligt anvendte test metoder samt
modeller til levetids estimering.
Del II introducerer den primære andel af eksperimentelt udført arbejde. Indledningsvis
præsenteres de accelererede test setups anvendt til at stresse de betragtede komponenter samt
de pa˚gældende metoders relevans. En alternativ test metode bliver foresla˚et som er tættere
pa˚ almindelig applikation sammenlignet med DC puls tests. Sammen med den nye test
metode introduceres en ny online overva˚gnings metode af elektriske parametre som kan an-
vendes til at separere nedbrydning af forskellige modul forbindelser. For at validere disse
resultater samt at kortlægge nedbrydnings fordelingen udvikles et fire punkts probe setup
til at ma˚le den lokale nedbrydning henover udvalgte grænseflader. Metoden anvendes pa˚
adskillige forskellige effektmoduler der er blevet underlagt et forskelligt antal power cy-
cles og sammenlignes med de førnævnte online monitored resultater samt mikro-analyse.
Endelig præsenteres en mikro-analyse metode baseret pa˚ mikroskopi undersøgelse af fe-
jlmekanismer. Metoden er centreret omkring flere teknikker: mekanisk separering af modul
elementer, elektro-kemisk ætsning for undersøgelse af kornstrukturer, og skannende elektron
mikroskopi kombineret med fokuseret ion stra˚le tværsnitsanalyse. Konceptet anvendes til at:
udføre detaljeret analyse af ultrasonisk wedge bonding, muligheder for at optimere robus-
thed samt undersøgelse af fejlmekanismer. Resultaterne er primært introduceret i følgende
artikler: A, B, C, D, E, G, H.
I del III præsenteres en 3D dynamisk metode til at modellere termomekanisk relateret
fejlmekanismer. Modellen er baseret pa˚ en serie af skridt: effekttab, temperatur felter, be-
lastning, og materiale nedbrydning. Disse er alle forbundet dynamisk. Fundamental teori
samt motivationen bag model strukturen bliver introduceret og diskuteret sammen med al-
ternative metoder. Nedbrydningsmodellen anvendes pa˚ det samme system som betragtes i
del II, hvilket muliggør direkte sammenligning af resultater og derved overensstemmelse.
Teori og resultater præsenteres primært i artikel F.
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Power Modules
The main purpose of high power modules are, as the name implies, to handle power. Re-
gardless of design and application, three main properties are essential: current handling,
blocking voltage, and power dissipation[5, Ch.11]. In general the semiconductor chips are
the central components as the only active elements. In order to achieve optimal performance
of semiconductor chips the device interconnections, housing, cooling reservoir, etc. has to
fulfil a minimum of similar specifications.[20]
Today, in high power electronics IGBT chips are the most commonly used component
due to the high blocking and current handling capabilities. IGBTs combine the current densi-
ties of the bipolar junction transistor (BJT) with the gate handling capabilities of the ordinary
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). This creates a component able
for high voltages, -currents, and -switching frequencies, which makes it ideal for high power
applications e.g. in the automotive industry or in energy production[2, 21].
Utilizing advanced semiconductor chip designs, like the MOSFET and IGBT, has en-
abled the concept of housing several active components in the same module. If acting in
parallel the current handling capabilities may be increased accordingly. This further in-
crease the requirements of the module packaging. As before mentioned, the main purpose
of the packaging is to provide a stable controlled environment, meaning mechanical stabil-
ity, good thermal conductivity, and electrical insulation. Today, this is centred around three
primary elements: module baseplate, packaging housing, and a direct copper bonded (DCB)
substrates[2, 8, 20]. To simplify the fabrication the high current capabilities generated from
multiple chips is obtained by introducing a section design concept with multiple identical
sections.
1.1 IGBT Modules
In Fig. 1.1 an image of an actual IGBT module is presented. The precise module type is
introduced later, for now we regard the layout. Six identical sections are placed in parallel
on a baseplate. Each section is comprised of a DCB with two IGBT chips and correspond-
ing free-wheeling diodes placed on top. The DCB based section design are by far the most
commonly used[4, 22].
Connection between chips and the DCB is on one side obtained through a compliant sol-
der and on the other side through standard heavy Al bond wires. All DCBs are attached to
7
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the baseplate using the same solder paste. The image displayed in Fig. 1.1 is obtained after
removing a plastic housing, a silicone gel covering all active elements, and the Cu terminals
providing connection between the individual sections and the surrounding system.
Figure 1.1: Image of IGBT power module without housing, silicone gel, and terminals.
The design is common in modern power modules with the position and type of chips
and interconnections depending on application. Silicone gel and plastic housing are added
primarily for environmental protection (humidity, mechanical shocks, etc.). DCBs are used
to provide electrical isolation, mechanical stability, and good thermal conductivity to the
baseplate[5, 8, 20].
1.1.1 Section Design
In general materials in the IGBT module are chosen for their electrical properties, but just
as importantly for their thermal properties. For example a common requirement is that the
overall storage and operating temperatures should be between −55◦C and 175◦C[19]. Ac-
cordingly, plastics, metals, ceramics, silicone gels, etc. must be operational in this range. An
illustration of an ordinary power module section design is depicted in Fig. 1.2:
8
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Insulator
Current (ic) Current (ic)
Cu trace/pad
Cu area
Isolation
voltage
Bond wire Semiconductor chip
DCBChip solder
(a) Illustration of a IGBT module cross-section, based on [4, 20].
(b) IGBT module section image, from paper B.
Figure 1.2: Cross-sectional view 1.2(a) and image 1.2(b) of IGBT module section.
The cross-sectional view only includes the layers from the DCB and upwards. Therefore,
below the bottom Cu region of the DCB and additional solder layer is in the full power
module attaching the section to the baseplate. On top of the DCB the semiconductor chips
are attached to the Cu pad with a solder paste on one side and bond wires on the other.
Finally, the entire module is encapsulated in silicone gel for protection against environmental
effects and act as a secondary cooling path.
DCB Substrate
DCB substrates are comprised of a ceramic dielectric insulator with pure Cu applied and
bonded on both sides, see Fig. 1.3 for a schematic. This process yields a great adhesive
strength through a high temperature melting and diffusion process[20].
The main ceramics used in DCB substrates are aluminium oxide (Al2O3) and aluminium
nitride (AlN)*1. These particular ceramics are chosen due to their high thermal conductivity
compared to other insulators. While AlN has a significantly higher thermal conductivity,
see Table 1.1, the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is lower thereby increasing the
*1BeO ceramics was priorly, due to its very high thermal conductivity (250Wm−1K−1), used but was taken out
of service due to the toxicity of BeO dust.[5]
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of DCB substrate.[20]
mismatch created stress to Cu. Futhermore, fabrication of substrates with AlN are more
expensive due to additional steps in the bonding procedure. Based on this DCBs are chosen
primarily by balancing need of conductivity versus cost.[5]
Bond Wires
Bond wire interconnects have for many years been a preferred component in the design of
Si based power modules on the chip emitter side. The most commonly used assembling
technology has due to speed and quality been ultrasonically wedge (US) bonded 99.99% Al
wires. In some cases small amounts of either Si, Mg, or Ni have been added to the wire for
corrosion control or wire hardness.[23–27]
The bonding process and optimization of bond quality is discussed in detail in paper B.
But in general the US bonding method is a solid state process carried out at room temperature
with limited heating during bonding[28, 29]. The bonding itself is carried out in a number
of steps (1)-(4) which create a strong polycrystalline interface, see Figs. 1.4 for topographic
views.[28–32]
1. Wire hardening by applying a force through the wedge.
2. Reducing the yield and tensile strength of the Al wire by ultrasonic vibrations. A
process normally called ultrasonic softening.
3. Deformation of the wire created by the two previous processes which enables diffusion
and removal of impurities. The diffusion mentioned here is typically observed if the
wire is not pure Al.
4. Ultrasonic hardening of the wire following the softening.
10
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(a) SEM image of Al bond wires on top of diode. (b) SEM image of Al bond wires on top of IGBT.
Figure 1.4: Topographic view of bond wires on top of (a) diode and (b) IGBT chip. Clear
markings from the wedge bond tool are observed.
1.1.2 Baseplate
The commonly used baseplate material in high power modules is Cu. Main motivation for
using this is the high thermal conductivity and the mechanical compliance with the bottom
Cu layer of the DCB. Several alternatives to Cu baseplates exist, with the primary ones
being AlSiC or no baseplate. The latter is a field in itself and is not a part of the present
work. AlSiC is a metal matrix composite material manufactured by forming a porous SiC
matrix and filling the pores with Al. Accordingly, the physical parameters depend on ratio
between Al and SiC but generally AlSiC is a lightweight material with high stiffness[5, 33].
The majority of presently regarded samples are with Cu baseplates.
1.2 IGBT Module Samples
A number of high power IGBT module/section samples are regarded in the present work. All
are present-day used components available in the market and will probably be so in several
years, except for the ones presented in paper B. Here a test sample is fabricated for the sole
purpose of investigating and optimizing the bonding process. In Figs. 1.5(a) and 1.5(b) two
11
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module sections are presented. Both consist of two IGBT and diode chips connected to the
DCB with Al bond wires. The section in Fig. 1.5(a) is chopper based design and the one in
Fig. 1.5(b) is a halfbridge design.
Layer thickness and composition of the samples are presented in Table 1.1. Possible al-
I2
TD
D2
w12 Tout
w1
TI
D1
w1 w8w8 w1
I1
(a) IGBT module section - chopper design.
(b) IGBT module section - halfbridge design.
Figure 1.5: Images of regarded IGBT module sections.
ternatives to baseplate and DCB ceramic is listed as well with typical thickness’. To illustrate
the source of thermal stress the expansion coefficient α is listed for all layers.
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Table 1.1: IGBT module layer thickness/composition and physical parameters at room tem-
perature. All parameters are highly material dependent, accordingly, alloy composition is
essential with respect to actual values.[2, 34]
Layer Material d k α
[µm] [W/(m ·K)] [10−6/K]
Bond wire Al 300-500 238 23
Metallization Al 4-6 238 23
Chips IGBT/diode - Si 200-300 130 2.6
Solder SnAg (96.5/3.5) 50-150 53.5 28
DCB Cu 300 400 17
Al2O3 or AlN 380 / 700 25 / 150 8.2 / 4.5
Cu 300 400 17
Solder SnAg (96.5/3.5) 50-150 53.5 28
Baseplate Cu or AlSiC 3000 400 / 190 17 / 4.7
13
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CHAPTER 2
Failure Mechanisms and Lifetime
Numerous stressors may cause an eventual failure in a power module, a final catastrophic
event is often a combination of many different processes[2]. One example of this is thermo-
mechanical induced stress in interconnections which initially may cause local failures like
lifting of a single wire which afterwards are followed by avalanche effects by the increased
stress on the remaining wires. Finally, the failing of several connections may cause a de-
vice burn-out or explosion. In the present chapter we will centre the attention on thermo-
mechanical induced failures in package interconnections and limit ourselves to a few mech-
anisms which may affect the overall device performance together with interconnection fail-
ures. [2, 4, 19, 35]
2.1 Selected Mechanisms
As mentioned, several mechanisms other than thermo-mechanical related may cause an
eventual device failure, electromigration[36], cosmic rays[37], dielectric breakdown[38],
etc. Here, only the topics relevant for the presently regarded modules subjected to specific
conditions are presented.
2.1.1 Electromigration
With the ever decreasing scale of electronic components the concept of electromigration also
becomes more relevant. Electromigration is the transport of mass created by pure momentum
transfer between the electron current and host atoms. In order for this to occur at a critical
scale a certain current density is necessary[36]. The process is especially critical in regions
with current flux divergence, this diversity may be caused by micro-structural changes, tem-
perature, local stress, or impurities. Mass migration can either create voids or cluster regions
with the possibility of either increased resistance or open circuit conditions. For both Al
and Cu based connections the dominant diffusion path of material is along grain boundaries.
However, in the power modules considered presently the current densities should not be on
the scale triggering significant electromigration effects from the beginning*1. But as will be
discussed in a following section, thermo-mechanical induced material degradation could cre-
*1For Al Jecrit = 2e5A/cm
2, for Cu Jecrit = 1e6A/cm
2.[39]
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ate narrow regions with possibility of migration issues. For additional information regarding
the electromigration concept or modelling of failure time under a given condition see [38].
2.1.2 Corrosion
Corrosion in electronic materials are in principle identical to passive corrosion elsewhere,
except for the applied voltage. So similar to other situations the main corrosion factors are
temperature, relative humidity, fabrication contamination, and corrosive gasses. Generally,
when having layered structures with Al the possibility of galvanic corrosion is present both
under operation and fabrication. Other corrosive processes are possible as well depending
on materials present and foreign elements (gasses, liquids). In all cases the outcome is nor-
mally an unacceptable increase in resistance or open circuit conditions. To rule out external
impact the custom method is to protect the electronics using a plastic housing and a polymer.
Moisture will still diffuse through but condensation on the device surface is not possible as
long as the polymer adheres.[40]
2.1.3 Burnout Failures
Device burnout is often observed as a final act in a complete failure or as a consequence
induced by another mechanism - e.g. wire lift-off. The mechanism is normally related to a
short circuit situation where a high current is flowing through the device in selected regions.
Supporting the short circuit situation for a long time period results in thermal runaway and
thereby device destruction. In the short time frame of the process the regions are heated
almost adiabatically which in the end cause catastrophic failure of the component.[2, 35]
2.2 Thermo-Mechanical Stress
The standard application of power modules, as discussed later on, often involves highly fluc-
tuating loads, both with regards to environmental and electrical loading. Both types create
oscillations in the temperature inside the power module. The cyclic conditions, passive or
active, cause a thermo-mechanical loading due to material expansion and CTE mismatch,
see Table 1.1. Both of these directly affect the module packaging and especially the inter-
connects: solder joints, bond wires, metallization. Especially solder joints and bond wires
have been known for years to be stressed by temperature changes.[25, 41]
2.2.1 Bond Wire Fatigue
Bond wire fatigue is a failure type in principle containing any thermo-mechanically in-
duced failures related to the bond wires or wire bonds. It has often been divided into heel
cracking[42] and lift-off[19] as the primary mechanisms, see Figs. 2.1. But in principle
additional groupings could be created. In common, however, is that the primary stress is
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induced by wire flexure and CTE mismatch[2, 22, 25].
The failure is the primary observed mechanism under low/medium stress conditions
300μm
(a) Bond wire lift-off. (b) Bond wire heel crack.
Figure 2.1: SEM images of bond wire fatigue failures, (a) lift-off and (b) heel crack. (a) is a
lifted wire on the sample illustrated in Fig. 1.5(a) subjected to pulsed cycling. (b) is obtained
from [2].
which is why it is often observed in power cycling[19]. Highest stress is normally observed
near the wire terminations where the wire is unable to flex and the local stress cause a high
strain, which in the end will initiate fractures. This process is discussed in detail in a later
section. Both failures creates a basis for a domino effect after the first wire fails. The initial
wire creates a non-homogeneous current distribution causing additional wear on surround-
ing elements. Due to the limited number of wires this type of degradation is often observed
to cause a change in on-state voltage[7, 8]. In the final stages of the lift-off process a dis-
charge is often observed to cause severe damage in the metallization surface, as seen in Fig.
2.1(a).[5]
Normally, a significant amount of wire residue is observed on top of the metalliza-
tion after a wire lift-off. This indicate the crack propagation path has been inside the
wire itself[29, 43]. The reason for this is linked with the microscopical grain structure
of the Al wire illustrating the necessity for a well-optimized bond. Bond optimization is
not only a matter of changing US bonding parameters, see paper B, but also an ideal wire
curvature[44, 45].
To prevent bond wire related failures several strategies have been and are being investi-
gated. Ranging from solutions like strain buffers through an intermediate layer [27], different
assembly methods like press pack designs and integrated systems[46], to Al wire alternatives
like Cu wires[47, 48]. However, the alternatives are still not on a level where heavy Al bond
wires are replaced in high power IGBT modules. This is primary due the design freedom the
bond wires create, the low price, and the rather simple assembly procedure.
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2.2.2 Metallization Reconstruction
In Sec. 1 the common design of a high power IGBT module was presented. To obtain direct
electrical connection to all conducting channels of the semiconductor chips a metallization
layer is added. The standard fabrication technique is adding a film of Al through physical
vapour deposition combined with thermal annealing creating a polycrystalline structure with
a grain diameter below 1µm, see Figs. 2.2.[5, 400-403]
Similar to the stress on the bond wires, apart from the wire flex contribution, the CTE
mismatch between Al and Si creates a high degree of stress in the interface when subjected
to temperature oscillations. In Table 1.1 α is presented for Al and Si indicating that during
warm-up the metallization suffers from compressive stress and vice versa for the chip. How-
ever, only elastic strain is normally observed in the chips due to the high yield strength of
Si. Al relaxation does not occur directly in the interface, even though the stress is highest
here, due to compression on both sides. Instead metallization surface effects are observed
through grain extrusion or general reconstruction[19], see Figs. 2.3. This cause an increase
in the effective sheet resistance[49] and in some cases cause critical regions with high current
densities and thereby possibility of electro-migration[8]. Similar to wire bond degradation,
reconstruction is a continuous process with a degradation rate proportional to absolute load-
ing and pattern, which in the end may cause avalanche effects.[19]
(a) SEM/FIB image of metallization underneath wire bond. (b) SEM/FIB image of metallization at edge
of wire bond press area.
Figure 2.2: SEM/FIB images of metallization micro-structure - both figures are from paper
B.
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20μm
(a) SEM image of metallization surface.
8μm
(b) SEM/FIB image of reconstructred metalliza-
tion.
Figure 2.3: SEM/FIB images of metallization - (a) illustrate a new metallization and (b) a
severely reconstructed. Both images are of the type illustrated in Fig. 1.5(b).
2.2.3 Solder Fatigue
In the geometry presented in Fig. 1.1 a solder layer is connecting both the chips to the DCB
and the sections to the baseplate. Fatigue are experienced in both layers but with different
loads[9, 50]. The primary stress is still temperature induced, due to CTE mismatch, which is
the cause of the difference. Positioned directly underneath the chip this solder layer is heated
rapidly in the same way as the wire bonds and the metallization, whereas the baseplate at-
tachment layer is experiencing a delay. The solder composition depends on application -
temperature range, regulations, etc. But the common composition is as listed in Table 1.1.
The main impact from bad solders (fractures, voids, delamination) is thermal[51]. Dur-
ing operation the solder provides the primary thermal path away from the chip meaning that
a reduced connected area directly affects the chip temperature. This can be edge effects like
illustrated in Fig. 2.4 but also in the centre of the solder due to voids from production. The
effect from the raised temperature depends on the application level, if the chip loading is in
a region with a negative temperature coefficient on the forward voltage the effective power
loss is not directly increased. However, the surrounding elements (metallization, wire bonds,
etc.) are often stressed additionally because the temperature distribution is often changed[9].
The degradation process is still progressive and irreversible as with reconstruction and wire
fatigue. Main difference is the irreversible processes. The solder structure makes the degra-
dation process more viscoplastic and thereby highly time and rate dependent (creep).[52]
2.3 Power Module Test Methods
Overall, the main purpose of testing components is to ensure robustness and reliability with
respect to a given application. Numerous factors affect power module reliability: electrical
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Figure 2.4: Chip solder delamination obtained using a ultrasonic scan - image is from [9].
load, environmental (temperature, humidity), mechanical (vibrations, shocks), etc. Accord-
ingly, a full real life simulation is not possible to perform in a test setup. Based on this the
main outset in test setup design has been to introduce the most severe fundamental condi-
tions. For power module packaging this has been centred around two methods: active power
cycling/A-TC and passive thermal cycling (P-TC).[8, 53]
Based on application purpose a setup emulating normal operating conditions are not nec-
essarily optimal for robustness or end-of-life evaluation. In numerous application areas the
expected component lifetime exceed 10 years, accordingly, end-of-life tests should ideally
require the same time. A solution to this problematic has been to employ accelerated condi-
tions through increased stress levels. This, however, present other problems. One example
of this is observed in thermo-mechanical related failure mechanisms. Here the general test
approach has been to control the mean temperature (Tm) and induce a specific temperature
variation (∆T ). However, by increasing ∆T above normal operation conditions one risk in-
ducing material related mechanisms normally not observed.
P-TC is normally conducted by heating the entire device up and down by moving it
physically between a heated and cooled chamber, see Fig. 2.5(a). The time required in each
chamber is often relatively high to ensure the entire device reaches the desired temperature.
One of the main purposes of the test is to conduct thermo-mechanical robustness tests on the
entire geometry and not only elements heating during active operation.
A-TC is normally created through on-state losses from an alternating current (AC) or a
pulsed DC. In later years the latter has been the dominant approach for IGBT and MOSFET
based modules, see Fig. 2.5(b). One reason for this is the possibility to estimate average chip
junction temperature through on-state voltage at the end of each pulse. This makes it possi-
ble to online monitor the changes during power cycling. This will be discussed in detail in a
following section. The main advantage of A-TC compared to P-TC is the closer resemblance
to real-life operation where the thermal load is generated around the chips. Mainly two mea-
suring schemes are being used: (1) constant junction temperature variation (∆T )[54], (2)
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constant pulse times (ton/to f f )[55]. The difference lies in the methods response to device
degradation. Under constant ∆T the pulse width needs to be varied in order to accommodate
constant loading. This means that if on-state voltage increases due to e.g. bond wire lift-off
the on-state time needs to be decreased an vice versa with lower forward voltage. The second
scheme on the other hand maintains constant pulse time until a given criteria, meaning the
∆T is allowed to vary.[12]
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of power cycling approaches (a) P-TC and (b) A-TC - inspired from
[18].
2.4 Lifetime Estimation
As presented in Cha. 2 there are several different mechanisms creating damage in high power
IGBT modules and for each one a different lifetime estimation method exist. The present
section is limited to models trying to predict wear-out time from thermo-mechanical induced
stress.
Some of the most widely used models for lifetime assessment of power modules sub-
jected to thermal or power cycling are the Coffin-Manson and Arrhenius expanded Coffin-
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Manson models:[2, 8, 10]
N f = A∆Tjα , (2.1)
N f = A∆Tjα exp
(
EA
kBTj,m
)
, (2.2)
where N f is number of cycles to failure and α and A are constant factors describing the im-
pact of ∆Tj. The Arrhenius term was added to incorporate effects induced from the mean
temperature. As will be discussed in a following chapter, the theory behind the Coffin-
Manson model structure is based on the assumption the damage goes within low-cycle fa-
tigue approximations making it possible to separate the elastic and plastic deformation dur-
ing thermal expansion . This leaves the ∆T as the sole stressor thereby motivating the model
structure as in Eq. (2.1). The necessity for including the Arrhenius term in Eq. (2.2), how-
ever, indicates that the assumption is not completely correct. Several physical processes like
diffusion, corrosion, etc. increases with the mean temperature. Accordingly, even though
∆T is within the low-cycle fatigue range it is not the only stressor.
Several expansions have been made of the Coffin-Manson model taking different con-
tributions into account like frequency in the Norris-Landzberg model[56, 57], geometri-
cal inputs like the Bayerer model[58], and models aimed more at specific designs, and
interfaces.[2]. Especially, Uwe Scheuermann and Ralf Schmidt has done extensive work
on constructing a detailed expansion providing a good estimation of expected lifetime under
normal operation[11, 12, 59]. The latest is the SKiM63 lifetime model designed for that
particular module design:
N f = A∆Tjα exp
(
EA
kBTj,m
)
·arβ1∆Tj+β0 ·
(
C+ tonγ
C+1
)
· fchip, (2.3)
where the first term is identical to the Coffin-Manson-Arrhenius model in Eq. (2.2), ar in
the second term is the wire bond aspect ratio with the exponent depending on temperature
variation, the third term is a pulse duration modification with experimentally determined in-
put parameters, and the fourth term ( fchip) is a modification term from chip thickness effects.
Values for the different parameters are listed in [59]. The similarity between all models is its
dependence on ∆T as main stressor and the need for end of life tests to determine the fitting
parameters. While later models, like the SKiM63 in Eq. (2.3), has several component re-
lated inputs it requires a larger number of accelerated tests to provide reliable results. This is
both expensive, time consuming, and in some cases still inaccurate with respect to life under
normal conditions. This will be discussed in detail in Part III, but is related to the failure
mechanism experienced under accelerated conditions not necessarily occurs or dominates
under real life conditions. Furthermore, the obtained model is only valid for the particular
component regarded. Meaning it has to be repeated for updated and new designs as well as
similar devices.
An alternative to the pure empirical/statistical models more physics-of-failure based ap-
proaches have also been suggested. A balance between detail and computational effort is
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essential to maintain usability in real life application. This has yielded suggestions like
changing the Coffin-Manson model input to simple analytical derived plastic strain[43]. As
well as more detailed plastic flow based analysis[15]. A concept being used more and more
is to implement finite element method (FEM) based simulations of temperature distributions
and mechanical stress into the stressor analysis[60–63]. While this significantly increase the
understanding of critical areas in a power module, it is still often limited to only include a
single wire bond or solder layer and is not necessarily directly implemented into the lifetime
model.
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Part II
Accelerated Testing and
Characterization Techniques
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CHAPTER 3
Accelerated Testing and Online Monitoring
The majority of samples regarded are tested using the wind power converter simulator pre-
sented in the following section. However, additional samples are regarded, see Sec. 1.2,
these are stressed under normal accelerated conditions, like standard current loading, or
comes from field use, see paper C.
3.1 Three-Phase Wind Power Converter Simulation
The setup presented in the following section is the accelerated test applied for stressing
modules discussed in several papers, see e.g. E or G. The method is regarded as an advanced
A-TC as the loading is not only a pulsed DC or current ramp, but an actively switched
device. Apart from stressing power modules the setup is also designed to be able to test
online monitoring solutions for assessing chip temperature and interconnection degradation.
Setup maintenance, usage, and design is beyond the scope of this work; only relevance is
to understand loading, monitoring methodology, and other parameters affecting component
performance. Accordingly, only a limited description of the setup is presented here, for
further information see papers D and E or [64, 65].
3.1.1 Test Setup
The setup is designed to simulate one leg in a three-phase wind power converter based on
pulse width modulation (PWM). Accordingly, one device under test (DUT) is in operation
at a time, see Fig. 3.1. For simplicity only the components circulating power is presented in
Fig. 3.1 and all control/sensor components are left out.
The presented setup consists of a DUT, control side (CTRL) power modules, load in-
ductors, and an external power supply delivering the fluctuating power and DC link voltage
(VDC). CTRL modules are used to control the direction of the load current (iL) and thereby
which elements of the DUT are active. A clear benefit of this setup is that the external power
supply only needs to deliver the actual power loss of the setup components as the power is
circulated.
Control of the load current decides which DUT parts are active, with iL > 0 the high
side (HS) IGBT (IHS) and low side (LS) diode (DLS) conducts, and similar with the control
side. When iL < 0 HS diode (DHS) and LS IGBT (ILS) conducts. This also illustrates the
need of at-least two CTRL modules, given that they are identical to the DUT, as the CTRL
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the accelerated test setup applied in [7] and papers D,E.
part would fail together with the DUT. Inductors are included in this particular manner to
ensure even load distribution between CTRL modules.
The DUT is cooled using direct baseplate backside cooling through Danfoss Shower-
Power with a mixture of water and glycol, see [66]. Flow rate of the mixture is maintained
as high as necessary to ensure constant cooling liquid temperature. The primary controlled
stressors are the current amplitude (Itot ), the fundamental frequency ( fout ), and the cooling
temperature (TSP). All relevant parameters are presented in Table 3.1:
Table 3.1: A-TC accelerated wear-out parameters.
Parameter Symbol A-TC
DC link voltage VDC 1000V
Phase displacement φ 2.7rad
Peak load current Itot 922A
Fundamental frequency fout 6Hz
Switching frequency fs 2.5kHz
DC link capacitance C 4mF
ShowerPower temperature TSP 80◦C
3.1.2 Online Monitoring
Online monitoring of temperature sensitive electrical parameters is a used approach for
avoiding catastrophic failures and to some degree a temperature sensor[64, 67, 68]. Effi-
cient health monitoring is essential to avoid critical situations an predict failures. The chip
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temperature measurement helps keep active devices within safe operation ranges[69], for-
ward voltage can be used to detect overload or short circuits, as well as packaging degra-
dation [22]. With regards to material degradation the parameters used in online monitoring
are: vce (wire bonds), Rth (chip thermal path), and gate threshold voltage (gate oxide)[22].
Monitoring the on-state voltage of switching devices is problematic due to the signal
scale compared to applied currents and switching voltages of power devices. Furthermore,
when used as a degradation indicator variations in on-state voltage is on the scale of mV com-
pared to V in absolute value[7]. So measurement precision, data management, and proper
analysis is essential[19].
Monitoring Methodology
With the online measuring of forward voltage the possibility of monitoring changes and
thereby component wear is possible. However, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2(a) the power module
geometry is a complicated structure consisting of numerous layers/components. The ob-
tained voltage is, if regarded as a series of linear resistors, a sum of the voltage drop across
each individual layer/component. Thereby, effects from variation in production can have
huge impact on data off-set as well as contribution weight. Furthermore, which individual
part is displaying wear is difficult to obtain directly from the total potential difference. To
overcome this, two different measure schemes are proposed ∆V1 and ∆V2:
∆V1(n) =VP1(n)−VPre f , (3.1)
∆V2(n) =VP2(n)−VP1(n), (3.2)
VPre f =
1
N
N
∑
n=1
VP1(n),
where n is the power cycle number, and N is chosen high enough to ensure a stable reference
voltage (N > 100). P1 and P2 are the points specified in Fig. 3.2, where the + and − refer to
the component side it is obtained on.
∆V1 specified in Eq. (3.1) clearly describes the change in forward voltage compared to
the reference voltage. If N is chosen correctly this zeroes the signal in the beginning of the
accelerated test and afterwards display the relative change. As will be displayed later on in
Cha. 4, and is discussed in papers C and G, the primary contributor to changes in forward
voltage is the bond wires and chip metallization*1. Accordingly, ∆V1 primarily monitors
changes in topside interconnects and increase in chip mean temperature.
∆V2 on the other hand is different. The measurements of VP1 and VP2 are carried out
at the same load current ic = 900A, but at the rise and fall of the half-cycle, respectively.
Therefore, if conducted on an ideal system in complete steady state the result would be
identical. However, in the time in between P1 and P2 work is performed on the sample by the
applied load resulting in local heating. The resistivity of the metals and forward voltage of
*1Naturally, variation in the chip voltage drop is most significant, however, in the presently regarded load regime
chip degradation is not expected.
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Figure 3.2: Online forward voltage for one power cycle, the chosen points are obtained at
900A. The figure is from paper E.
the semiconductor chips are temperature dependent meaning that VP2 >VP1
*2. So in principle
∆V2 gives a measure of degree of heating or resulting cooling between P1 and P2. The main
heat path between chip and baseplate is through the solder which thereby is the primary
contributor to changes in thermal impedance.
To summarize, ∆V1 and ∆V2 provide an online monitoring methodology able to separate
chip topside (wire bonds and metallization) from bottom side (solder) degradation, from each
other. Furthermore, as will be discussed in the following this enables removal of samples
from operation prior to complete failure preventing catastrophic events and making pre-
failure investigations possible.
3.1.3 Power Cycle Results
A number of samples were tested in the setup with the primary listed in Table 3.2. With a
stable test system the initial sample (PM1) was power cycled until complete failure requiring
5.1MC. This was done to have a relative sample lifetime under the specifications listed in
Table 3.1. Naturally, this is not an acceptable way to carry out lifetime estimation tests, but
for now it is used to have a relative description of each sample.
Four other samples were tested to different stages in the relative lifetime - 4.5MC,
3.5MC, 2.5MC, and 1.3MC*3. All samples were monitored online while power cycling and
measurements across the IGBT at P1+ and P2+ for PM1-PM4 samples are presented in Fig.
*2The main power-loss occurs in the chips, see Sec. 7.1, so the heating effects are most significant on the chip
voltage.
*3As discussed in paper G this sample displayed very early changes in the forward voltage, and should as such
not be compared directly to the remaining.
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Table 3.2: Power module samples subjected to A-TC. The notation in column one and four
refers to the notation applied in papers E and G, respectively.
Power Module Number of A-TC Condition Abbreviation
PM0 0 Fabrication ANew
PM1 5103000−5.1MC Catastrophic failure F100%
PM2 4500000−4.5MC Operational E90%
PM3 3526200−3.5MC Operational D70%
PM4 2512800−2.5MC Operational C50%
PM5 1315800−1.3MC*3 Operational B25%
3.3.
The earlier discussed difference in sample offset is clearly observed as well as the large
v c
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Figure 3.3: Online voltage difference at P1+ and P2+ across IGBT for samples PM1-PM4.
Images is from paper E.
scale difference between absolute values and voltage increase. Additionally, the increase
from P1 to P2 is seen to also display a small offset which is expected to be linked with the
cooling liquid temperature, see paper E.
In Figs. 3.4 ∆V1 are presented for the sample diodes. A clear tendency of the diode LS
failing first is observed for the PM1 and PM2 sample. In the final part of the PM1 lifetime
very large changes, resembling avalanche effects, are observed in ∆V1. This is consistent
with earlier reported results on forward monitoring, see [27, 53, 70, 71]. On the diode HS an
increase is still observed but not on the same scale as the LS.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.4(a) the curves are separated into three categories - nor-
mal/fundamental wear, accelerated wear, and catastrophic failure. The first step is observed
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Figure 3.4: ∆V1 for diode LS (a) and diode HS (b) as a function of number of cycles n. Image
is from paper E.
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on both LS and HS diodes with an early increase in ∆V1 in the first MC for nearly all sam-
ples. This is attributed to the modules reaching a new quasi-static state after being placed
into operation. Accelerated wear is only observed in the LS diode, which is due to geometri-
cal effects. This is discussed in detail in Part III. Similar results, to the ones observed in Fig.
3.4(b), are available for the IGBT chips in paper E.
In Fig. 3.5 ∆V2 is presented for the samples’ LS diode. Apart from the offset of PM1
no notable increase is observed indicating limited solder degradation during the A-TC. The
large variation in signal observed is mainly regarded as noise. One way to limit the noise
effects is to increase the time between P1 and P2. When obtained at ic = 900A only a limited
amount of relative heat-up is possible. By regarding the online voltage at ic = 700− 800A,
where the chip temperature is still shown theoretically to increase in Sec. 8.1 the signal to
noise ratio would be improved.
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Figure 3.5: ∆V2 for LS diode as a function of number of cycles n. Image is from paper E.
Preliminary Post-test Investigation
Preliminary post-test investigations are carried out prior to the detailed techniques presented
in the following chapters. This is carried out during the initial steps of the micro-sectioning
process described in Table 5.1. It is primarily a visual inspection recording macroscopic
changes as illustrated for PM1 in Figs. 3.6.
PM1 was stressed until complete failure which resulted in power module explosion, as
seen in Fig. 3.6(b). While the explosion is observed as most severe around section 4-6 in
Fig. 3.6(a) the majority of module chips (LS and HS) are no longer functioning. Section 3
is displayed without silicone gel in Fig. 3.6(c) where the majority of bond wires are seen to
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have lifted. However, whether this is from fatigue or module explosion is unresolved. This
underlines the necessity of online monitoring for failure investigation as well as avoiding
catastrophic events.
In Table 3.3 visual inspection results on the remaining samples are presented. Surpris-
ingly, the sample displaying most drastic visual change is PM2. However, as indicated in
PM4, production variation is also observed which could be a reason for the effects in PM2.
(a) Image of PM1 module without plastic housing.
(b) Exploded part of power module
housing.
(c) Topographic image of section 3.
Figure 3.6: Preliminary post-test investigations of PM1 module, (a) before removal of sili-
cone gel, (b) before removing plastic housing, and (c) section 3 after removal of gel.
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Table 3.3: Preliminary post-test visual investigation of PM1-5.
Power Module Section Sub-component Observation
PM1 All - Catastrophic failure
PM2 - - -
PM3 S1 DHS wires 1 and 8 One bond lifted.
DHS wires 2-7 Wires lifted-off.
S3 DLS wires 1,6,7 One bond lifted.
DLS wires 8-10 Wires lifted-off.
S4 DLS wires 8-10 One bond lifted.
PM4 S6 DHS wire 1 Bonding production error.
PM5 S6 DLS wire 5 One bond lifted.
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CHAPTER 4
Four-Point Probing
In this chapter the four-point probing approach for degradation assessment of power module
interconnects is presented. By four-point probing an actual estimate of the present state of
the individual elements of the power module can be obtained in a non-destructive manner.
Results obtained through the method are presented in papers C and G.
4.1 Forward Voltage and Material Degradation
In Sec. 3.1.2 the concept of monitoring changes in the forward voltage for degradation
estimation is presented. As illustrated in Fig. 1.2(a) the current path through a typical power
module is across numerous layers, including the Cu pad, chip solder, semiconductor chips,
chip metallization, bond wires, etc. Accordingly, which single or multiple elements are
degrading is not distinguishable by the full voltage drop. On top of this the full power module
normally consist of several sections acting in parallel to obtain high current capabilities.
Introducing a fracture, void, or foreign object into an interface is well-known to affect
the voltage across the given interface[8, 22, 49, 51]. The concept of using the voltage drop
as a degradation indicator is therefore applicable, one only needs to separate the individual
components. By applying four probes, two current carrying and two voltage sensors, the
potential difference across the probes are left out and only the voltage drop between the
sensors are included. This is a common technique for high resolution measuring of local
electrical properties[72, 73]. The necessity for this technique is twofold:
1. Sensors should not contribute to the final result.
2. Voltage drop across a full power module section is on the V scale where fracturing
effects are on the mV scale.
In Fig. 4.1 a cross-sectional view of a bond wire/IGBT interface is presented. This illustrates
the concept of using forward voltage as degradation parameter - the fracture decreases the
effective bond area thereby increasing the effective resistance. The created difference is not
only due to the reduced wire area but also the additional distance the current needs to travel
inside the metallization.
The different measuring schemes applied in the present work are outlined in the follow-
ing section.
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400μm 50μm
Figure 4.1: Cross-sectional view of wire bond on top of IGBT chip. The presented image is
from paper C.
4.2 Four-Point Probing Setup
In order to measure the voltage drop across a given interface a sensor current (Itot ) has to
be applied to the sample. This is applied through the section terminals as illustrated in Fig.
4.4(a)*1. The applied current is in principle only limited by the sample chip specifications,
however, presently the sensor current is limited to 5A maximum. The motivation for this
rather low current, compared to the regarded sample, is the purpose of investigating sample
material degradation. No additional damage should be created and resistive heating in the
sample only distorts the results. Furthermore, results are to be compared between different
samples, therefore the substrate temperature needs to be maintained as stable as possible at
a specified value. This is ensured in two steps:
1. Substrate temperature is controlled using proportional-integral-derivative (PID) con-
trol. The current applied to a series of Peltier elements are modulated using the rela-
tive difference between the ceramic surface temperature and the desired temperature.
A thermocouple on top of the sample ceramic is used to measure the ceramic surface
temperature, see Fig. 4.2.
2. The sensor current is applied in short pulses (ton) with a pause in between (to f f ) for
sample cooldown. Forward voltage is measured after reaching steady state conditions
ensuring a minimum of transient effects, see Fig. 4.3. The current is increased in steps
of 0.2A from 0 to 5A.
Ensuring everything is running in steady state is essential in order to rule out all capacitive
and inductive effects of the regarded geometry.
In principle the gate voltage of the IGBTs as well as the substrate temperature could be
*1The placement of the voltage sensors is discussed in a following section.
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varied similar to the sensor current to obtain additional data. In the presented data, however,
only substrate temperatures of 40 and 50◦C and a 15V gate voltage is used.
Sample
Peltier elements
Al block
Thermal insulation
Thermocouple
T PID ctrl
Figure 4.2: Schematic of the temperature control system in the four-point probing setup.
t
Itot
i1
i2
i3
v1
v2
v3
ton toff
Figure 4.3: Pulse structure of applied sensor current.
4.2.1 Power Module Measuring Scheme
The power modules regarded are similar with regard to design and type of active compo-
nents, see Sec. 1.2. Therefore a common measurement scheme is designed for all samples,
with the primary ones outlined in Figs. 4.4. The three presented are referred to as terminal
measurement (4.4(a)), chip measurement (4.4(b)), and bond wire investigation (4.4(c)). In
all cases the current sensors are attached to the relevant section terminals as illustrated in
Figs. 1.5. The presented examples are for the IGBT chips, but the approach is similar for the
diodes.
Terminal measurements are simple in the sense that only one measurement is necessary
as the importance of position of the two sensor probes on the terminal pads is limited. All
subcomponents and layers are contributing to the signal, meaning that results are only viable
for a quick view of section state.
In chip measurements the sensor probes are placed as illustrated in Fig. 4.4(b) - one
on the Cu pad and on the chip surface, respectively. Position of both probes are important
with respect to comparing results between different samples and especially the chip surface
probe is sensitive. The reason for this is the geometry and local state of the chip metal-
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(a) Measurement between section terminals.
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Chips
Chip solder
(b) Solder, chip, metalliza-
tion voltage drop.
Bond wires
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V1
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(c) Bond wire measure-
ments.
Figure 4.4: Four-point probing measurement schemes on individual sections of regarded
IGBT modules. The illustrated example is through the section IGBT chips.
lization. While the Cu pads and Al wires thickness is 300− 500µm the Al metallization is
only 4− 6µm. Meaning that small voids, flaws, cracks, etc. has a much larger impact on
the measured signal. This is an advantage when investigating degree of degradation it also
leaves the possibility to probe regions with singularities not necessarily representative for
the entire chip. Therefore, several chip measurements are performed on each chip with the
probe placed on several locations - four corners, side centres, and chip centre.
Wire measurements are the most complicated with respect to procedure. All regarded
samples have more than ten wires in each power module section, leaving two options: mea-
suring all wires together or on each individual wire. Both approaches are used, the initial one
to asses if further measurements are relevant and the latter to single out degradation of indi-
vidual wires. Measuring across all wires without chip included removes the IGBT vce out of
the signal thereby increasing the resolution significantly. Measuring on each individual wire
is separated into two steps: (1) wire current distribution and (2) wire bond voltage. These
two are illustrated in Fig. 4.4(c). Obtaining the wire current is carried out by placing the
probes with a known distance (l2) in between on the wire curve and measuring the voltage
difference (V2). As the geometry in between the probes are well-known the current passing
through wire iw is derived from V2. iw can then be used to assess the current status of the
wire bonds or the quality of the design. If combined with the voltage difference (V1) from
the wire heel to the wire curvature the effective resistance (Rw) of each wire may be derived.
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4.3 Results
The presented four-point probing results are limited to the samples regarded in paper G.
Additional results are seen in paper C. Only measurements on the bond wires are discussed
in the thesis, additional results are available in the papers.
4.3.1 Wire Current Distribution
In Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 the relative wire current (iw/Itot ) in the ten wires bonded to the LS and
HS components of Fig. 1.5(b) are presented. Itot is the current applied to the total section
meaning iw/Itot is the fractional current in the given wire. The samples are, as discussed
in Sec. 3.1, stressed additionally on the diodes meaning additional degradation are to be
expected on these.
If one regards the distribution on the new samples in Fig. 4.5 the current is seen to
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Figure 4.5: Diode wire current distribution of LS (a) and HS (b) together with topographic
image (c).
behave according to geometry. An almost even distribution, except outer wires (w1 and
w10), between wires is observed consistent with the even placement on the chip, see Fig.
4.5(c). The increased current in w1 and w10 is attributed to the additional metallization area
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available near the edge as well as lower temperature.
As expected selected samples, especially LS, are displaying wire bond wear. Centre
wires are seen to carry a lower current after being subjected to A-TC which is consistent
with thermo-mechanical simulations presented in a following chapter. Further discussion
regarding actual degradation is carried out in the following section.
In contrast to the diode current distribution the IGBT clearly displays geometrical effects.
Center wires (w4−w7) are carrying additional current due to the increased metallization
surface around the gate wire pad, see Fig. 4.6(c). Furthermore, the variation between the
stressed samples and the new one is limited indicating either reduced or homogeneous wear.
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Figure 4.6: IGBT wire current distribution of LS (a) and HS (b) together with topographic
image (c).
4.3.2 Change in Effective Resistance
By combining wire current with the voltage difference across the wire bonds an effective
resistance is obtained, see Figs. 4.7 and 4.8.
Figs. 4.7 shows the change in effective resistance of the LS and HS side, respectively. A
clear tendency of increased wear in the LS diodes are observed - resistance changes are in Ω
compared to mΩ on the HS. It is presented in a following chapter that even though the test
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setup is designed to place even loading between LS and HS, the LS diode is experiencing
increased stress due to geometry. However, even when taking this into consideration the
degradation pattern in Fig. 4.7(a) should still be proportional to the number of A-TC. The
reason for the vast differences between wear and number of cycles is due to, as illustrated
by singling out sample D70%-S3, very severe damage on specific sections. These drastic
differences observed are suspected to be related to fabrication variation, which with respect
to thermo-mechanical degradation is known to have significant impact[8, 22, 59]. The severe
impact is created by avalanche effects - if one wire is poorly bonded and lifts-off early all
surrounding wires are stressed additionally. This is observed from wire to wire, chip to
chip, and section to section. If one removes all sections (S2-S4) of D70% displaying highly
increased wear from the analysis, the change in effective resistance is below E90%*2. A
similar situation is observed in the diode HS for the C50% but at a much lower scale.
Change in resistance or degree of degradation of the IGBT chips’ wire bonds are much
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Figure 4.7: Change in effective diode wire resistance of LS wires (a) and HS wires (b).
more consistent with number of cycles. At the same time the degree of degradation between
IGBT LS 4.8(a) and HS 4.8(b) are on the same level. The even degradation is consistent
*2The high impact from product variation clearly illustrate the necessity for a large number of samples, even
when conducting micro-analysis.
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with thermal simulations presented in Sec. 8.1.
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Figure 4.8: Change in effective IGBT wire resistance of LS wires (a) and HS wires (b).
4.4 Four-Point Probing Perspectives
The non-destructive nature of the characterization method opens up for possibilities regard-
ing mapping of mechanical degradation patterns inside power modules. It is possible to con-
duct similar measurements as presented through the power module silicone gel and placing
the component back into operation. This would enable a detailed mapping of the degradation
field as a function of number of cycles/loading, thereby enabling the possibility to verify de-
tailed degradation simulation. From the advanced modelling, geometry optimization would
be possible as an alternative to accelerated testing in the early stages of the design phase.
In the later stages testing are still essential in order to overcome the issue of fabrication
variation.
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Micro-Sectioning
This chapter introduces the micro-sectioning approach developed for analysing present state
of stressed power modules as well as quality and robustness of new devices. The method is
primarily used for analysing wire/chip interfaces but could in principle be employed on any
geometry. Results obtained through the method are presented in papers A, B, C, D, E, and
G.
5.1 Cross-Sectional Analysis
In Sec. 1 basic layouts of IGBT modules are presented. These are complex structures con-
sisting of numerous materials and sub-components. Accordingly, characterization of a given
region/interface is complicated on many levels. A problematic often increased by the me-
chanical state of the regarded sample. With respect to investigation of failure mechanisms
the samples of interest are in a damaged state prior to the characterization. This renders it
necessary to place considerable effort in maintaining a steady state after beginning a given
investigation.
Presently, the main interest is thermo-mechanical degradation of power module inter-
connects leaving the solder layers, metallization, and bond wires as the weakest elements.
Based on this a method of obtaining cross-sectional views of the given interfaces are nec-
essary to investigate the degradation process and the robustness of the components. This
can be carried out using advanced equipment, like focused ion beam (FIB), but with limited
investigation area and problems with layered structures like the transition from ceramic to
Cu. Instead, large scale investigations are based on a simple micro-sectioning approach cen-
tred on: (1) embedding the sample in epoxy for protection (see Figs. 5.1), (2) mechanical
removal of unnecessary parts, (3) mechanical grinding until reaching desired interface, (4)
fine grade polishing, and (5) optical microscopy.
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(a) Top view of IGBT chip embed-
ded in epoxy.
(b) Side view of IGBT chip embed-
ded in epoxy.
Figure 5.1: IGBT chip on top of DCB substrate cast in epoxy. Images are from paper A.
5.1.1 Bond Wire Grain Structure
In Secs. 1.1 and 2.2.1 bond wire interconnects as well as the concept of bond wire related
failure mechanisms are introduced. Here it is discussed that the microscopical structure of
the Al-wire/chip interface and its robustness is directly coupled. More precisely the granular
structure of the metallic connection is an important factor in its strength. The reason for
this is most easily described through fundamental fracture mechanics, see Sec. 7.4, for now,
however, we merely accept that knowledge regarding the microscopical structure is needed.
Obtaining the grain structure of pure Al in a layered system is problematic, as the contrast
in the Al is often caused by impurities. The missing contrast across the Al is further lowered
by the surrounding layers in the geometry. Therefore, mechanical separation of the relevant
components as well methods like electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) and electro-
chemical etching may be employed to visualize the change in crystal structure.
Color Metallography
Natural occurring differences in color on smooth polished pure metal surfaces is not a com-
monly observed phenomena using standard optical techniques. Multiple techniques for pro-
moting color contrast on the surface exist based on both microscopy techniques and addi-
tional surface treatment.[74, 75]
With respect to characterization technique the present introduction is centred around
optical microscopy- and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) methods. The four main tech-
niques applied in standard optical microscopes are based on: (1) bright field, (2) dark field,
(3) interference contrast, and (4) polarized light. All mentioned techniques, except the one
based on polarized light, can be carried out on standard purely polished surfaces. However,
in these cases the color contrast between grains or across grain boundaries are created by
strong non-isotropic changes. With the use of polarized light the metal surface needs to be
subjected to an anodization prior to investigation. When regarding pure Al and many Al-
alloys the latter approach is preferable[76–78]. With regard to SEM numerous approaches
for examination of crystallographic structure and composition exists. In the present work
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the electro-etching setup.
only standard SEM techniques like secondary- and backscattered electron images combined
with FIB and EBSD are considered. In all cases, however, the imaging are often limited by
the scale of the equipment. FIB milling across a mm thick interface is not ideal, accordingly,
a combination of mechanical treatment, optical analysis of full sample, and SEM investiga-
tion of specific regions is the ideal approach.[74, 75]
Anodization of Al Surface
Anodization of smooth pure Al is an electrolytic process increasing the thickness of the
natural metal oxide. Normally, the oxide growth is epitaxial making the process ideal for
investigation of grain structure under polarized light. The most commonly used solution for
pure Al and Al-alloys is the so-called Barker’s reagent combined with a potential difference.
Barker’s reagent is normally mixed with 10ml fluoroboric acid (HBF4) (35%) in 200ml wa-
ter. The etching time and voltage difference in the electro-etching depends on the situation,
presently the samples are etched for 2−3 minutes with 20−30V depending on sample, see
Fig. 5.2.[75, 76]
5.2 Experimental Procedure
The procedure described in Table 5.1 depends highly on the regarded module and interface
of interest. The presented approach is designed to reach the bond wire/chip interface of the
module introduced in Fig. 1.2 and Table 1.1. In order to regard another interface or module
type the procedure should be modified accordingly.
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Table 5.1: Step-by-step description of the experimental procedure in the power module dis-
assembly process. During step a-1 preliminary post-test investigations are conducted and
prior to step a-4 any four-point probing measurements are carried out.
Step: Procedure:
(a) Baseplate removal (1) Remove plastic housing without pulling silicone
gel away from surface elements.
(2) Separation of parallel sections by cutting of
baseplate in between.
(3) Dissolve silicone gel.
(4) Embed sections into epoxy for sample protec-
tion.
(5) Removal of baseplate from section by horizontal
cutting in parallel with DCB.
(b) Sub-element division (1) Vertical cutting through DCB for separation of
IGBTs, diodes, etc.
(2) Re-embedding of sub-elements into epoxy.
(c) Chip/wire isolation (1) Grinding from the backside of the DCB and up-
wards toward the chip interface.
(2) Remaining Cu and baseplate solder is removed
using rough grade SiC paper.
(3) Ceramic is removed using a diamond based dish.
(4) DCB upper Cu layer and chip solder is removed
using fine grade SiC paper.
(d) Wire/chip interface (1) Rough grade SiC paper grinding until reaching
chip side.
(2) SiC paper polishing until reaching wire/chip
interface of interest. The paper roughness is de-
creased in steps until reaching the interface.
(3) DiaDuo 3µm diamond suspension polishing for
removal of SiC paper polishing lines.
(4) OP-U - 40nm colloidal silica suspended particle
polishing.
(5) Electro-chemical etching of interface for grain
structure visualization.
Throughout the entire process one should keep in mind the problems connected with
handling layered structures. The Al-wire, for instance, has a much lower hardness than the
Si-chip or cast epoxy. Accordingly, the risk of embedding either foreign elements or residue
from the surrounding layers into the Al is significant. These elements should be removed
prior to the final steps in the polishing process.
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5.3 Results
Application of the micro-sectioning procedure listed in Table 5.1 was primarily used for two
purposes: bonding optimization and bond wire degradation investigation. Additionally, re-
construction effects in the chip metallization were investigated prior to embedding in epoxy.
5.3.1 Wire Bonding Optimization
To investigate the possibility of optimizing the standard US bonding process only by micro-
structural investigation a series of test samples were fabricated. Two types of pure (99.99%)
Al wire (A and B) were regarded each bonded to a standard IGBT module section layout, see
Fig. 1.2(b), with three power settings. To summarize this means that six different fabricated
sections were regarded (A1−A3 and B1−B3) were each section contained three types of
bonded wire interfaces: (1) on top of the Cu-pad, (2) diode, and (3) IGBT. To validate the
obtained results standard shear tests were performed on identical samples for comparison.
Shear test results as well as a detailed fabrication description are presented in paper B.
A clear tendency of a relation between initial wire structure, bonding parameters, and
bond quality was evident. This is as would be expected by considering the bonding process
as described in Sec. 1 [28–32]. The fundamental difference between wires A and B was clear
from grain structure analysis of the wire outside the bonding region. This is partly illustrated
in 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) which display cross-sectional images of the wires near the initiation the
wire/chip bond.
The structural difference observed between wire type A and B is related to the grain
structure in both size and distribution. In wire type A large grains ranging from 10 to 70µm
is observed with the size depending on position - grains near the wall are smaller than at the
centre. In contrast the grains in wire type B are only 5 to 20µm in diameter and are homo-
geneously distributed with respect to size. This initial difference in wire structure changes
the US bonding process as the wire hardness is governed by the grain size through the Hall-
Petch relation[79], see Eq. (7.47). Recrystallization of the structure into smaller grains is
also the main purpose, as discussed in Sec. 1.1.1, in order to create a refinement area on top
of the chip with a high yield strength.
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Figure 5.3: End-view images of samples A3 and B3 close to the initiation (5.3(a) and 5.3(b))
and around the middle (5.3(c) and 5.3(d)) of a wire/IGBT interface. Images are from paper
B.
In Figs. 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) end-view cross-sectional images are presented of the same
samples but closer to the bond centre. In contrast to the cross-sectional images near the bond
initiation the bonding process has affected the wire structure significantly. Refined areas are
observed near the wire/chip interface. An oval structure is observer, i.e. deeper refinement
in the wire around the middle and more shallow at the edges. This is consistent with the
bonding approach presented in paper B. The refined area of sample A3 appears larger than in
B3 in the presented images, however, this effect is primarily created by the large difference
between bulk grains and refined grains. In Fig. 5.3(d) the transition from a refined region to
what could be referred to as a bulk region is gradual whereas in Fig. 5.3(c) it is more abrupt.
Which situation is ideal depends highly on the component application, and thereby the ex-
perienced stress by the interface. While an abrupt transition from refined to bulk grains is an
ideal region for crack propagation the load itself has to high enough to reach the region and
travel. Similarly, the gradual transition provides many possible propagation regions without
any of them being between critically large grains.
End-view cross-sectional images were obtained on all samples for many interfaces. A
clear connection between applied power and refinement area height was obtained thereby ex-
plaining the difference observed in the shear test. Furthermore, by obtaining several cross-
sectional images of the same wire/chip interface, with a given distance in between, a 3D
reconstruction of the refinement region, as well as the wire deformation, was constructed.
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This is discussed in detail in paper B.
Structure of the refinement region as well as the wire deformation is illustrated in Fig.
Figure 5.4: 3D reconstruction of a B1 wire/IGBT interface, the grain refinement region
approximately spans half an ellipsoid. Figure is from paper B.
5.4. The ellipsoidal shape of the refined area is in accordance with the observed residue left
from the shear test and earlier studies in bond footprints [29]. Similarly, the outer wire shape
is in accordance with the plastic flow occurring during bonding.
End-view cross-sectional images provide a strong investigation of the refinement region
as well as the wire deformation. However, fractures are normally initiated near the bond
heel or toe[25, 43, 80]. This is linked with the wire/chip interface termination being a nat-
ural crack initiation site. So a proper closure of the bonding process could be as significant
as small grains in the refinement region. In Fig. 5.5(a) a side view cross-sectional image of
an entire bond wire curve on top of a diode is presented. The grain structure is visible for
the entire curvature giving a strong impression on the plastic deformation occurring during
bonding. Together with the wire cross-section, enlarged images of the bond termination is
provided for both interfaces, see Figs. 5.5(b)-5.5(e). Even though identical bond parame-
ters are used for both interfaces in the fabrication a clear difference in bond termination is
observed. This is believed to be created by the stepwise bonding process commonly used.
In papers C and F it is shown experimentally and theoretically that the stress and therefore
degradation level on the different power module wire bonds are not identical. A problematic
which could be further complicated by imperfect bond termination.
To summarize, the bond optimization process through micro-sectioning analysis showed
that a number of parameters affect the bond quality: material composition and structure of
original wire, US bonding parameters, steps in the bonding procedure in between bonds.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Side view cross-sectional image of wire curve on top of a diode from B3.
(b-e) Magnified images of the interface corresponding to the inserts shown in 5.5(a). Dashed
line in panel (c) is given for better visualization of the junction between the wire and metal-
lization. See text for details. Images are from paper B.
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5.3.2 Bond Wire Fatigue
Bond optimization based on interface characterization of new samples can only be used to
increase the absolute bond strength and assess the probable fracture path. With regard to
fatigue bond strength and the actual fracture path as a function of load one needs to charac-
terize samples stressed under the given conditions.
In Figs. 5.6 three cross-sectional views of wire/IGBT interfaces are presented. Fig.
5.6(a) displays a new sample from B1 with a terminated bond which should reduce the frac-
ture speed. In contrast Figs. 5.6(b) and 5.6(c) show a wire/IGBT interface from F100% which
did not have the same bond termination and after being subjected to A-TC displays clear
tendencies of delamination. The images are obtained at the same position, as indicated by
the fracture, before and after the sample was electro-etched. Without electro-etching the
delamination process is observable, but without actual knowledge of the fracture path. Ap-
plying electro-etching and polarized light in the characterization reveals much more detail
regarding the wire lift-off. In this example the grains near the chip surface are not refined
significantly indicating a poorly bonded wire, see Sec. 5.3.1. The fracturing is observed to
occur between chip and grains, and not inside the wire itself. An example of the initiation
of a vertical propagating fracture is illustrated but its direction and that the delamination has
passed it indicates it is not likely to continue if the sample was placed back in operation.
Furthermore, in Fig. 5.6(c) the actual length of the delamination process is more clear than
in Fig. 5.6(b) due to the contrast provided under polarized light.
(a) Ideal IGBT Al wire bond. (b) IGBT bond wire from F100%. (c) Sample 5.6(b) etched.
Figure 5.6: Example of failure analysis using micro-sectioning approach with and without
electro-etching. Images are from paper A.
Bond Wire Lift-Off in A-TC Power Modules
As introduced in Sec. 3.1 an accelerated test setup simulating wind power converter con-
ditions was build and used for stressing a number of power modules, see Table 3.2. In the
given samples a clear tendency of wire lift-off related failure mechanisms was observed in
nearly all samples, see Sec. 4.3 and paper G for additional details.
In Figs. 5.7 three cross-sectional images of wire/chip interfaces are presented. Fig.
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5.7(a) shows a stitch bond on top of a diode from ANew. The bond termination is not as ideal
as observed in Fig. 5.6(a) but more like in Fig. 5.5(c) which is an ideal source of fracture
initiation. Similar images are presented for a stitched bond on top of a diode 5.7(b) and an
IGBT 5.7(c) but after electro-etching. The difference in the wire curve after the stitch bonds
displayed in the figures are another clear source of unnecessary stress. After diode bonds the
wire is observed to rise significantly steeper than at IGBT bonds. This has been shown to
directly affect the wire bond lifetime[45, 80].
Compared to optimized samples as discussed in Sec. 5.3.1 the Al grains are extremely
(a) Wire/chip interface on the diode of ANew.
(b) Wire/chip interface on the diode of ANew electro-
etched.
(c) Wire/chip interface on the IGBT of ANew electro-
etched.
Figure 5.7: Wire/chip interfaces on top of diode (a)-(b) and IGBT (c) from a new power
module (ANew).
large. This has a direct impact on the wire lift-off process as illustrated in the following
figures. Figs. 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 presents cross-sections of wire/chip interfaces of IGBT
end bonds from samples C50%, D70%, and E90%, respectively. In all figures the wire lift-off
process is observed as a hybrid of wire delamination and actual intergranular fracturing. In
Fig. 5.8 a significant part of the wire bond is already fractured and the crack is seen to move
close to the chip surface. But the fracture is primarily seen to move between grains or in-
tergranular as would be expected. However, when regarding samples subjected to a higher
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number of cycles, see Fig. 5.9 and 5.10, the fracture path is seen to move within grains, or
transgranular, as well. In both interfaces the bond degradation process is close to wire lift-off
and especially E90% displays many transgranular fractures.
All-in-all the wire fatigue observed in the samples are consistent with the wire bond
Figure 5.8: Wire/chip interface of end bond on IGBT from C50%. The insert illustrates the
fractured area and the position of the crack tip.
Figure 5.9: Wire/chip interface of end bond on IGBT from D70%. The insert illustrates the
fractured area, position of the crack tip, and an transgranular fracture.
quality in the new samples. The large grains makes the fracture propagate close to the chip
surface, and not inside the wire itself as would be preferred. Furthermore, the grains are of
so large a diameter that the fracturing tends to occur transgranular at later stages in lifetime.
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Figure 5.10: Wire/chip interface of end bond on IGBT from E90%. A large number of trans-
granular fractures are observed.
5.3.3 Metallization Reconstruction
Prior to embedding the samples regarded in Sec. 5.3.2 in epoxy the chip metallizations were
investigated using SEM imaging and FIB milling. The power cycling load was designed to
stress the diodes most severely which is also apparent in the state of the metallization. Under
the conditions experienced by the IGBTs no metallization damage are observed, see Figs.
5.11(a) and 5.11(b):
On the diodes, however, severe reconstruction effects were observed on both LS and HS
20μm
(a) Topographic SEM image of
IGBT from ANew.
20μm
(b) Topographic SEM image of
IGBT from E90%.
Figure 5.11: IGBT metallization images from (a) ANew and (b) E90%.
chips. Furthermore, there was a clear difference between degree of degradation near the chip
centre and the edge. In Figs. 5.12 topographic images of the metallization obtained by SEM
is presented near the edge (a), (c), (e) and near the centre (b), (d), (f) on LS diodes from
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C50%, D70%, and E90%, respectively. Degree of reconstruction is not distinguishable between
LS and HS components.
The difference between edge and centre images, as well as the degree of degradation
being proportional to number of cycles, is consistent with metallization reconstruction being
a thermally induced low-cycle fatigue process. This is discussed in detail in Cha. 7.1. Near
the end of the module lifetime the metallization is observed to be in a sheet like structure
instead of a solid film. This could be a critical situation with either highly reduced film
thickness or loss of contact to parts of the semiconductor.
In Fig. 5.13 FIB milling has been employed to create cross-sectional images of the met-
allization to investigate the vertical reconstruction effects. A clear increase of cavity depths
are observed when increasing number of cycles or when comparing chip edges to centre.
The reconstruction process appears solely thermally induced. No sign of electro-migration
or severe diffusion processes are observed. However, this is not conclusive, additional tests
without current loading are needed.
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(a) C50% LS diode edge. (b) C50% LS diode centre.
(c) D70% LS diode edge. (d) D70% LS diode centre.
(e) E90% LS diode edge. (f) E90% LS diode centre.
Figure 5.12: Diode metallization surface SEM images of A-TC samples.
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(a) C50% LS diode centre.
(b) E90% LS diode centre.
Figure 5.13: Diode metallization SEM/FIB cross-sectional images of A-TC samples.
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Part III
Degradation Modelling
61

CHAPTER 6
Dynamic Modelling Approach
As presented in Sec. 2.4 the most commonly used model for lifetime estimation of package
related failure mechanisms in power modules has been based in the Coffin-Manson model,
see Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3).
The simplicity of the models are both an advantage and disadvantage. In principle they
can be applied to any element failing from thermo-mechanical induced degradation, how-
ever, one needs to obtain component specific parameters from fitting to test data. In high
power electronics the expected component lifetime often exceeds 10 years, accordingly, one
needs accelerated conditions to obtain lifetime information within a reasonable time frame.
This is also the commonly used approach, as presented in Sec. 2.4. Component performance
at normal operation is then obtained by data extrapolation. While this approach has been
useful for more than a decade, it has begun to be problematic in recent years. There are
several reasons for this:
1. The simplicity of the model does not take into account the effect of the geometry and
material composition. These effects have to be obtained through the fitting parameters.
It has been reported that changes of e.g. wire curvature alone as well as bond footprint
affect the lifetime directly.[80, 81]
2. With ∆T as only input parameter and only one set of fitting parameters attached to the
stressor the model assumes the eventual failure is either a single mechanism or a series
of mechanisms connected to ∆T with a constant grouping.
3. Failure mechanisms observed under accelerated conditions are not necessarily occur-
ring at normal operation.
4. Variation in production quality requires a very large quantity of wear-out tests.[59]
The first problematic has in later years been sought solved by increasing the number of
fitting and input parameters in the same way the Arrhenius factor was added in Eq. (2.2),
see [12, 14, 59]. However, this still only delivers a functioning lifetime model at accelerated
conditions as well as for the particular module tested. In the following section the overall
idea and structure of the proposed degradation model is presented.
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6.1 Model Structure
In principle all degradation models in cyclic systems are based on the same steps: load,
damage, recovery. These process steps run simultaneously and continue to do so until
reaching a given failure condition. In the present situation the regarded problem is electro-
thermo-mechanical degradation of interconnects in high power IGBT modules. To construct
a degradation model for this system one need to understand the load conditions, relevant
sub-components, and degrading elements. The power modules of interest are primarily used
for power conversion in high power application fields, e.g. wind mills or automotive. Based
on this the model presented in Fig. 6.1 is proposed.
Due to the complexity of the regarded system, the model is as far as possible sought
divided into steps. In Fig. 6.1 four primary sections constitute the model: (1) power loss,
(2) temperature field, (3) solid mechanics, and (4) material degradation. These are all in-
terconnected as partly illustrated by the lines in the flow chart. This may be explained by
regarding an interface between to arbitrary conducting materials subjected to a pulsed DC
current. With the current running both materials are heated up due to resistive losses and
materials expand. With a CTE mismatch a stress is induced in the interface which over time
may cause material damage due to stress relaxation. This affects the current distribution and
thereby the power loss etc.
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Degradation
Model
The degradation model
can be initiated at any
step by inserting the re-
quired input (ic, T , p).
Power Loss
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Input ic(~r, t, T )
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Damage,
δD(~r, δt)
Repair,
ρ(D, δt)
Degradation
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Figure 6.1: Flow chart of electro-thermo-mechanical degradation model of power module
interconnects.
If one expands the two layer model to regard a full component in real life application
the before mentioned example is too simple. This is sought illustrated in Fig. 6.1 with the
secondary branches. Compared to the two part slab the geometry of interest is no longer only
passive components. Instead several active elements affect the current distribution. Based
on this the power loss is no longer only conduction losses but also semiconductor switching
losses, blocking losses, etc. Furthermore, all power loss calculations are highly temperature
dependent linking step (1) and (2) closely in the model. The thermal modelling is simi-
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larly complicated. Under operation power modules are actively cooled down to limit power
losses, in high power applications this is normally done through backside water cooling or
by attaching a heatsink. Apart from the actively cooled parts the remaining geometry is pas-
sively cooled by the surroundings. All this affects the current distribution, the power loss,
and resulting temperature field. Meaning all electro-thermal simulations are to be repeated
until converging towards a steady cycle. From the temperature field the thermo-mechanical
simulations can be carried out. These are based on a standard structural mechanics approach
combined with a degradation model to account for microscopical fracturing processes. Once
again this links to previous simulations: fractures affect the current distribution directly and
thereby cause a new steady cycle level in the electro-thermal simulations. With these con-
siderations in mind the model process and possibilities is explained in the following section.
6.2 Model Application
The model depicted in Fig. 6.1 should be applied depending on desired outcome. A full-
scale analysis of the current distribution, power loss, temperature field, structural mechanics,
and material degradation for end of life simulations is highly time consuming due to compu-
tational demand. If the goal is to optimize the geometry layout or identify possible critical
areas only a limited time period should be simulated. However, if a lifetime estimation or
large time period is to be considered, simplifications should be implemented. Suggestions to
model applications are listed in Table 6.1:
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Table 6.1: Description of application of the model illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Numbering after
lifetime estimation indicates the detail level of the simulation. More levels could be defined
according to interest and level of information available.
Motivation Model Input
Design analysis Full scale model.
(1) Electro-thermal simulation run-
ning until reaching steady cycle.
(2) Calculation of degradation param-
eters for a limited number of cycles.
-Full geometry in CAD
format
-Load (ic,VDC,TA,Tcooling)
-Production description
(components, interconnec-
tions, process)
-Test data (If available)
Lifetime estimation (*1)
Degradation analysis
Full scale model.
(1) Electro-thermal simulation run-
ning until reaching steady cycle.
(2) Degradation simulation until
reaching criteria for fracture propaga-
tion.
(3) Evaluate physical parameters:
forward voltage (Vce,VF ), thermal
impedance (Zth), degradation level.
Assess necessity for update of electro-
thermal simulation.
(4) Continue cycle (1)-(3) until
reaching failure criteria.
-Full geometry in CAD
format
-Load (ic,VDC,TA,Tcooling)
-Production description
(components, interconnec-
tions, process)
-Test data (If available)
Lifetime estimation (*2) Limited or full scale geometry de-
pending on input.
(1) Degradation simulation until
reaching criteria for fracture propaga-
tion.
(2) Continue cycle (1) until reaching
failure criteria.
-Geometry of interest
-Load (T (~r, t))
Lifetime estimation (*3) Same procedure as level (*2) but with
extrapolation of degradation pattern.
-Geometry of interest
-Load (T (~r, t))
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CHAPTER 7
Model Theory
7.1 Power Loss
In Sec. 1.1 the standard IGBT power module designs are discussed. Normally, both ac-
tive (transistors/diodes) and passive elements (interconnections) display losses affecting the
module temperature during operation. Power losses in the Cu pads, Al bond-wires, solders,
metallizations, etc. are limited to standard resistive losses. This is not the case with ac-
tively switched diodes and IGBTs, here effects like switching-, blocking-, and gate losses
also contribute. Based on this the total loss in the semiconductor components far exceed the
remaining, meaning the power loss calculation is centred around the semiconductor chips.
The total power loss in a semiconductor component is separated into static (Pstatic),
switching (Ps), and driving losses (Pdriving):
Ptot = Pstatic+Ps+Pdriving,
≈ Pc+Ps. (7.1)
In Eq. (7.1) Pstatic includes conduction losses (Pc) and blocking losses and as the for-
ward blocking and driving losses are often small compared to the remaining, these are left
out.[18, 82, 83]
In devices with an applied on and off current switching between active components the
power loss pattern during one switching cycle can be illustrated as in Fig. 7.1. The energy
required to turn on (Eon), off (Eo f f ), and maintain continuous on-state (Ec) heats up the de-
vice during active (ton) followed by a passive period (to f f ).
All parameters are temperature and load dependent meaning:
Ptot =
1
T
∫ ton
0
vce(t,T )ic(t,T )dt, (7.2)
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Figure 7.1: Power loss in switched devices.
where T = ton + to f f . On-state losses are separated into conduction and switching losses as
illustrated in Fig. 7.1:[83–85]
Pc =
1
T
∫ t ′on
0
vce(t,T )ic(t,T )dt, (7.3)
Ps =
1
T
(
Eon(ic,T )+Eo f f (ic,T )
)
. (7.4)
The reason for separation of conduction and switching losses is due to lack of detailed
switching characteristics of power semiconductors. Normally, the only supplied information
is the switch-loss energy as a function of applied current and to some degree temperature.
Formulation of the actual power loss in a given system is therefore highly dependent on
the loading and the system response. Detailed discussions on switching characteristics and
power loss in dynamic and static systems are available in numerous publications.[82, 84–88]
7.1.1 Power Loss in Three-Phase Converter Simulator
In the test system presented in Sec. 3.1 a well-defined current load is applied under controlled
conditions, see Table 3.1. As presented in Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4) the total chip losses are
therefore quickly derived from the system modulation function (m):[18, 82]
PIGBTc = ic(~r, t)vCE(~r, t,T )
(
1−m
2
)
, (7.5)
PIGBTs = fs
[
Eon(T )+Eo f f (T )
](VDC
Vre f
)KIv
, (7.6)
PDiodec = iF(~r, t)vD(~r, t,T )
(
1+m
2
)
, (7.7)
PDioderec = fs [Erec(T )]
(
VDC
Vre f
)KDv
. (7.8)
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The last term
(
VDC
Vre f
)Kv
in the switch-loss equations (7.6) and (7.8) are a calibration term
as Eon, Eo f f , and Ereg are normally only specified at one DC-link voltage[18]. Vre f is the
reference voltage from the datasheet and Kv is the shape correction parameter.
As illustrated in the arguments of the switch losses in Eqs. (7.6) and (7.8) the switching
and recovery loss are assumed homogeneously distributed with regard to current but not tem-
perature. Conduction losses are distributed according to current distribution and temperature.
Current Distribution and Passive Element Conduction Loss
Deriviation of the current distribution inside a complex geometry as the one illustrated in
Fig. 1.1 is not a trivial task. Especially, when regarding transient conditions all electrical
parameters of the individual sections are needed. These are normally not available and can
therefore not be applied. Presently, a distribution approach is considered where the current
distribution between sections is the initial step, the chip current distribution is the second,
and the local wire current the third.
The distribution between sections is most easily handled through a standard circuit analysis[89].
In the present model this is coupled with geometry simplification as will be discussed in a
following chapter.
Current distribution on chip and passive elements are derived in steady state in steps
through FEM modelling: (1) Terminal to solder backside, (2) Solder backside through chip
and bond wires, (3) bond wires to terminal. The set of equations are similar to the previously
presented convection-reaction-diffusion equation, but with the electric potential instead of
the temperature field.
In Fig. 7.2 the relative current in steady state between the ten Al wires on the LS IGBT
chip is presented. Three different curves are included: a current distribution simulation (irw),
a current distribution simulation with temperature effects (irw T-cal), and experimental values
obtained using four-point probing. Figs. 7.3 illustrate the difference in the current density
distribution inside the IGBT chip without (a) and with (b) temperature effects.
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Figure 7.2: Simulated relative wire current of LS IGBT bond wires. Two simulated curves
(without and with temperature effects) compared to experimental data.
(a) Current density inside IGBT at constant
temperature.
(b) Current density inside IGBT with temper-
ature hotspots.
Figure 7.3: Current density inside LS IGBT chip with even and uneven temperature distri-
bution. The distribution in (b) is induced by a temperature gradient of 25K from hotspots to
edge.
Using the steady state relative current distribution the conduction loss may be derived di-
rectly from the material conductivity. All pure materials are treated using textbook data, the
semiconductor device data are obtained from the power module datasheet. This can be done
by direct interpolation or in order to extrapolate outside datasheet specifications by fitting a
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model. Presently, a Shockley model is used in series with a resistor:[5, p.107]
vce = n · kBTq · ln
(
ic
IS
+1
)
+R · ic+V0, (7.9)
where n is the carrier concentration, IS is the saturation current, and V0 is the offset voltage.
The model fitting is carried out for all available datasheet IV curves, meaning a set of input
parameters is obtained for each temperature curve. In between and outside provided data,
temperature effects are assumed linear.
7.2 Heat Transfer
The study of heat transfer concerns a number of topics, like estimating the flow of energy
(in the form of heat) through a system under steady and transient conditions. Naturally, the
theory is governed by the laws of thermodynamics, motion, and conservation. The normal
approach in heat transfer problems is to use a set of rate equations to analyse the given
structure. Transfer of thermal energy into a given control volume is separated into four
categories:
• Conduction or diffusion: Tranfer of energy between objects that are in physical con-
tact.
• Convection: Transfer of energy between an object and its environment due to fluid
motion.
• Radiation: Transfer of energy to or from a body by means of emission or absorption
of electromagnetic radiation.
• Mass transfer: Transfer of energy from one location to another as a side effect of
physically moving an object.
The first mentioned is the dominating one in our problematic concerning the heat transfer
within a solid medium with no fluid flow. [34, 90, 91]
7.2.1 The Conduction Rate Equation
The conduction rate equation is the same as Fourier’s law - the heat rate in the n’th direction
is written as:
qn =−knAdTdn , (7.10)
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where qn is the rate of power [W ], kn is the thermal conductivity [Wm−1K−1], A is the cross-
sectional area of the medium regarded with n being the normal direction to A, and T is the
temperature. Often it is more convenient to talk about the heat flux which is defined as
q′′n =
qn
A
=−kn dTdn . (7.11)
Eq. (7.11) is only valid if A is an isothermal surface[34, p. 59]. From Eq. (7.11) the
generalized heat flux equation becomes:
~q′′ =−k~∇T (~r, t), (7.12)
where ~∇ is the del operator. And the derivatives in Eqs. (7.10) and (7.11) are replaced with
partial derivatives. From (7.12) it is clear
q′′x =−kx
∂T
∂x
, q′′y =−ky
∂T
∂y
, q′′z =−kz
∂T
∂ z
. (7.13)
The equations in Eq. (7.13) relates the heat flux across a surface to the temperature gradient
in a direction perpendicular to the surface.[34, 91]
7.2.2 The Heat Diffusion Equation
Generally one often wish to determine the temperature field (or distribution) inside a medium
resulting from conditions imposed on the boundaries. For a solid, knowledge of the tem-
perature distribution makes it possible to determine the structural integrity through thermal
stresses, expansions, and deflections.
Deriving the set of equations from which the temperature field may be obtained is carried
out through a set of steps: (1) introduce a differential control volume, (2) identify relevant
energy transfer processes, and (3) introduce rate equations. These steps should yield a dif-
ferential equation from where (for certain boundary conditions) the temperature field may
be derived.[34, 91]
In Fig. 7.4 a control volume is depicted:
δx
qx+δxqx
qy+δy
qy
qz+δz
qz
E'g
E'st
x
y
z δy
δz
Figure 7.4: Heat flux through an infinitesimal cube. Inspired from [34, p. 70].
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If a temperature gradient exist inside the medium a conduction of heat occurs across the
control surface. The heat rates perpendicular to the faces of the cube is denoted qx, qy, and
qz, according to the specified coordinate system. Conduction heat rates at the opposite faces
are expressed using a Taylor series expansion (neglecting higher order terms):
qx+δx = qx+
∂qx
∂x
δx, (7.14)
and similar for y and z*1.
Within the medium there may be an energy source term associated with the rate of ther-
mal energy generated*2:
∂Eg
∂ t
=
∂q
∂ t
δxδyδ z (7.15)
where Eg is the generated thermal energy, q is the rate of generated thermal energy, and
δxδyδ z =VDCV is the volume of the differential control volume. If the material is not expe-
riencing a change in phase, the energy storage term may be expressed as:
∂Est
∂ t
= ρcp
∂T
∂ t
VDCV , (7.16)
where ρ is the material density and cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure.
Based on energy contributions and rate equations the energy conservation requires:
∂Ein
∂ t
+
∂Eg
∂ t
− ∂Eout
∂ t
=
∂Est
∂ t
. (7.17)
It is clear that Ein/Eout in our example depends on the conduction heat rates, thus:
qx+qy+qz+
∂q
∂ t
VDCV −qx+δx−qy+δy−qz+δ z = ρcp
∂T
∂ t
VDCV , (7.18)
qx+qy+qz+
∂q
∂ t
VDCV −qx− ∂qx∂x δx−qy−
∂qy
∂y
δy−qz− ∂qz∂ z δ z = ρcp
∂T
∂ t
VDCV , (7.19)
∂q
∂ t
VDCV − ∂qx∂x δx−
∂qy
∂y
δy− ∂qz
∂ z
δ z = ρcp
∂T
∂ t
VDCV . (7.20)
We insert Fourier’s law, see Eq. (7.10), and divide away the volume of the differential control
element*3:
∂q
∂ t
+
∂
∂x
(
kx
∂T
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
(
ky
∂T
∂y
)
+
∂
∂ z
(
kz
∂T
∂ z
)
= ρcp
∂T
∂ t
. (7.21)
*1This is given as the heat rate at x+ δx can be written as the rate at x plus the gradual change
∂qx
∂x
times the
distance dx.
*2Eg. through work performed inside the cube - ohmic loss, switch loss, etc.
*3 ∂
∂n
qnδn =− ∂∂n
(
knA
∂T
∂n
)
δn =− ∂
∂n
(
kn
∂T
∂n
)
VDCV
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Eq. (7.21) is the generalized heat diffusion equation in Cartesian coordinates. The solution
is the temperature field T (~r, t). If we express Eq. (7.21) in terms of the ~∇ operator:
∂
∂ t
q(~r, t)+~∇ ·
(
k~∇T (~r, t)
)
= ρcp
∂
∂ t
T (~r, t) (7.22)
In Eq. (7.22) the first term on the left describes the change in storage of internal energy
within the body, the second term is the steady-state heat transfer term, and the term on
the right describes the transient properties of the temperature. This equation is basically a
diffusion-convection-reaction equation and is ideal for a finite element approach, this is pre-
sented in a following section[92].
7.2.3 Convection
In the previous section the concept of conduction is presented. Here it was briefly mentioned
that at the boundary between a solid and a liquid heat is transferred via convection instead of
conduction. This may in many cases be handled simply as a boundary condition (BC), but the
coefficients used in the BC must be specified. Convection includes the transfer of energy by
bulk fluid motion (advection) and random movement of molecules (diffusion). The subject
of convection may be complicated depending on the nature of it. One may experience phase
changes or irregular motion of one of the components in the situation. For now we merely
look at the boundary situation relevant for water cooling of a given component.[93, 94]
Boundary Layer
When a fluid is in contact with a surface the nearest particles’ velocity is decreased to zero
by the interacting forces. The nearest particles then affect the next nearest an so on resulting
in a reduced flow near the surface. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.5.
Free stream
y
x
u∞
T∞
u
δ(x)
τ
τ
u∞
T∞
Figure 7.5: Illustration of the loss of flow velocity in a fluid near a surface, the arrows
indicate the flow speed. Inspired from [34, p. 349].
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The impact on flow velocity is due to shear stresses τ acting parallel to the surface and
the direction of the fluid velocity. Naturally this effect decreases with the distance y from
the surface until the maximum velocity u∞ is reached. We define this distance as δ which
is normally referred to as the boundary layer thickness. Accordingly, two regions outside
the solid exists, a layer with a varying flow velocity/temperature and a stationary layer. The
effect of shear stresses is often described through a friction coefficient:
C f =
τs
1
2ρu2∞
, τs = µ
∂u
∂y
(7.23)
where µ is the dynamic viscosity. The definition of the surface shear stress in Eq. (7.23)
only holds for Newtonian fluids. [34]
The thermal effects in a fluid passing a solid surface are directly related to the velocity
of the liquid. Before the liquid reaches the surface the temperature is uniformly distributed
and constant T∞. After reaching the surface the nearest particles will, in the same manner as
the velocity case, feel the most significant affect. This is illustrated in figure 7.6 where we
assume Ts > T∞.
Free stream
y
x
T
δt(x)
Ts
u∞
T∞
u∞
T∞
Figure 7.6: Illustration of the transfer of heat into a fluid near a surface where Ts > T∞, the
maroon lines indicate the local temperature by length. Insprired from [34, p. 350].
Again δt is the distance from the surface where the stationary liquid temperature is nearly
reached:
δt =
Ts−T
Ts−T∞ (7.24)
Now the heat flux into the liquid may be derived by applying Fourier’s law in y = 0:
q′′s =−k f
∂T
∂y
∣∣∣∣
y=0
(7.25)
Eq. (7.25) holds true because of the situation explained in the previous section. The fluid
velocity is zero, therefore all energy transfer is through conduction. By combining Eq. (7.25)
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with Newton’s law of cooling, see [94]*4, one has:
h =
−k f
Ts−T∞
∂T
∂y
∣∣∣∣
y=0
. (7.26)
As would be expected the shape of the temperature curve away from the surface increases
with x until a given stationary situation is reached*5. Eq. (7.26) reduces the boundary con-
vection problem into determining the convection parameter h. This is, however, a compli-
cated problem which is normally solved by estimating an effective value either through FEM
simulation or experimental values.[66, 95]
7.3 Structural Mechanics
Structural mechanical analysis of an arbitrary solid subjected to a given mechanical loading
is by no means a trivial task. Several approximations are used in real life chosen based on
type of solid, application, and purpose of analysis. Mechanical loading of structures will
over time result in what is defined as flow, which, in principle, are processes occurring on
atomic level due to the change state. Accordingly, the detail of a complete mechanical anal-
ysis often exceed what is possible[96–98].
Numerous approximations exist all depending on the level of detail included. The sim-
plest form is to regard reversible processes independent of time and space (elastic regime).
This is often expanded to include small irreversible contributions making it dependent on
space (elasto-plastic regime). Further improvement of the model is often a complicated
process making it necessary to use approximations to implement rate- [99] or temperature
dependency [97], viscosity [52], etc. The presently discussed theory is centred on obtaining
the stress (σ ) and strain (ε) as a function of position and time. Therefore, the central aspect
is the stress-strain curve:[100–102]
The separation of an elastic an plastic regime makes it necessary to distinguish between
the regimes depending on loading as well as response.
7.3.1 Linear Elasticity
In the linear elastic case all processes are fully reversible and therefore it is only necessary
to look at the stationary example. Initially we regard an arbitrary solid structure subjected to
external loads:
*4q′′s = h(Ts−T∞)
*5The applied theory is based on gradient induced fluxes, accordingly, exact same situation as the velocity and
thermal boundary layer may be derived with regards to mass transfer, see [34]
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ε
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σy
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A': proportional limit
A:  elastic limit
B:  yield point
m:  necking point
f:    rupture point
B
Figure 7.7: Stress-strain curve illustration with emphasis on relevant points. σy is the mate-
rial yield strength, and σu is the ultimate tensile strength
x
y
z
P1
P2
P3
Pn
u
Figure 7.8: An external pressure is applied on an arbitrary solid structure resulting in defor-
mation and internal resistance.
The applied load induce in two reactions - deformation followed by internal resistance.
Accordingly, a new material equilibrium is reached but with internal resistance everywhere.
The common approach is to describe this through the so-called stress vector[100, 103, 104].
Around position ~u we regard a differential element of area ∆A where a force (∆F) is
experienced in an arbitrary direction. The stress vector in the normal and tangential direction
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of the differential element is thus
~tn = lim
∆A→0
∆~Fn
∆A
, (7.27)
~tt = lim
∆A→0
∆~Ft
∆A
. (7.28)
These are defined as the normal (~σn) and shear stress (~σt )*6. By orientating them with respect
to a Cartesian coordinate system a full stress matrix may be defined:
σ =
σxx σxy σxzσyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz
 (7.29)
It follows that σxy = σyx due to symmetry, and thus the matrix, σ , may be reduced to a row
vector:
~σ =

σxx
σyy
σzz
σxy
σyz
σxz
 (7.30)
The applied stress cause displacements as a function of the amplitude. This means that
the position of a point is altered. We refer to the relative change as the local strain (ε ) and
derive the different strain components from the position alteration compared to a normal and
tangential direction:
~ε =

εxx
εyy
εzz
εxy
εyz
εxz
=

∂
∂x 0 0
0 ∂∂y 0
0 0 ∂∂ z
∂
∂y
∂
∂x 0
0 ∂∂ z
∂
∂y
∂
∂ z 0
∂
∂x

u1u2
u3
 (7.31)
Derivation of the strain field from an applied stress is even for linear elastic materials of-
ten a complicated problem, at-least with respect to computational demands. In general the
situation is regarded by solving the constitutive equation:
~σ =C ·~ε, (7.32)
*6Often it is customary to regard to types of strain - engineering (Eulerian) and true (Lagrangian). The former
only takes initial and final shape of the solid into account, and the latter is at all times dependent on present state.
In the present work all strain is regarded as true strain except in the pure elastic regime.[100]
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where C is a six times six tensor, which is clear from Eqs. (7.30) and (7.31). The ac-
tual derivation of elastic constants of C depends on geometry, approximations, flow, BCs,
etc.[104]
Generalized Hooke’s Law
In isotropic solids in equilibrium a unique relation exist between the stress and strain com-
ponents:
σi j =
3
∑
k=1
λεkkδi j +2Gεi j, (7.33)
where G is the shear modulus of elasticity, δ is the Kronecker delta, and λ is the Lame
constant:
λ =
Eν
(1+ν)(1−2ν)
where E is the modulus of elasticity and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. Several other constitutive
relations may be derived by simplifying Eq. (7.33) further, however, the present shape is the
general case for isotropic linear elastic solids.[100, 104]
Effective Stress and Strain
From Eqs. (7.30) and (7.31) it is evident that a material under stress may have up to six
independent stress and strain components. It is often desired to have a general idea of the
combined load experienced, here the so-called effective stress and strains are introduced:
σ =
1√
2
[
(σx−σy)2+(σy−σz)2+(σx−σz)2+6(σ2xy+σ2yz+σ2xz)
]1/2
(7.34)
ε =
√
2
3
[
(εx− εy)2+(εy− εz)2+(εx− εz)2+6(ε2xy+ ε2yz+ ε2xz)
]1/2
(7.35)
The effective stress is often referred to as the Von Mises stress when the Von Mises yield
criterion*7 is being used.[100, 101]
7.3.2 Plasticity and Flow
In the present work the concept of rate-independent plasticity is utilized to formulate consti-
tutive relations. In principle this is based on infinitesimal deformation, but has been shown
to be valid for finite deformation as well.[60, 101, 105]
*7Large amount of material parameters are used when dealing with stress/strain relations, however, ordinarily
only tensile test data is available. Information regarding the yield limit (σy) is overcome through the Von Mises
yield criteria simply by assuming: σ = σy.
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Initially the strain rate is decomposed into the elastic and plastic contribution:
ε˙i j = ε˙
(e)
i j + ε˙
(p)
i j (7.36)
where the first term on the right hand side is a fully reversible elastic strain, and the latter is
the non-reversible plastic contribution. The decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 7.9, where
in this particular case ε(e) = ε2− ε1 and ε(p) = ε1.
The elastic strain rate is solved directly from the theory introduced in the previous sec-
tion. The inelastic contribution is obtained through the plastic potential function F(~σ):
dεp
dt
=
dλ
dt
∂F(~σ)
∂σ
, (7.37)
where λ is the plastic multiplier and F(~σ) for a Von Mises type isotropic strain-hardening
material is
F(~σ) = σV M(~r)−σy(~r), (7.38)
where σV M is the Von Mises stress, and σy is the yield strength.
ε
σ
σy
σy'
ε2ε1
A
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.9: Loading beyond elastic limit, unloading (a), and reloading (b) paths of solid with
plastic deformation.
Flow Curves
Analytically, one normally looks at three cases of plastic material behaviour: (a) rigid ideal
plastic deformation, (b) ideal elasto-plastic deformation, and (c) elasto-plastic deformation
with hardening, see Fig. 7.10. Additional approximated models are being used e.g. the one
developed by Richard and Blacklock[106]:
σ = Eε
[
1+
(
Eε
(1−E ′/E)σk +E ′ε
)n]−1/n
, (7.39)
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where σk is at A in Fig. 7.7 and n is a shape parameter n≈ ln(2)/ ln(σk/σ0)with σ0 being the
linear shape limit. Such models always work with success depending on regarded material.
In reality type (c) from figure 7.10 should always be used. And it should even be modified
with a gradual changing hardening as in (d).
0 0.005 0.01
0
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x 10
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σ
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a]
 
 
(a) Rigid I−P
(b) Ideal E−P
(c) E−P w. har.
(d) E−P R&B app.
Figure 7.10: Elasto-plastic flow curves for analytical handling of plastic problems. (a) rigid
ideal plastic deformation, (b) ideal elastic-plastic deformation, (c) elastic-plastic deformation
with hardening, and (d) Richard and Blacklock elasto-plastic approximation see Eq. (7.39).
7.3.3 Thermal Stress
If the temperature of a body changes by ∆T the body experiences a uniform strain. If ∆T is
positive the body expands and vice versa when ∆T is negative. The change in length may be
written as:
∆Li = Liα∆T , i = x,y,z (7.40)
If the body is homogeneous then the strain may be written as:
~εth = αxyz · [1 1 1 0 0 0]T ∆T, (7.41)
where αxyz is the CTE tensor which reduces to α for linear isotropic materials [104, Ch.7].
Following this equation the strain and thus the displacement field due to a temperature
change may be evaluated directly from the temperature field[104, 107].
Thermal Strain Approximation
Ideally the thermal stress should be evaluated from the approach discussed in the previous
section. However, a simplified analytical approach is sometimes preferable. This approxi-
mation presents a short method to calculate the thermo-mechanical stress. In Fig. 7.11 a 1D
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illustration of the stress created between to layers is presented.
Si
Al
ΔT
lcAllthAl
lthSi lcSi
Figure 7.11: Illustration of a 2 layer approximation of the thermal expansion of an Si/Al
interface.[8, 43].
Directly in the interface one would observe a connection between Al and Si. If isolated
from each other the materials would expand according to the expansion coefficient α i. When
placed in connection the mismatch in CTE creates a constraint on both layers (lic). As illus-
trated in Fig. 7.11 the expansion of Al is limited by Si and vice versa for the expansion of
Si. Si behaves in a brittle manner, accordingly it only experiences an elastic deformation
(εSi = εSiel ), whereas the ductile manner of Al has the possibility of both elastic and plastic
deformation(εAl = εAlel + ε
Al
pl ). If one assumes the total strain is the same in Al and Si it
follows
εAlth − εAlel − εAlpl = εSith + εSiel (7.42)
εAlpl = ε
Al
th − εAlel − εSith − εSiel (7.43)
=
(
αAl−αSi
)
∆T −
(
σAly
ESi
+
σAly
EAl
)
(7.44)
2D Plane Strain Approximation
The thermal stress is primarily orientated in the plane of the interface of the two materials
and accordingly the tensile strain in the plane is, in the elastic regime, easily derived from the
thermal stress. However, in the direction normal to the interface plane the strain is a bit more
difficult to calculate analytically. By looking at the interface between two materials, see
Figure 7.12, exposed to a planar stress an approximation may be derived from the principal
of volume conservation.
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xy
z
Py
Py
Px Px
Figure 7.12: Illustration of a 2D structure experiencing a homogeneous pressure in the x and
y direction. The resulting expansion is likewise uniform and homogeneous.
If the two layers have a mismatch in CTE one of the layers experiences a force acting
towards natural thermal expansion and vice versa for the other material. This is specified in
a Sec. 7.3.3. For now, an infinite layer is subjected to a constant uniform stress in the x and y
direction called Px and Py, see Fig. 7.12. The volume before applying the stress is defined as
V1 = x1y1z1
After applying the pressure the material is expanded and the resulting volume is
V2 = x2y2z2 = (x1+∆x)(y1+∆y)(z1+∆z)
If volume conservation (V1 =V2) is required*8 one has
x1y1z1 = (x1+∆x)(y1+∆y)(z1+∆z)
= x1y1z1+ x1y1∆z+ x1z1∆y+ x1∆y∆z+ y1z1∆x+ y1∆x∆z+ z1∆x∆y+∆x∆y∆z
Dividing by the initial volume and utilize the definition of tensile strain one has
0 = εz+ εy+ εyεz+ εx+ εxεz+ εxεy+ εxεyεz,
⇓
εz =− εy+ εyεx+ εxεy+ εyεx+ εx+1 ,
where the minus sign indicates that if the material is expanded in the x and y direction the
material has to be contracted in the z direction to keep the volume constant. In the case of an
isotropic medium with the same pressure applied εy = εx = εplane:
εz =−
ε2plane+2εplane
ε2plane+2εplane+1
(7.45)
*8Natural expansion of the layer with the lowest CTE has to be subtracted from V2
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With thermal expansion the strain is often small and accordingly a Taylor series is used for
the relation, Eq. (7.45), between in-plane stress and out-of-plane stress:
εz =−2εplane. (7.46)
Eq. (7.46) is naturally an approximation. The geometry for instance is not taken into ac-
count. If the interface is not perfectly planar and homogeneous like in Fig. 7.12 the thermal
stress vector also has components in the z-direction. This also has impact on the isotropic
assumption. Finally in reality the thermal strain may be so high that the Taylor expansion no
longer holds.
7.4 Fracture Mechanics
In part I the bond wire lift-off failure process was introduced with comments that the fracture
path was often observed to move in a vertical direction inside the wire itself, with respect to
chip surface, to a given height. The reason for this is that over time, when subjected to cyclic
stress, cracks are initiated around voids, interface termination regions, etc. or what might
be referred to as natural sites. Due to the strength of crystalline grains compared to inter-
grain bonds, cracks may propagate at grain boundaries[43]. As presented in Sec. 5.3.1 the
wire bonding process often refines the grains near the interface, meaning the average grain
diameter increases when moving inside the wire itself. When the grain diameter increases
the yield strength decreases which is referred to as the Hall-Petch relation:
σy = σ0 =+kyd−1/2 (7.47)
where σy is the yield strength, ky is the dislocation locking term, d is the grain diameter,
and σ0 is the yield strength for dislocation along slip planes[79, 108]. The change in yield
strength due to the micro-structure explains the reason for bond wire lift-off cracks to often
move inside wires themselves. Similarly, other material degradation processes are related to
the microscopical structure and atomic scale processes.[97]
7.4.1 Material Damage
For simplicity the types of damage observed in solids are divided into different groupings,
see Table 7.1, in common, is its creation by initiation of surfaces. This may be through
cracks, voids, etc. and at different scales but in general it is linked with microscopic pro-
cesses. Three fundamental types are regarded on the atomic scale: (a) cleavage, (b) slip with
step formation, and (c) creation of cavities, see Fig. 7.13.[96, 98]
The assignment is to link the microscopic damage to macroscopic processes. Doing this
requires considering crack initiation, crack mechanisms and path (phases, constraints), and
load conditions (including environment). These are in principle interconnected at may vary
over time.
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Table 7.1: Grouping of damage processes in solid materials, inspired from [98].
Volume damage Surface damage
Abrupt Cleavage Liquid metal embrittlement
Cavities (Trans- or intergranular)
Time dependent Creep Fatigue
Irradiation embrittlement Wear
Impurity embrittlement Stress corrosion
Hydrogen embrittlement Corrosion fatigue
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.13: Schematic of atomic scale damage processes, (a) cleavage, (b) slip, and (c)
creation of cavities - inspired from [98].
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7.4.2 Fatigue Crack Growth
Under cyclic loading a given structure, naturally, deforms according to the load as described
in Sec. 7.3. If only reversible elastic deformation occurs the concept of fatigue damage
cannot occur. Accordingly, reversible yield limits needs to be exceeded to create permanent
damage. In crystalline solids the irreversibility is created by dislocations which lead to slips.
The reason for initiation near the surface, as presented in Table 7.1, is less constraint on the
free side rendering the slip process easier. Normally, fatigue processes are separated into
long and short crack processes[109] which are related to the loading. We will limit ourselves
to the latter due to the stress normally experienced in power modules, which goes under so-
called low cycled fatigue, but for additional detail refer to [96, 110].[111]
Short cracks are initiated from slips at the surface and grow in grain planes until reach-
ing a grain boundary at a specific angle resulting in slowing down propagation. Further
propagation is limited by the considered geometry. Normal condition would be to continue
intergranular movement at a slightly different angle. The flow rate is expected to be pro-
portional to grain size as described by the Hall-Petch relation, but depending on the grain
dislocations this is not definitive[110, p.330]. Doing calculation on this type of fracture is
closely controlled by the strength of the component. Macroscopically this is put into a single
parameter - the fatigue strength. Number of cycles to fracture (NR) was proposed by Cof-
fin and Manson independently to relate to the cyclic strain amplitude through the famous
Coffin-Manson relation:[111]
NR = A′∆εp−α
′
(7.48)
where α ′,A′ are experimentally determined parameters and ∆εp is the plastic strain ampli-
tude. The relation is only valid in the medium strain regime within the low cycle fatigue
range. Formulation of the relation is based on the strain decomposition approximation de-
fined in Sec. 7.3.2.
Conceptually, the Coffin-Manson relation can be explained by regarding the fatigue pro-
cess from micro- to macro-scale. In micro-regime the rupturing is initiated by the before
mentioned dislocation movement or slips. After approximately 10% lifetime the micro-
scopic rupturing changes into mesocracks or cracks on the mesoscopic scale. It has been
stated that the appearance of mesocracks can be regarded as a stochastic process with nu-
cleations in random positions at the surface, according to geometry[111]. Depending on
loading the mesocracks will over time begin forming clusters which are grouped by type and
phase (intergranular, transgranular, etc.). Bulking of mesocracks also enable the final stage
of the low cycle fatigue. When reaching a critical size the mesoscopic scale damage change
into a macroscopic rupture by propagation of the most critical crack through the bulk of the
solid. Under these steps the final crack propagation is naturally the main force in the rupture
but the main controller is the initiation process between micro- and mesoscopic processes.
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7.4.3 Degradation Modelling
Through the model presented in Fig. 6.1 with a full power loss model, temperature field,
and strain distribution defined in Secs. 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3, respectively, as input all relevant
stressors of a power module are known. However, as discussed in Sec. 7.4.2 the low-cycle
fatigue process is very geometry and material dependent. Accordingly, defining a governing
lifetime law for a power module consisting of any sub-element and assembled using an ar-
bitrary technique is impossible. Instead, general material degradation (D) is sought derived
for estimation of relative damage by a given loading. Actual derivation of absolute values
like changes in forward voltage, crack length, etc. would be obtained by comparison to ex-
perimental data.
The primary failure mechanism experienced in the module regarded in Secs. 4.3.2 and
5.3.2 placed under the conditions shown in Table 3.1 are identified as bond wire lift-off and
metallization reconstruction, see paper G. In [16, 17] a 1D approach for modelling the bond
wire lift-off failure mechanisms is presented. It is a time-domain based approach with the
primary stressors as input. Fracture propagation criteria are obtained by comparison with
shear tests. The model is separated into a damage creation and recovery part:
δD = f (D,ε,T )δT −ρ(D,T )δ t
= fε fD fTδT −ρDρTδ t. (7.49)
In the following section the theory is expanded to 3D and the inputs are time resolved FEM
simulations. The main function D(~r, t) of the differential equation in Eq. (7.49) is still a unit-
less degradation parameter. Any physical interpretation of the absolute value of D(~r, t) has
to be obtained by comparing to specified criteria, e.g. fracture propagation by comparison to
experimental data or design quality by comparison to damage generated at other positions.
Damage functions
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (7.49) is the damage generated at time t. As indi-
cated in the equation this is separated into four contributions: Strain concentration function
fε(~r, t), hardening function fD(~r, t), thermal load fT (~r, t), and a local displacement strain
dεd :
fε(~r, t) = G0εep(~r, t), (7.50)
fD(~r, t) = 1+aHD(~r, t)BH , (7.51)
fT (~r, t) =
(
Teq
T (~r, t)
)BT
, (7.52)
dεd = ∆αδT, (7.53)
where G0, aH , BH , and BT are computational coefficients and εep is the effective plastic strain.
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Restoration functions
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (7.49) is the recovery part. ρD is the al-
ready existing damage and ρTδ t is a temperature activated annealing term depending on the
amount of time at the given temperature and the strain hardening experienced prior.
ρT (~r, t) = κ2 exp
(
− EA
kBT (~r, t)
)
, (7.54)
where EA is the activation energy and κ2 is a computational coefficient.
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Degradation in High Power IGBT Modules
In order to derive the thermo-mechanical induced stress and material damage created under a
given loading all steps of Fig. 6.1 must be handled. This is done by simulating the dynamic
temperature field created by the power loss under operation followed by a calculation of
the stress response. From the induced stress the degradation parameter may be obtained for
design analysis, damage assessment, or lifetime estimation.
8.1 Dynamic Temperature Field Analysis of IGBT Module
In order to derive the thermo-mechanical induced stress across all interfaces of a full power
module, the temperature field needs to be obtained. The regarded geometry is presented in
Fig. 1.1 and the load conditions in Table 3.1.
8.1.1 Module Geometry and Material Properties
Calculation of the temperature field around a complex geometry with multiple materials is
a complicated matter with regard to theory and computational power. Solving Eq. (7.22)
through a FEM approach requires a specified geometry and relevant physical parameters.
Electrical properties of the regarded power module is extracted directly from the com-
ponent data-sheet, and physical properties of pure materials are textbook listed[34, 97, 112–
114]. Whereas other materials like doped silicon[115], ceramics[116, 117], solders[118],
etc. are obtained from articles or databases[119]. Handling the complex semiconductor
structures is carried out using an effective medium approximation (EMA) which is described
in detail in a following section.
Simplified Module Geometry
In Figs. 1.1 and 8.1 a photography and computer aided design (CAD) image of a full IGBT
power module is displayed. The CAD image is simplified by leaving out bond wires and
terminal pads. Doing a full scale simulation of the temperature field under the load speci-
fied in Sec. 7.1.1 is demanding with regard to computational power. Taking electro-thermal
coupling as well as the difference in sub-element scale*1 into account further increase the
*18.4mm×10.6mm×6µm≈ 0.5mm3 Al diode metallization vs. 250mm×67mm×3mm≈ 5e4mm3 Cu baseplate.
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demands.
The initial simplification in the present model is to utilize the periodicity of the six struc-
0
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0
Figure 8.1: CAD illustration of a IGBT power module - from paper F.
.
tural identical sections in order to only regard a single section. In Fig. 8.2 a CAD illustration
of a single sectioning with all relevant components included and the part of baseplate in its
proximity is presented.
Section position on top of the baseplate, however, have been reported on several
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Figure 8.2: CAD illustration of a IGBT power module section - from paper F.
occasions[66, 120] to affect the mean section temperature due to possible heating of cooling
reservoir while passing the sample. This is overcome by modulating the effective backside
cooling temperature of the regarded section according to position:
q′′SP = hSP [(Ts(x,y, t)+Tcor(x,y, t))−TSP] , (8.1)
where hSP is the convection coefficient at the specific flow rate, Ts is the local surface tem-
perature from the section simulation, TSP is the cooling liquid temperature, and Tcor is the
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section position correction.
An example of a simplified full module simulation is presented in Fig. 8.3 at an arbi-
trary time under the conditions specified in Table 3.1. In Fig. 8.4 the baseplate backside
and topside temperature is plotted along a line at the module centre with the different sec-
tion positions marked. Under the cooling conditions applied in the three-phase wind power
converter simulator effects from section position is almost limited to S1 and S6.
100
200
0 0
60
xy
z
Figure 8.3: Temperature field of simplified full power module subjected to sinusoidal load
conditions.
Thermal Conductivity - Effective Medium Approximation
As mentioned in the introduction silicon chips are a complex architecture with different re-
gions. This affects the effective physical parameters (conductivity, expansion, etc.) of the
silicon chips. Therefore, either the specific geometry needs to be included in the full scale
simulations or an effective approximation can be introduced. The former is problematic as
individual layers in IGBT chips have heights as low as a single micron. Compared with
e.g. the wire- or the ceramic thickness’s this presents a dimensional problem with regard to
computational power. Instead symmetry of the semiconductor chips is utilized to regard a
single current channel and develop effective parameters[121].
The method employed to characterize a single channel is a so-called EMA. The principle
of the EMA is to derive macroscopic approximations from the microscopic layers. In Fig.
8.5 SEM images are presented showing the top side of an IGBT chip and a FIB cut into a
single transistor channel.
The FIB cut outlines the geometry of a single transistor channel. By applying energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) as well as knowledge of trench gate IGBTs the varying
materials are identified. From the top of Fig. 8.5 a 4µm Al metallization is observed con-
necting all the IGBTs placed in parallel. Below the metallization the silicon based emitter
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Figure 8.4: Line plot of baseplate topside and backside temperature at module centre at
selected times during a power cycle - from paper F.
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Figure 8.5: SEM images of a FIB cut and a part of the top side of an IGBT chip - from paper
F.
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channel is situated between the two gates which are separated by an oxide. In Fig. 8.6 a
standard trench gate IGBT geometry is depicted. The IGBT depicted may differ from the
one shown in Fig. 8.5 but the overall concept should be the same.
In the following the n+ layer below the emitter is left out. The remaining is separated
Emitter
n- Basis
n+ Buffer
p+ Emitter
n+
p
Collector
Gate
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Figure 8.6: Schematic of the layers present in a IGBT. The layout is from [20, p.51].
into three regions in a similar way as presented in [121]. Region 2 and 3 are depicted in Figs.
8.7.
1. The first region is handled as one solid doped Si crystal. Layers from the collector and
until the n− basis layer is included.
2. The second region includes the p layer, the trench gate structure and the vertical oxide.
3. The third region includes the remaining layers, the horizontal gate and oxide as well
as the Al metallization seen in Fig. 8.5.
The evaluation of the effective physical parameters are carried out through a thermostatic
simulation, meaning Eq. (7.22) is solved in the stationary limit. As seen in Fig. fig:regions
the regions are in a cubic form which is utilized to solve the thermostatic problem in all
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(a) Region 2 - p-doped silicon emitter channel (dark
gray) surrounded by oxide (red), trench gate structure
(blue) and n- doped basis (dark grey).
(b) Region 3 - aluminum metallization (light grey) on
top of oxide layers (red) as well as the horizontal gate
structure (blue). The emitter channel from region 2
are still in the middle.
Figure 8.7: CAD illustration of region 2 and 3 for FEM simulation of physical parameters
of the transistor.
spatial directions. The spatial directions are isolated from each other so the heat flux from
one surface to another may be written from Fourier’s law, see Eq. (7.10)
qx =−kxA∆T∆x .
So that the average thermal conductivity may be derived as:
kx =−qx ∆xA∆T
In Fig. 8.8 the problem is sketched.
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A
Δx
Ta Tb
qx
a b
Figure 8.8: Illustration of heat transfer through a rectangular structure of length ∆x and
cross-sectional area A.
Only one spatial direction is regarded at a time, so the problem is limited to the bound-
aries a and b. Meaning that the remaining boundaries, which are parallel to the flux direction,
are kept strictly adiabatic. By fixing the temperature at b to Tb through a Dirichlet BC, see
[91], and applying a given heat flux through a, then kx as a function of the average temper-
ature may be derived. In Figs. 8.9 the thermal conductivity for the various directions are
plotted for region two and three. The parameters in the x and y direction are the same due to
symmetry.
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(a) Thermal conductivity of region 2,
due to symmetry kx equals ky.
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(b) Thermal conductivity of region 3,
the layered structure makes the differ-
ence between kx,ky and kz significant.
Figure 8.9: Thermal conductivity of regions 2 and 3 illustrated in figures 8.7(a) and 8.7(b).
The orientation of the Cartesian coordinate system is specified in 8.7. From paper F.
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In a similar way the specific heat capacity may be derived. Through the specific heat ca-
pacity of the individual layers times its mass, a mass-weighted specific heat is obtained:[121]
cregion =
∑i cimi
∑i mi
So the specific heat capacity of the various layers becomes:
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Figure 8.10: Specific heat capacity for region 2 and 3 - from paper F.
8.1.2 Temperature Field
Based on the theory and approximations introduced in previous sections a full time-resolved
temperature field may be derived for any type of loading for a full power module. In Figs.
8.11 the temperature field at different time steps under the specification listed in Table 3.1
are presented. The figures are focused on the active regions in the given part of the power
cycle.
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Figure 8.11: Temperature fields of power module section at different times during a single
power cycle - from paper F.
As expected a clear tendency of an uneven temperature distribution across the chip sur-
face is observed[9, 121]. This is attributed to uneven current distribution, see Fig. 7.3 and
higher thermal impedance in specific regions. As will be clear from the thermo-mechanical
simulations this creates an increased load on specific wire bonds.
In Fig. 8.12 the mean junction temperature of the four active components are presented,
illustrating the increased thermal load on the section diodes.
8.2 Plastic Strain and Material Degradation
By combining the temperature fields presented in Sec. 8.1.2 with the elasto-plastic theory in
Sec. 7.3.2 the local strain around any interface of the geometry presented in Fig. 8.2 may
be obtained. If additionally, the temperature and strain field are inserted into the material
damage model introduced in Sec. 7.4.3 one obtains the degradation parameter around the
region of interest.
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Figure 8.12: Mean junction temperature under sinusoidal loading conditions - from paper F.
8.2.1 Strain and Degradation Field Analysis
In Fig. 8.13 the mean temperature of six wire bond (wb) interfaces on top of the LS IGBT
is presented. In general, the second bond wbi2 (furthest from the diode) has a lower mean
temperature indicating a lower peak thermal stress. Additionally, the mean temperature is
seen to drop from w5 and outwards to w1 as discussed earlier. However, the ∆T is not de-
creasing in the same way, w5 is still stressed additionally compared to w3 and w1. But the
second wire bond is cooling down faster due to further distance from the diode. Exact ∆T
values are presented in Figs. 8.15(a)-8.15(f).
In Figs. 8.14 the effective plastic strain increment along a line in parallel to the wire
curvature from heel to toe is plotted for one power cycle for wire 1. Even though the mean
temperature difference between the two bonds is marginal, see Fig. 8.13, the strain incre-
ment is significant. In fact the ∆T is significantly higher in wb12. This is attributed to the
contribution from wire flexing of the long wire curve between IGBT and diode.
From the effective plastic strain and the temperature field the differential equation in
Eq. (7.49) may be defined and solved for any given boundary. In Figs. 8.15(a)-8.15(f) the
degradation function of wb11−wb52 whose mean temperature are in Fig. 8.13 are presented.
The degradation function is plotted along the same cross-interface line parallel to the wire
curvature used in Fig. 8.14.
A similar situation to the difference in plastic strain observed between wb11 and wb12 in
Fig. 8.14 in spite of limited temperature difference, is also seen in the degradation function.
Wire 5 experiences the highest mean temperature and temperature variation, of the three, but
the degradation function increases more in wb31 and the heel of wb32. Again this is accred-
ited to the wire flexing which is supported by the higher damage level in the toe of wb52
created by the higher temperature. This illustrate the necessity to include local temperature
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Figure 8.13: Mean temperature of first and second wire bond interface of wires 1,3, and 5
on top of LS IGBT.
(a) wb11 (b) wb12
Figure 8.14: Plastic strain increment for both bonds of wire 1 - from paper F.
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(a) wb11 ∆T = 24.5K (b) wb12 ∆T = 26.2K
(c) wb31 ∆T = 28.6K (d) wb32 ∆T = 30.7K
(e) wb51 ∆T = 29.5K (f) wb52 ∆T = 31.7K
Figure 8.15: Degradation distribution of IGBT wire bonds of wire 1, 3, and 5 - from paper
F.
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in the stress/damage analysis instead of only ∆T and mean temperature.
8.2.2 Degradation Model Lifetime Analysis
If one specify a hypothetical wire bond structure (e.g. a typical end bond), and utilize the
mean chip junction temperature, depicted in Fig. 8.12, together with the analytical approx-
imations for the plastic strain calculation, presented in Eqs. (7.44) and (7.46), one has a
model suited for end of life estimation. This has been carried out for the mean temperature
curve presented in Fig. 8.12, with the degradation functions peak value near the heel plotted
in Fig. 8.16.
As expected from the load conditions, and shown experimentally in Part II, the diode
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Figure 8.16: Degradation functions peak value near interface heel derived from analytical
approximation - from paper F.
wire bonds are degrading at significantly increased speed compared to the IGBT wire bonds.
The approach to derive an expected lifetime from the curves in Fig. 8.16 is to specify a crack
propagation criteria. So when D reaches a given value a crack is allowed to propagate a
given distance. Specification of propagation rate and criteria may be obtained from mechan-
ical tests[17], or if one wants to assess change in physical parameters, by four-point probing
as in Fig. 4.8.
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Conclusions and Perspectives
As specified in the introduction and thesis summary, the main motivation for the work car-
ried out was to increase the level of understanding of package related failure mechanisms.
The reason for this was to enable integration of more physics-of-failure related concepts in
design, fabrication, and damage assessment.
In order to accomplish this a number of characterization and testing methods were devel-
oped with a focus on combining micro-scale techniques with real life conditions. The scale
of required work limited the regarded failure mechanisms to primarily bond wire related and
to some degree metallization reconstruction effects. The latter was primarily carried out as a
side project in order to investigate its connection with bond wire fatigue. Through the signif-
icant amount of investigations concerning wire fatigue issues, a high level of understanding
of the micro-scale fracture process as well as macro-scale effects on the module forward
voltage has been obtained. This has enabled a formulation of a detailed degradation model
able to assess design quality, degradation distribution, and if combined with experimental
results - lifetime estimation.
To further improve the results, additional work has to be carried out regarding other
package related mechanisms in present designs (solder issues, metallization, ceramic frac-
tures), but also upcoming generations of power modules (sintering, Cu wires, integrated sys-
tems, etc.). To accomplish this the used characterization techniques needs to be automatized
additionally, and theoretical models describing other effects (solder creep, diffusion) must
be implemented. Especially concerning metallization reconstruction, test methods without
electrical loading must be developed in order to rule out migration effects. This could be
accomplished through passive heating from either a heat element or thermal radiation. On
top of this non-damaging micro-scale investigations combined with placing devices back
into operation would significantly help to understand degradation evolution. Furthermore, it
would rule out problems with manufacturing variation from the results. Ways of accomplish-
ing this could be to conduct four-point probing measurements through the power module gel
or use non-damaging scanning techniques through material layers.
Additionally, an implementation of physics-of-failure based concepts earlier in the de-
sign and fabrication phase would highly increase the component robustness and reliability.
This makes it possible to plan and fabricate based on specific load conditions and remove
issues like under/over designing. A good example of this is the outcome of paper B, where
limited investigation of the Al wire bonding process created a good overview of pros and
cons in modulation of bonding parameters.
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